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Abstract
In this thesis, the nonlinear interaction of waves and current in water of finite depth
is studied. Wind is not included.
In the first part, a 2D theory for the wave effect on a turbulent current over
rough or smooth bottom is presented. The logarithmic profile of the basic current
is modified by the waves due to an effective mean shear stress on the free surface.
Surface distortion of the eddy viscosity is shown to be important for the change of
the mean velocity profile by waves. Both wave-following and wave-opposing current
are studied. Comparisons are made with some existing laboratory experiments.
In the second part, an instability theory is presented for the initiation of Langmuir
cells due to waves interacting with a turbulent current maintained by tides or by an
external pressure gradient. With an infinitesimal span-wise disturbance, the free
surface experiences a new mean stress, which generates new vorticity to be diffused
downward, and induces further growth. Various contributions to the unstable growth
of Langmuir circulation are analyzed by examining the mechanical energy budget.
Evidences will be shown that the surface stress contributes significantly to instability.
Both wave-following current and wave-opposing current are studied. For the wave-
following current, two types of Langmuir cells can grow in time; while for the wave-
opposing current, only one can grow. Effects of current strength, wave conditions,
and water depth on the growth of Langmuir circulation will be studied by numerical
examples. Remarks on existing laboratory experiments are made
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Part I
Effects of surface waves on a
turbulent current over a smooth or
rough seabed
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fine sediments on the bottom of a shallow lake or sea can be resuspended by waves and
transported by the current. Since these particles can be carriers of contaminants and
nutrients, their distribution is crucial to the health of the water body. Quantitative
understanding of the mutual influence between waves, current and wind is therefore
of basic importance to the prediction of biological and/or chemical processes in shal-
low water. Omitting the direct effects of wind, Grant and Madsen (1979,1986) [22, 23]
have studied the effects of turbulence by a simple eddy-viscosity model, with attention
focused on the region close to the seabed where sediment transport is often the most
important. Based on experiments by Bakker and van Doorn(1978) [2] and Mathisen
and Madsen (1996a, 1996b) [48, 47] and by others, they find that a current followed
by waves experiences a reduction of speed near the bed, hence an increase of the ap-
parent roughness. The record of Bakker and van Doorn(1978)[2] also shows a notable
reduction of current velocity near the water surface. Later Kemp and Simons(1982,
1983)[32, 33], and Klopman(1994,1997)[34, 35] reported full-depth profiles by simi-
lar experiments and showed that the near-surface velocity of a current is increased
(reduced) if opposed (followed) by waves; consistent reduction was observed near the
bed. A summary of some existing experiments regarding the bottom mean velocity
is presented in Table (1.1), where Ak is the height of the roughness elements and Ak
the distance between the roughness elements( see Figure(1-1) ). There is no consis-
tent trend about the change of the near bottom mean velocity among the existing
experiments.
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Authors Roughness Ak (mm) Ak (mm) velocity with waves
Bakker & Doorn (1978) rectangular. 15 2 reduced
Kemp & Simons(1982) smooth bed 0 0 increased
Kemp & Simons(1982) triangular 18 5 increased
Kemp & Simons(1983) triangular 18 5 increased
Mathisen & Madsen(1996) triangular 100 15 reduced
Mathisen & Madsen(1996) triangular 200 15 reduced
Klopman (1994) sand 2 2 increased
Table 1.1: Summary of the near bottom mean velocity in some experiments
In experiments by Nepf et al (1995) [57] on Langmuir circulation in a channel
of finite width, mechanically generated breaking waves along a steady current also
retards the current near the free surface along the center plane of the flume.
Since very fine sediments in lakes or shallow seas can be readily resuspended far
above the bottom, the mean velocity distribution in the entire depth is of importance
to their transport. Theoretical models for the prediction of wave-current interaction
should therefore also include the region near the free surface. An eddy-viscosity model
for this problem has been attempted by Nielsen and You (1996) [59]. Several ad hoc
assumptions were added and the agreement with measured data is not very satisfac-
tory. Dingemans et al (1996) [11] attributed the wave-induced change of the Eulerian
mean velocity to Langmuir circulation induced by the lateral boundaries of the wave
tank. The results of their three-dimensional computations based on a k - e model
agree reasonably well with the measurement of Klopman only for waves following, but
not opposing, the current. Allowing the current to be as strong as the phase velocity
of waves, Groeneweg and Klopman(1998) [25] treated the two-dimensional problem
by combining the method of Generalized Lagrangian Mean (GLM) and a numerical
turbulence model. By an empirical estimate of the eddy viscosity and numerical com-
putations, they found good agreement between the computed and measured profiles of
the longitudinal velocity for both co-flowing and counter-flowing currents of Klopman
(1994) [34]. Their method was further extended by Groeneweg and Battjes (2003)
[24] to study the side-wall effects in the three-dimensional motion in a long flume
of finite width. Transverse circulation due to the presence of the vertical sidewalls
was calculated but was found to have only weak effects on the longitudinal velocity
profiles.
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Since simple eddy viscosity models facilitate analytical examination of the phys-
ical phenomenon, they have been used in early studies of wave generation by wind.
Townsend (1972)[71] proposed an eddy-viscosity model in which the mixing length
is measured from the moving water surface. Thus the eddy viscosity near the sea
surface is modified by waves and depends on time. In consequence the mean wind
velocity near the water surface is significantly affected. Similar ideas about the wave-
modified mixing length have been used by Janssen (1985), Jacobs (1987) [28] and
van Duin and Janssen(1992) [73]. Essentially equivalently Miles (1993) [53] assumed
that the eddy viscosity is conserved along the streamlines. The common feature of
these models is that the mixing length in the air flow is measured from the mov-
ing air-water interface, which restricts the size of local turbulent eddies. As a result
the eddy viscosity is now the sum of a steady part and a transient part; the latter
is associated with free-surface oscillations. While these models are still crude and
heuristic representations of the complex physics of turbulence, they can help mimic
the averaged motion without elaborate numerical computations.
Based on existing laboratory data on waves in finite depth, smooth and rough beds
must be distinguished. Over a smooth bed, a steady current of the assumed magnitude
is usually turbulent as the Reynolds threshold (ii*)h/v > 2100 is easily superseded (for
example, by a typical case with (ii*) > 21cm/s, and h = 10cm). However a pure wave
with comparable orbital velocity becomes turbulent in the bed boundary layer only if
Re, = wa/v > N x 10 4 where w is the wave frequency and ab the orbital amplitude
just above the smooth bed. The coefficient N varies from 1.26 (Jonsson(1996)[29]) to
about 30 (Kamphuis (1975) [31]). Laboratory waves often fall below this threshold
(e.g., ab = 5 cm and w = 27r s-1 gives Re, = 1.57 x 104). In this case, turbulence in
the bed wave boundary layer is dominated by the pre-existing current. For a rough
bed, it is known that the ratio ab/kN, where kN is the Nikuradse sand grain size,
is another important factor. When ab/kN decreases, the threshold Re, decreases.
Only above a certain transitional range of Re,, is the bottom flow fully turbulent
(see, Kamphuis (1975)[31] or Sleath(1984) [65]). By defining 6 = O(buf/w) as the
thickness of the wave boundary layer (Kajiura (1968) [30]), and uf = wab ff/2,
it follows that 6/kN = O[&ifw/2)(ab/kN)- Only when 6 /kN(oc ab/kN) > 1, are
the roughness elements deeply buried inside the fully turbulent zone which can be
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described as the boundary layer. The relations among the kN, ZB, 6 and the height
of the roughness element Ak are illustrated in Figure (1-1). For the cases which are
Z
--------------------------------- -------------
.................
kN..... ............................
Figure 1-1: Length scales relevant to the bottom wave boundary layer. kN 3 0ZB is
the equivalent Nikuradse sand grain size, which can be either larger or smaller than
Ak. ZB usually is computed by fitting the measured velocity with the logarithmic
profile. The thickness of the bottom wave boundary layer J is computed by the
bottom wave boundary layer theory and ( can be either larger or smaller than kN-
relevant to most field-scale applications, a theoretical model for the wave -current
boundary layer has been developed by Grant & Madsen (1979, 1986) by introducing
an enhanced eddy viscosity. Their scheme has been found useful for quantitative
modeling of coastal dynamics (Tang and Grimshaw(1999) [69]).
We shall give a boundary layer theory incorporating eddy viscosity models which
account for the moving free surface and different seabed conditions. In particular the
eddy viscosity ve diminishes to zero at both the moving free surface and the seabed
and is the largest at mid core. For a smooth seabed, ve diminishes continuously from
the core. For a rough bed, a different eddy viscosity linear in height with a larger
friction velocity is assumed in the bed wave boundary layer (to be abbreviated by
BWBL), and is discontinuous at the upper edge of the layer. After normalization and
order estimates, the governing equation for the wave-perturbed current velocity in the
core is derived by including the effects of wave-induced Reynolds stress, and energy
dissipation. While the first order oscillatory motion gives the dissipation rate in
BWBL, the second-order mean motion gives rise to wave Reynolds stress affecting the
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core current. For both a smooth bed and a rough bed where the roughness elements
are deeply immersed inside the wave boundary layer, a second-order analysis also
provides the lower boundary value for the core current. Near the free surface, we first
show that the wave boundary layer is unimportant. A second-order analysis gives the
mean shear stress at the mean sea-level. With this as the upper boundary condition
the core current is solved analytically. Determination of the friction velocities will be
discussed. Quantitative predictions of the current profiles affected by waves in the
same or opposite direction will be compared with experimental data at one station.
For a smooth bed the agreement is excellent. For a rough bed, existing laboratory
data are all for roughness either of moderate ab/kN, or formed by well separated
strips. For these beds the boundary layer model is tenuous at best. Nevertheless we
shall show that good agreement is still found for the damping rate and the velocity
profiles can also be well predicted if empirical fitting at the lower boundary is made.
Physical mechanisms responsible for current reduction or increase near the surface
will be explained. For future experiments, we also present predictions of the spatial
variation of current profiles in the direction of flow.
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Chapter 2
Formulation
In the laboratory, the combined wave-current motion is usually realized by an open-
channel flow with waves super-imposed on it. Thus, the combined wave-current mo-
tion can be viewed as the sum of the unperturbed motion(open-channel flow) and
the perturbation due to waves. Wave motion will generate a bottom wave boundary
layer (BWBL) and this BWBL will generate turbulence as well if the wave intensity
is high enough. As a result, the eddy viscosity inside and outside the bottom wave
boundary layer will be different. To study the wave effects on the turbulent current,
the first mathematical task is to find a set of equations and boundary conditions for
the perturbed motion.
2.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions
in dimensional form
We shall use asterisks to distinguish dimensional from dimensionless variables, and
from other parameters. Let waves propagate in the positive x* direction, and the
mean current either follows or opposes waves in the positive or negative x*- direction
respectively.
Let {u*} = {u*, w*} be the velocity components in x*' {x*, z*} directions, and
p* the dynamic pressure, where the total pressure is p* - pgz*. The two-dimensional
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motion is governed by the Reynolds equations
au*
= -0 (2.1)
Ox*
0v Ul* * a-r*-
P .+p 2= + (2.2)at* ux* x* ax*
where p is the water density. The Reynolds stress is modeled by
Tg* =PVe +±'+(2.3)
On the free surface z* = 7*(x*, t*), the kinematic condition requires
U* 0 =7*
* -w* =0, z*= (2.4)
Assuming no wind, the shear and normal stresses must vanish on the moving free
surface,
- [-P* + T*X] a + T*z = 0, z = 77*; (2.5)
arx*
[-P* + 7*] - 07* = 0; z*= *77 (2.6)
where P* = p* - pgq* is the total pressure. We define the seabed z* = -h + ZB to be
the depth where no slippage occurs,
u =w =0, z*= -h+zB (2.7)
where ZB is the hydraulic roughness whose determination will be discussed later.
2.2 Eddy viscosity
The water motion is characterized by a three-layer structure: the surface wave bound-
ary layer, the bottom wave boundary layer, and the core region in between. Turbu-
lence is generated by the strong shear region near the bottom and diffused into the
region far away from the bottom. For the pre-existing steady motion, the turbulence
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generated from the boundary has enough time to diffuse throughout the whole water
depth to reach a fully-developed state at which the turbulent eddies are all over the
water. The wave motion , on the other hand, has a time scale of the wave period.
The velocity induced by waves will change sign within one wave period. As a result,
the turbulence generated by wave shear cannot be diffused into the region far away
from the boundary, but limited in a thin layer adjacent to the bottom. Within the
bottom wave boundary layer, these two kinds of the turbulence co-exist(see Grant
and Madsen(1986) [23]).
Near the water surface which is assumed to be free of wind, the shear stresses
related to waves and current at the moving surface are zero. As a result, no turbulence
is generated from this boundary layer. Turbulence here is just the result of the
diffusion by the pre-existing current. This means that there is no difference between
the turbulence adjacent to the water surface and that in the core region.
In this thesis, a simple eddy viscosity model will be employed to represent the
Reynolds stresses. This eddy viscosity model is a modification of the well-known
quadratic model for the open-channel flow, and air flow over the sea.
For an open channel flow without waves, it is well-known that the total viscosity
v* can be approximated by
* V - Uh (z * , h + zB < z* < (2.8)
where v is the molecular viscosity, uf the friction velocity, h the water depth and
07* the surface displacement of the open-channel flow. ZB is the bottom roughness.
For rough turbulent flow, KUfZB > v can be easily satisfied so that the molecular
viscosity can be ignored.
The eddy size is restricted by the water surface as well as the rigid bottom. The
water surface is assumed smooth, thus at the water surface, v* = v, i.e., just next
to the water surface there is a laminar layer with a thickness of O(v/uf) . For the
open-channel flow, the eddy viscosity (2.8) will render a velocity profile logarithmic
in the distance from the bottom.
When waves are superimposed on the mean current, the diffusion length is re-
stricted by the water surface, thus should be measured from the moving surface,
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instead of the still water surface. This idea was first advanced by Townsend (1972)
[71] and Jacobs (1987) [28] , and further exploited by Janssen (1989) and van Duin
and Janssen (1992) [73], Miles (1993) [53], Belcher and Hunt(1993) [3] in studying
the air flow over water waves. We extend this idea to the water side and modify the
eddy viscosity (2.8) to account for the moving surface.
Borrowing the ideas of Townsend(1972)[71] and Jacobs(1987) [28], in their studies
of wind near the wavy sea surface, we adopt the following eddy viscosity model for
the core region outside the BWBL
4V =Ufc(z*- *) (+ , h B < (2.9)
where q* is the water surface displacement, K = 0.4 is the Kirmin constant, h
the water depth, ufc the friction velocity and 6 B is the thickness of BWBL to be
determined.
The model (2.9) has the following desired properties:
" It is approximately linear in the distance from the bottom when z* -+ -h + 6B
" It is approximately linear in the distance from the moving surface when z* -7*
" It has negligible wave effects near the bottom.
" It reduces to the eddy viscosity model for the open channel flow (2.8) when
Near the seabed, we distinguish three cases:
Case A: Laminar wave boundary layer over a smooth bed. Re, < N x 104 and
ab/kN -+ 00. Turbulence is dominated by the current, and the eddy viscosity is the
near-bottom approximation of (2.9),
Ve b = KUfc(h + z*), - h + ZB < z* = -h + 6, smooth bed (2.10)
Thus the eddy viscosity is continuous everywhere.
Case B: Rough seabed with (6/kN, ab/kN) > 1. Wave induced turbulence can
be described by a boundary layer theory. A larger eddy viscosity accounting for
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contributions by both waves and currents is assumed,
Ve=VbKUfb(h+z*), - hzB < z* = -h , rough bed (2.11)
where UIfb 7 ufc is the friction velocity combining the effects of both current and
waves. This friction velocity Ufb will be determined by the procedure of Grant &
Madsen. Clearly v, is discontinuous at the edge of BWBL.
Case C: Rough seabed with moderate (6 /kN or ab/kN). Wave-induced turbulence
is two- or three- dimensional and cannot be described accurately by boundary-layer
approximation. The threshold for ab/kN is around 10 to 115, according to Kamphuis
(1975)[31], Sleath(1984) [65], Mathisen and Madsen (1996a, 1996b) [48, 47]. Beds
roughened by well separated strips fall into this class.
2.3 Basic assumptions
We shall only consider waves of gentle slope so that
e ka =< 1 (2.12)
where a and k are the characteristic wave amplitude and wave number, respectively.
In addition, the basic current is assumed to be comparable to the wave orbital velocity,
i* ~ i* = O(cC), C = w/k = phase velocity. (2.13)
where ii* and j* are the mean and fluctuating velocity of the water motion, respec-
tively.
An a priori order estimate can be made of the friction velocities ufc of the core
current and Ufb of the bed boundary layer. For ufc the knowledge of open channel
flows ii given by
= + Ln (z*+ h (2.14)
K (ZB
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is relevant. The plus sign is for the positive current (from left-to right) and minus
sign for the negative current(from right to left). The friction velocity ufc is related
to the friction factor fe, commonly defined by
P(Ufc) 2 - P 4@)2, (2.15)2
where (7W) stands for the depth average of the basic current. It follows that
Uf c = 10*) , (2.16)
The common empirical value of the friction factor is about fc ~ 0.01. In view of
the assumption that 0((7a*)) = 0(i*) = O(EC), we shall regard uc/i* = 0 (E), or
equivalently,
Ufc = O(E2). (2.17)
Equation (2.14) is consistent with (2.17) if
In - =(2.18)
ZB E( )
which we shall assume. Note that the corresponding shear rate of the basic current
is
_h Oii !Uf * h (2.19)
C Oz* Kz
which is 0(E 2 ) when z* + h = O(h) but of order 0(1) when (z* + h)/h = 0(0),
i.e., near or inside the bed boundary layer. This difference is associated with the
logarithmic variations near the bottom.
Though different in numerical values, the friction velocity in the bottom wave
boundary layer must be of the same order of magnitude as those in the core current.
This is because waves and current are of comparable strength here. Hence we estimate
fb fc = ( 2 ) (2.20)
which can be checked after applying the procedure of Grant and Madsen (1979,
1986)[22, 231.
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2.4 Normalization by core scales
We shall first normalize all equations by the scales appropriate for the core. In the
bottom wave boundary layer, modification will later be made so that the vertical
coordinate will be renormalized by the boundary layer thickness.
Let us denote the characteristic wavenumber by k = 27/wavelength, the angular
frequency by w = 27r/T, and the phase speed by C = w/k according to the linearized
theory. The normalized outer variables (without asterisks) are defined as follows
(2.1)
Conservation of mass requires
aw
z 0 (2.2)
In the momentum conservation laws,
equivalent forms,
Ou a(uu) +(uw) au aE
+± + -+ + =
at ax z at ax
aw +(uw) a(ww) aw aE
at ax az at ,az
where
12
E=(2 + w 2 )
is the kinetic energy, and
convective inertia terms are written in two
ap9
ax
ap
az
+ aT
ax
ax
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
az ax
is the vorticity component in the y- direction. The dynamic pressure p is related to
the total pressure P by p = P + (gk/w 2)z. Using the eddy viscosity modeled by (2.9)
in the core and (2.11) in the bed boundary layer, the dimensionless Reynolds stresses
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t = Wt*,I (X, Iz, 77) = k (x*, z*, r7*) , ui = u / C, (-rij, p) = (Ti*, p*)/IpC2.
are related to the strain rates by,
Tx, = 2ac2Sa,
ax'
&w
rz= 2ac2S ,
9Z
( u
r = cxc2S K + (2.7)
where S is the shape factor of the eddy viscosity,
Sc -(z - 7) (1+ ), core
(2.8)
SS +=1+ , BWBL
and a is the dimensionless friction velocity,
(2.9)
IUfC/CE2 ,
a = a=
KUfb/CE2,
BWBL, Case A
BWBL, Cases B
In accordance with (2.20), we have O(ac) = O(ab) = 0(1), We further rewrite Sc in
(2.8) as
Sc = Sc + Sc 7 (2.11)
so that S, is the time mean of Sc and Scq is the surface distortion of the eddy viscosity,
where
C= -z + ,
\ kh c=1+ 
Z
kh
(2.12)
Note from (2.7) that the Reynolds stresses are of order Q(3) in the core region.
For later use we give the vorticity equation by eliminating the pressure p from the
momentum equations (2.3) and (2.4)
Q+ U + WaQ
at ix w9z (2.13)
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a = a. = ufc /CE2 , core
(2.10)
where
aI = a + aT + aT (2.14)
z ax +az 1 ax ax az
We now introduce averages with respect to a wave period, and refer to all period
averages1 as mean quantities from here on. Let us separate the mean current and the
wave motion so that
(u, w, p, ', ) =(i, IWji ,) + (ii, i), j , , Q)
(Txx, Txz, TZZ ) =(t-xx, txz, -rzz ) + (Fxx, Fxz,~FZZ) (2.15)
where quantities with bars represent the time mean and those with tildes the wave
motion. By taking the time-average of the governing equations (2.2),(2.3) and (2.4),
we obtain the governing equations of the current
a+ al =0 (2.16)9X az
afi)+ + fnv + w G + aF + X (2.17)ax + z ax ax ±9x + z
a~iF)+ + -~ af = + afz+ atz(2.18)
ax az ±9z 0Q z ax az
where Ew is the wave kinetic energy
EW = T + = O(62) (2.19)
The wave-averaged Reynolds stresses are obtained by taking the time-average of (2.7)
'These are period averages of stochastic averages.
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, which are, in the core,
x = 2acc + 2aE 2 c7- (2.20)
ax Ox
.Zz = 2ace25c + 2acE (2.21)caz
/Du DD' IE &i &
2 gC +ce az 2z (2.22)
In the boundary layer, the wave-averaged Reynolds stresses are obtained simply by
replacing ac with ab, Sc with Sb and setting Sc to zero.
2.5 Basic current
In addition to the well known result (2.14) we summarize the salient relations of the
basic current for later convenience. Let subscript Oo signify the basic current
ii = 6o, CO= 0, p = CPo (2.1)
Omitting the wave-perturbed parts in (2.17 ), we obtain the equation governing iio
S 6ao a c a where o = nu'fc/CE2. (2.2)
to which the solution is (2.14). In (2.2), fio is constant in depth from the vertical
momentum equation. The pressure gradient of the basic current can be identified
with the normalized friction velocity by
- - (2.3)
ax K 2
For later use we note that the mean shear stress of the basic current has the following
form
(xz)o = ±.4 ( ) (2.4)a2 ikh
and is of 0(04).
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2.6 Length scale of wave attenuation
Due to disspation, waves will attenuate in x. Since other mean quantities may in
turn be affected, we must first ascertain the scale of attenuation by considering the
mechancial energy in waves.
Let the leading order surface displacement of the surface wave be
i = eiO + c.c. + O(E2 ) (2.5)
where EA = O(E) is the dimensionless wave amplitude and 0 = x - t the wave phase.
Since by assumption the eddy viscosity is of O(c 2 ) and the rotational core current of
O(E), the leading order wave field is irrotational,
u 6c(A cosh(kh + z) + 0(,E2)
= c( .sinh(kh) eO + c.c.) c) (2.7)A =ihk + z eO + C.C. + O(E2 .
2 sinh(kh)
= -h(kh z) e + + C.C. ±0(6 2 ) (2.8)(2 sinh(kh)
Using standard arguments we can derive from the conservation laws the equation
of mechanical energy in waves
2fkh+k6 (aiii a U 2d c2 f 2~i. 97
abSb -+ ck ax ax)
= -u jdz (2.9)
a -kh+kZB
where k= O(E2 ) is the dimensionless thickness of BWBL. For reference a derivation
is sketched in Appendix A. Note that there are two depth integrals corresponding to
the BWBL and the core. In the core c= 0(1), we can ignore the BWBL and get
upc X 2 AA*, and k h aX ax) dz cx AA* (2.10)
where A* is the complex conjugate of A. Because Sb= O(k), balance of the transient
acceleration and the oscillatory viscous stress implies that k = 0(E 2 ). Thus the
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integral across the bed boundary layer is
I-khakz + a-i dz oc c2 AA* (2.11)
-kh+kZB
Two inferences may be made. First, dissipation in the two regions are comparably
important; weak shear in the core is compensated by the large eddy viscosity there.
Second, the length scale of horizontal length scale of attenuation is O(e- 2) times
that of the wavelength. This should affect all mean quantities associated with wave
disturbances. Therefore, we introduce the slow coordinate x2 = E2 x. The x derivative
of every wave-periodic mean f is
19f 2 f 2
-f 6 a2  = O(E2 f) (2.12)
Also, (2.9) should yield formally
&A A*
aAA*= - -AA* (2.13)
0x 2
where / > 0 is the wave energy dissipation rate, which will be calculated explicitly
later.
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Chapter 3
Mean and oscillatory motions in
the core region
3.1 Order estimate of wave-induced core current
Extending (2.1), we express the total mean motion as the sum of the basic and wave-
induced parts
ft = Eo + pi1(C)ic, D I= 2 ()C, P =eo + p1(c)P' (3.1)
where u'c, w and p' are the velocity and pressure of the wave-induced current in the
core, all of them of 0(1). The gage functions pi(c), i = 1, 2 are to be determined. In
an infinitely long flume or unbounded sea, waves are damped out at x o . The
total steady-state discharge at any x must be equal to that of the pre-existing basic
current,
udz =(fi + ii)dz =- e iiodz (3.2)
-- kh+kzB -kh+kzB -kh+kzB
Taylor expansion of the middle integral of (3.2) around z = 0 and substitution of
(3.1) into the resulting equation yields
p1(c) 1 +k' e4dz + [u) 4 0(c3) (3.3)
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where ["]o denotes the orbital velocity at z = 0. The contribution of the bottom wave
boundary layer has been ignored due to the small thickness of O(E2).
It is evident that p1 (c) = c2. After using the linear wave solutions for and il,
the discharge condition (3.3) becomes
p A A*/ 'ELdz - 2 coth(kh). (3.4)
J-kh+k6
As waves propagate in the positive x direction, this term diminishes with x due to
damping. Therefore the total flux of the Eulerian current
Siidz = (efo + E2n'c) dz + O(e 3 )
-kh+kZ -kh+k6
which can be integrated from the measured current profile, must increase (decrease)
its flux in the downstream direction for a wave-following (wave-opposing) current.
As a further inference, continuity requires
E + P2(E) c = 0 (3.5)
ax 1Z
Since o'ii'/x = 62ai'/Ox2 due to wave damping, we conclude that A2 = E4 so that
(3.1) can be replaced by
f _ 2f/ - 4- 2-' 36
= teio + EC77V = 6W', P = 6o +c ' (3.6)
The presence of waves also modifies the friction velocity u!c from that of the pure
current, hence the value of ac, which in general differs from ao.
3.2 Momentum balance of mean motion
In the core region, the total Reynolds stresses (2.7) which appear on the right-hand
sides of (2.17)-(2.18) can be approximated up to O(e4) by using the linear wave
solutions (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), and the basic current (2.4),
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2xx = ac + Q(65)O(E5),
;= ace2 S
E4 0Z C( C
=e t
(z)
kh) + acSC ai&z
-r2z 2ac 2 S 0 + Q(c")Q(cn)
±a~c2 SSI,-0__
2oE Cq B 6G(5
+ c az + + O(E5)ac (- + )
+ aAA*c sinh(kh + z) ± (,E)
sinh(kh)
The period-averaged Reynolds stress fz can be written as the sum of the basic
and wave-induced parts
Cz= iZ) + IE4 (/r')c (3.10)
with
+a A sinh(kh + z)
+ a cSc c + acAA ich. )
az smnh(kh) (3.11)
Therefore, the right-hand side of (2.17) is of O(E4) and the right-hand side of (2.18)
is of O(62). The momentum equation (2.17) can be approximated up to O(E4 ),by
E4 9 c + O(E5) (3.12)
which governs the current shear in the core. Terms of the basic current disappear by
cancellation.
To further simplify (3.12), we first note from the vertical momentum equation
(2.18) that
(3.13)
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(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)
( ;FX'~ c a o ( cc - a o) 
- Z)(f',)c = ( kh
e2 19 (E" + 62 'c) + =
az (E . + 2 p l = 0 3)
Thus (3.12) can be written as
C2 [Em + '27'] + IiQ = + Q(65) (3.14)
ax 2  9z
To complete the equation governing the mean shear stress, we shall calculate in the
next subsection the vortex force term @i up to O(E4).
3.3 Vortex force zvQ
To get the mean vortex force we need to know the oscillatory part of vorticity Q up
to Q(03). the wave vorticity is governed by the oscillatory part of (2.13),
+a +x +U +W +U +W =II (3.15)
at ax az ax az ax az
HI is the oscillatory part of (2.14) which can be quickly worked out. From the definition
(2.7), the oscillatory part of the Reynolds stresses are of O(E3),
S= 2ac 2 S + O(S,), -z = 2 Qce25c + O(e ) (3.16)ax az
FZ = cE2 SC -- + + O(E4) (3.17)Oz ax
Using these results and the linear wave solutions in (2.14), we get
a2 ac- + O(ed) (3.18)
For calculating i 3Q at O(0d), we shall only need the first harmonic component of
Q at O(63). Hence the last two terms on the left of (3.15) are of no concern. Using
the fact that Cv = i' = O(E4), we get the governing equation for Q correct to O(0")
a ± 5± a 2 a2 ac ij(4)
+i- + w- = 2Eoz. - + SHT + O(E) (3.19)
t 19x az az2 9Z
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where SHT represents the second harmonic terms. After integrating (3.19) with
respect to t, we obtain
-i dt -- Idt + 2E2a O2 zC dt + SHT + 0(E4 ) (3.20)f Ox (9z 1 O9z2 119z
Among all terms on the right, the second term dominates so that
J B dt + 0(,E3) = 0,2) (3.21)
Thus the vorticity fluctuation is due to the convection of the mean vorticity by vertical
oscillations. However, this term is out of phase with iD, hence does not contribute to
the vortex force. Note that the first term on the right of (3.20), which is of O(6 3),
can be estimated by (3.21).
6 f dt = - L t 1'x dt' dt+o(E4) (3.22)J9 Ox9z 19 x]
which is also out of phase with iD, hence does not affect the vortex force. Thus only
the third term in (3.20) matters.
Finally substituting (3.20) in iU, we find
= 19Zac 2 @ I -dt + 0(c)IOz
-acAA* sinh2 (kh+z) + O(E5 ) (3.23)A z 2  sinh2 (kh)
It is interesting that the vortex force is related to the curvature of the eddy viscosity.
3.4 Mean shear stress of wave-perturbed current
With the vortex force calculated, let us return to the governing equation for the
wave-perturbed mean motion in the core, (3.14)
0 [p +-2O] S aAA* agc sinh2 (kh + z) _ (, (3.24)Ox 2 0z 2 sinh2 (kh) Oz
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Integrating once with respect to z from z = 0, we obtain
aZ a[p,+ E2w] 0a9X 2
= aCAA*92SC (sinh(2(kh + z)) - sinh(2kh) - 2zwhere aca*2 +T(rco)tathsbensed4z sinh (kh) +(1) (X)I
where 1923c/i9z2 = -2/kh = constant has been used.
(3.25)
The wave-induced pressure gradient can be expressed in terms of the wave-induced
mean shear [(;-z)c]+, at the top edge of BWBL. By setting z = -kh + k in (3.25),
we have
a
a '+E-2x 2 ] =
acAA* a"2Cz2 -
_sinh(2kh) + 2kh
. 2 
+ K(h'()ck+-
sinh (kh) T [(i'z)czo } (3.26)
This result can be used in (3.25) to eliminate the pressure gradient. On the other
hand, we have from (3.11),
z f)+ + ( z c kac [c + ac g
It then follows that (3.25) can be written as
sinh(kh + z)
+ ac A A*S sinh(kh)
ac 29C (kh + z) sinh(2kh) - kh sinh(2(kh + z))
c 9AA az2 4kh sinh2 (kh)
z -C ' ~
= kh 
+ z I+
(3.27)+ acS aU', + acAA*Sc sinh(kh + z)
+ z +sinh(kh)
Next, we recall the definition of ufc and its dimensionless equivalent ac
2 = r2-4[r-iz]+Cee ~ i
Making use of (3.9) in (3.28), we have
F a09 1+ac= r~& L-Sc az r a + () = ao +r SC
where (2.4) has been used in the last step. We obtain by definition, the expected
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(3.28)
(3.29)
+z 
_,(TX.)]
kh
result
c - aO = ± 2 [ 1+ (3.30)
Finally, the equation for the wave-perturbed shear stress in the core is obtained,
' acAA* 2C (kh + z) sinh(2kh) - kh sinh(2(kh + z))
az aZ2 4kh sinh2 (kh)
+(i + ~z) [(I)]o + ac(ac - ao) - cAA*c sinh(kh + z)(331)kh K2 kh sinh( kh)
This key result will be integrated later to get the wave-perturbed current W'. Clearly
two boundary values are needed: the velocity i'i at the upper edge of the bed boundary
layer and the mean shear stress [('z)c]o on the mean free surface. For the former we
need to analyze the wave-perturbed mean motion inside the bed boundary layer.
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Chapter 4
Bottom boundary layer
A unified treatment can be given for all Cases A and B. Recalling that k = 0(62)7
an inner depth variable Z will be defined by
z + kh
CebE2
(4.1)
For Case A one needs only to set ab = a,.
4.1 Order of magnitude estimate
Let us first estimate the order of magnitudes of the vertical velocities, both mean
and oscillatory, in the bed boundary layer. The horizontal velocities and dynamic
pressures are more obvious. Let us express the mean and oscillatory flow fields as
follows.
i = Eiio + 6 2 ii/ 77V .l(E)C' + -PO - , P = O+ P
i~ = CUD, W = o2()@b, P = EP
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(4.2)
(4.3)
where the gage functions a, (E) and U2 (c) are to be determined. From the time aver-
aged continuity equation,
c4b + =() Oz - 0  (4.4)
&X2 abE2 aZ
Clearly a, = O(E6 ) so that we can write gi = E6Pi4 0( 6 ).
To find the order of the oscillatory motion inside the boundary layer, we invoke
the continuity equation,
E +7 b E3 b ± (72() b = 0  (4.5)ax ax2 CEab 2 &Z
hence O2 = 0( 3 ). It follows from (4.5) that
@ = E Z = -C30,, gZ dZ + 0(E4 ), with ZB = ab (4.6)bZ 09x abE2
With these estimates we can now simplify the mean horizontal momentum equa-
tion in order to show just what is needed from the oscillatory motion. Explicit
calculations of the needed oscillatory motion will then be worked out, and finally the
horizontal component of wave- perturbed current velocity will be found.
4.2 Approximate momentum balance of the mean
motion
Substituting (4.2) and (4.3) in (2.7), we obtain the total Reynolds stress inside the
boundary layer
a2
2E8a 2Z ab, zz = 2E abZ _, iz = kE + e(rxz )b (4.7)
where the first term in Trz is the shear stress of the basic current, and the second
term is the wave-induced mean shear (r-z)b, given by
(rxz)b = abZ& + c 2 (ab - aO)S - abZ k4 (ab - aO)2 (4.8)
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The last term above has been simplified by using (2.4). After substituting (4.2) and
(4.3) and (4.7) in the horizontal mean momentum equation (2.17), we obtain,
ibib - + O(C) (4.9)Z az
Integrating this with respect to Z from the upper edge of the boundary layer,
k6Z = Z6 -- k, 2(4.10)
NbE
we get
Ub~b - [bb + =(x)b - [(i z)b]+ = (irz)b - [z.c)+ 4.
The last equality follows by the continuity of stress at the top edge of BWBL, signified
by the subscript ... ]+. Physically (4.9) or (4.11) states that the total mean shear
stress is not constant across the bed boundary layer1 . Second-order mean shear is
forced by the wave-induced Reynolds stress. This result is similar to that of Eulerian
streaming in a oscillatory laminar boundary layer of Stokes.
By using (3.11), (4.8) and then (3.30), the right-hand side of (4.11) can be written
as
DU/ aOab - a
2
(T__ - C(Tz)c]+ = A b 2 + O(E) (4.12)
It then follows from (4.8), (4.11) and (4.12) that
Zbb ZN2 Z+ j+0(6) (4.13)aZ ab abK ab
which can be integrated from Z = ZB, to give the wave -perturbed current in the bed
boundary layer
U'b( dZ - OZb - ac + In +0() (4.14)Z( NbZ abK2  ab \ZB
'In the theory by Grant & Madsen, this additional shear stress was not accounted for, therefore
the current profile remains logarithmic in height even with waves.
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Its value at upper edge of the BWBL(Z = Z6 ) gives the lower boundary condition
for U'C
PZ6 / aoa -2 N 1
[ic] fz a dZ - k+K2 I--a [ InZ + O(e) (4.15)
ZB cabZ ab/'s asb / ZBJ
which holds for both Cases A and B. In case A, one only needs to set ac = a. In
(4.15) the wave-Reynolds stress is to be determined in the next section after solving
the oscillatory motion inside BWBL. Note that [i']+ depends implicitly on ac and ab
which are yet to be found.
4.3 Oscillatory motion: Ub
Making use of (4.6), the wave-induced Reynolds stress in (4.13) can be expressed as
UbWb ---abb dZ + 0(e) (4.16)
ZB X
The oscillatory flow Ub is needed only to the leading order in order to integrate
(4.14) for i'i. After using (4.3) and (4.6), and the oscillatory parts of the Reynolds
stress (2.7), the boundary value problem for the oscillatory motion is that of the
Stokes problem with a depth-linear eddy viscosity. The solution has been given by
[30]
2 A K0 (2vZe-ir/4)
=sinh(kh) - K(Z)) e' + c.c., where K(Z) = K0 (2 ZBe-i~/ 4) (4.17)
with K 0 being the Kelvin function of the zeroth order. We now follow [22] and define
the outer edge of the bottom wave boundary layer Z6 by the condition Iib/[b]+I =
0.952 or from (4.17)
IK(Z6)I = 0.05 (4.18)
2We have checked for Case A, that this numerical value is immaterial as long as it is close to 1.
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Now the wave-induced Reynolds stress (4.16) can be calculated from (4.17)
iZbii (Z) = 4 AsAh*k) (I K*)z i(1 - K)dZ + c.c. + O(e) (4.19)4 sinh L k)I JZB
At the upper edge of the boundary layer, K -+ 0, thus,
[;iibzb]+ --- abAA* -z6 Im(K)dZ + O(E) (4.20)2sinh2 (kh) JZZ )
4.4 Wave damping rate
After finding the oscillatory flow field (4.17) inside the bed boundary layer, we can
now calculate the rate of wave damping explicitly. In view of (4.3) and (4.6), the first
integral on the left-hand side of the mechanical energy equation (2.9) representing
dissipation inside the bed boundary layer can be approximated as follows
Sz6 Z( b 2 = aAA* ZaK(Z) aK(Z) dZ (4.21)ZB aZ 2 sinh 2 (kh) jzB &Z ( Z
The integral on the right can be evaluated numerically. The second term in (2.9)
which represents energy dissipation in the core, can be easily calculated from the
linear wave solution
2J S + dz = 4 acA A* 2kh cosh 2 (kh) - sinh(2kh) (4.22)
2 -kh+k ( 'xj 0xi 2kh sinh2 (kh)
where (2.8) has been used for S, and terms smaller by the factor of k = O(E2 ) have
been ignored. Similarly the rate of pressure working on the right-hand side of (2.9)
can also be evaluated
-a [0 8 dz (sinh(2kh)+2kh OAA*
9 J-kh+kz, up 8 sinh 2 (kh) J x2
Summarizing (2.9) and (4.21)-(4.23), we have
DAA*
o9AA *= - f AA * (4.24)
ax2
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where
0 = acc + ablb (4.25)
2khcosh 2 (kh) - sinh(2kh) (4.26)
kh (sinh(2kh) + 2kh)
2AA* z K (Z) (0K (Z) *Ob = A* Z a() dZ (4.27)
sinh(2kh) + 2kh ZB 9Z Z
with Oc and 1b mark the contributions from the core and the bed boundary layer
respectively.
Since the damping rate affects the evolution over distances much longer than
both the wave length and the roughness size, local inaccuracies due to boundary
layer approximation may not be crucial. Hence the results here may even apply for
a rough bed with large and/or well separated roughness elements (Case C). This will
be checked later.
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Chapter 5
Free surface
Near the surface, a wave boundary layer also exists in principle. Because of the stress
condition on the free surface, this boundary layer is weak. We shall first show that,
to the desired accuracy, the boundary layer corrections can be ignored in calculating
the current. Next, the approximate surface boundary condition for the mean current
will be derived at the mean water level.
5.1 Unimportance of surface wave boundary layer
Dynamically the tangential and normal stresses must vanish on the moving wind-free
surface, and the dimensionless boundary conditions ( cf. (2.4), (2.6), (2.6) ) are
-[-P + .. ] a+ r7 = 0, z = 7 (5.1)
ax
[-P + TZ,] -T a =0, z=77 (5.2)
where P is the total pressure (static and dynamic). In addition the kinematic surface
boundary condition requires
a +u - w=0, Z=77 (5.3)at 49X
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Let us denote the boundary layer corrections of the flow field by (U', W', P'), i.e.,
u = u+U', w = w +1W', p=p+P' (5.4)
where (uC, we, Pc) are the values of (u, w, p) evaluated at the outer edge of the surface
boundary layer, where all correction terms should vanish.
First, the oscillatory shear stress must vanish on the free surface, hence,
0 aU
z az
(5.5)
In view of the smallness of the eddy viscosity, O(czk6), where the dimensionless
boundary layer thickness near the free surface is also of the order k = 0(62), we
have, within surface wave boundary layer
U' = O(62ii') = (5.6)
Now the mean current. The boundary-layer correction to the perturbed core current
is the result of nonlinear interaction between the irrotational waves and the boundary
layer corrections, hence
U' = O(CU') = O(E4) (5.7)
The continuity equations for the surface
mean motions are, respectively,
aU' VW7'
+ =z 0(9x (9z'
layer corrections to the oscillatory and the
aU' OW'
+ = 0Dx Dz
(5.8)
From these we find
(5.9)
From the vertical momentum equation for the surface layer corrections , the fol-
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= 0(E 2U') = 0 (5), Wy 0 ( 2U') 0(eI)
lowing order of magnitude estimate is obtained
W' ~ (5.10)
Since Az = O(E2 ), it follows that
O(E2 WI) =opj) (5.11)
We further estimate that P' O(EP') = 0(E) because the perturbed mean boundary
layer correction is due to the nonlinear interaction between the irrotational waves and
the perturbed wave boundary layer corrections.
In view of the smallness of the correction terms, only the outer solution suffices
near the free surface up to an accuracy to be determined soon.
5.2 Perturbed mean Reynolds stress on the still
water surface
To derive the boundary condition for the perturbed mean Reynolds stress, we inte-
grate the governing equations , (2.2),(2.3) and (2.4), from the moving surface down
to the still water surface at z 0, invoke the surface boundary conditions and then
approximate the results to the desired accuracy. This approach has been employed
before by Liu and Davis (1977) [44] in their study of wave-induced current, and is
essentially the same as that in the theory of radiation stresses arising in the depth-
integrated and time-averaged momentum balance of a wave field (see, e.g., Phillips
(1977) [61], Mei (1989) [50]).
By integrating the horizontal momentum equation (2.3) from z = 0 to the instan-
taneous sea level, applying the boundary conditions, and taking the time averages,
we obtain the following exact result,
-xz]o - [-w ]o =- j (uu + P - TrX.) dz (5.12)
On z = 0, the basic current nio has zero shear stress. It follows from (3.9) that the
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leading term is the result of wave disturbance, i.e., [tx,]o = 0{ [x 0o. Up to 0(04 ), not
only the wave boundary layer corrections can be ignored, but the right-hand side of
(5.12) can be approximated so that
4 [-zo = [-]o -j Pdz + O(j) (5.13)
On the right-hand side the first term represents the averaged wave-induced momen-
tum flux (wave-induced Reynolds stress) while the second is the averaged net pressure
force in the horizontal direction; their sum makes up the mean shear stress at the
mean sea level. We now calculate these two terms.
From the definition of the dynamic pressure, p = P + 9 z, we get
a 22 a 2gk 6
Pdz = c2aa 
_( a2?22 g ±+(cn) (5.14)
Making use of the linear wave solutions on the right-hand side, we get
ao9 4coth(kh) aAA* + 0( 5)
aX Pdz 4 ax2  (5.15)
Clearly this variation owes its existence to wave attenuation.
Next we compute the wave-induced Reynolds stress on the mean surface, [rui]0.
For this we turn to the core and recall the following identity
a 2 + auw - E+ w (5.16)0X az ax
Since i = Eo + E2 ', fl/ax 2 = O(E2 f) , and iv- = 0(0), we have
a - az+ O(E5) = E2 a 2 _ 2 + + 0() (5.17)
az (9Z 2 ax2
Making use of (3.23) for @U and the linear wave solutions in (5.17), we get
ai@4A a2 Sc sinh 2 ( kh + z) E c4  &AA* +0(c 5 )
az - c *z2 sinh2 (kh) 4 sinh 2 ( kh) ax2
This equation can be integrated from the upper edge of the bottom boundary layer
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to give
4 =2AA* O c sinh(2(kh + z)) - 2(kh + z)
= +- 2A 2 
Uz-
-
4 (kh 2 z) OAA* + O(E5), kh + z > kU.
4sinh2 (kh) aX2
(5.18)
Because of (4.3), the first term on the right can be matched to the boundary layer
solution given by (4.20),
[L @] + = E4[ Pbb] + - --~ A 2 Im(K)dZ2 sinh2 (kh)IZ z
where ZJ = 6/(abE2 ). Substituting this result in (5.18), we obtain
4 abAA*
2 sinh 2 ( kh) J Z6 4 (kh+ z) OAA*z ( 4 sinh2 (kh) Ox 2
0Z EC4 AA2 sinh(2(kh + z)) - 2(kh + z) + Q(E ),
0z 2 4 sinh2 (kh) kh + z > 6.(5.20)
for all z in the core. In particular its value at z = 0 is
4 abAA*
2 sinh 2 ( kh)
Z 6
I Im(K)dZ
ZB
64kh aAA*
4 sinh2 (kh) Ox 2
-abAA 2Sc sinh(2kh) - 2kh
aZ2 4 sinh2 (kh) (5.21)
The shear stress at the mean sea level then follows by combining (5.15) and (5.21)
with (5.13)
abAA* Z6
2 sinh2( kh) zB
Im(K)dZ - coth(kh)
4
kh
+ 2'4 sinh (kh)J
-cAA*O a23c sinh(2kh) - 2khAz 2 4 sinh2 (kh) (5.22)
This upper boundary condition for the core current (3.31) is a key result. Physi-
cally, despite the absence of wind, the mean shear stress is not zero on z = 0, due to
the combined effects of the wave-induced Reynolds stress at the bottom, wave damp-
ing and the curvature of the eddy viscosity. There is a similar result in the theory for
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uw
(5.19)
[-' Z] o
OAA*
(x 2
4 sinh (kch)
deep-water waves, where molecular viscosity gives rise to a finite shear stress on the
mean surface due to wave damping ([61]).
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Chapter 6
Final solution for the core
6.1 Formulas for mean turbulent stress and cur-
rent velocity
With the surface boundary condition (5.22), the perturbed turbulent stress follows
from (3.31), which can be rearranged as
9 ' AA*S sinh(kh + z) 2 -ao) -z)
0 sinh(kh) r 2 kh}
+A A* (z + kh) (2kh + sinh(2kh))
ac 8kh sinh2 (kh)
ab AA*(kh 2 + z) ZIm(K)dZ
a, 2kh sinh2 (kh) ]zzB
TB
Aa 2sc sinh(2(kh + z)) - 2(kh + z) (61)
-AA z2 4sinh2 (kh)
where (4.24) for the wave damping rate has been used.
As labeled above, the perturbed turbulent stress Sc (aii'/Dz) is the sum of the
following parts:
* r, : Surface distortion of the eddy viscosity, which is always negative and
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greatest on z = 0.
" Tc : Wave-induced change of friction velocity, where the upper (lower) sign
corresponds to wave-following (-opposing) current.
" T : Wave damping, which is always positive.
* TB: Wave-induced Reynolds stress from the bottom boundary layer, which is
always negative.
" Tg : Curvature of the eddy viscosity, which is originated from the vortex force
(cf. (3.23)) and is always positive.
A negative stress should lead to reduction (increase) of surface current velocity if
waves and current are in the same (opposite) direction. The opposite of course holds
for a positive stress. The magnitude of each term will be examined later to find the
net consequence. Upon integration from the outer edge of the wave boundary layer,
we obtain the wave-perturbed current velocity i'
~-AA* sinh(kh + z') dz' ± ac - a0 In kh+ z
-kh+6 (-z') sinh(kh) r 2 J
fAA* (2kh+sinh(2kh)) - )
ac 8 sinh 2 (kh) I kh - 6)
Im(K(Z))dZ In
2 sinh2(kh)Jz khd--ln
A2 g f ( sinh(2(kh + z') - 2(kh + ') ,
1z2 J-kh+ 4Sc sinh2 (kh)
where ['ii]+ given by (4.15). The final current velocity in the core is ii =Efo + 62 i4
by summing up (2.14) and (6.2). Note that W' depends on two parameters a, and ab,
which remain to be determined. For a smooth bed (Case A), we simply set a, = ab.
6.2 Friction velocities
For a smooth bed (Case A), the friction velocity ufe or its dimensionless equivalent
ac is determined by requiring the constancy of discharge (3.3).
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For a rough bed (Cases B), ab : a,; we must further invoke the scheme of Grant
and Madsen. To facilitate comparison we begin with the dimensional form of the
friction velocity inside the bottom boundary layer. The total friction velocity Ufb is
defined by the magnitude of the total bottom shear stress
Pu 2 = maxQ B7*]) (6.3)
where [ ]B represents a quantity evaluated at the bottom z* = -h + ZB in physical
coordinates, or z = -kh + kzB in the dimensionless coordinates.
By requiring that waves and current assume the same eddy viscosity vb, (2.11),
the Reynolds stress ['r*Z]B can be written as
09) ± (i+ * (6.4
[Txz]B = PK Ufb [(h + z*) lz* B
where terms smaller than the retained by a factor of k have been ignored. In view
of the definition of Ufb, (6.3), it follows from (6.4) that
ufb =, max [(h + z*) + (h + z*) (6.5)
After normalizing Ufb by Cc2, and substituting (3.1) and (4.3) in (6.5), we obtain
kh + z ai\ i's Z 5
ab= 2 aX8 
-'8 ) + Z 41b + O(c) (6.6)
In accordance with (2.4), the first term in brackets above is just ±ao/ 2. From the
governing equation of the mean current inside the bed boundary layer, (4.13), the
second term in the brackets of (6.6) is
Z = ab - [2 C. + +O(c) (6.7)
OZ B aib2 a /
where [iiibflb+ is given by (4.20 ). Use has been made of the fact that the wave-
induced Reynolds stress vanishes on the seabed. Lastly, the wave solution inside the
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bed boundary layer, (4.17), gives the third term
[2 i Ak (z OK eiO + B.C (6.8)2 sinh kh) ( Z e )1+c~.B
For small ZB as in many field cases, we can approximate the Kelvin function ([1]) to
get
Z + (ZB) (6.9)
Z B 2ln + ln(ZB) + 2-
where - 0.57722. Therefore, for sufficiently small ZB, (6.8) is practically of order
O(c) and all terms on the right of (6.6) are of order unity.
For any complex number a = |aleze, where E is the phase of a, the following is an
identity,
max [aeO + c.c.] = max [|alei(o+e) + c.c.] = 2 al (6.10)
With this, (6.6) can be reduced to
2 kO ( aOab - ac [bjb]+ K2  A (Z 1K&eb K ± cI I + t/1§
bK2  a c sinh(kh) Z
.2 kac2 [iib~b]+ +2 A aK
= 2 +- z (6.11)
Oz b2 ab E sinh(kh) i9Z )B
This implicit relation between ab and a, reduces to that of Grant & Madsen only
if we disregard the wave-induced Reynolds stress [iib]+ which is important here.
6.3 Numerical procedure
In water of given depth h, we suppose that the basic current and the wave parameters
are known in advance.
For a steady current, the bottom roughness ZB is usually determined by fitting
the logarithmic profile with the measured profile of the pure current. Based on ex-
periments [48, 47] have shown that the same value can be taken if waves are also
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present.
The numerical procedure of predicting the friction velocity Ufb (hence ab) is iter-
ative:
1. Calculate from the basic current f, according to (2.16) for ZB given by fitting
empirical data, and then compute the friction velocity ufc = (Wi) ffc/2, which
gives the dimensionless friction velocity ao.
2. Starting from a, = ao, we compute ab from (6.11) by iteration. The value of
Z3 defined by (4.18) is found during the iteration.
3. Solve for ' according to (6.2).
4. Check if the discharge condition (3.4) is satisfied within the allowed error. If not,
Step (b) is repeated with a new trial ac. The iteration procedure is continued
until the discharge condition is satisfied. The solution of U' is then found.
5. Compute the total mean velocity in the core from i = Eio + e2 C.
In the next sections, we shall compare the predicted current profile at one sta-
tion with available experiments, and predict further the velocity profiles at different
stations in the direction of wave propagation.
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Chapter 7
Comparison with experiments
7.1 Past experiments
Laboratory studies in long flumes on wave-following currents have been reported
by Bakker and van Doorn(1978)[2], Brevik and Aas(1980) [5], Myrhaug(1987) [55],
and Mathisen and Madsen(1996a,1996b) [48, 47], only for the region near a rough
bottom. Myrhaug(1987) [55] also reported results for the region near the smooth
bottom. Measurements of the current velocity profile for the entire depth are more
limited. We are aware of only two experiments by Kemp and Simons (1982, 1983)
[32, 33] and by Klopman(1994,1997) [34, 35] for rough beds. These experiments are
classified in Table 7.1, according to the empirical criteria of Kamphuis(1975)[31]. It is
evident that only Kemp and Simons(1982) [32] with smooth bed falls clearly in Case
A. Further discussions will be limited to the works of Kemp & Simons and Klopman.
Kemp and Simons have reported the current profiles for wave-following currents
Authors Roughness Ak Ak Re,(10 4) ab/kN Bed Conditions
Bakker & Doorn (1978) rectangular. 15 2 1.9 2.8 3.35 4.11 C
Kemp & Simons(1982) smooth bed 0 0 0.07 0.36 o A
Kemp & Simons(1982) triangular 18 5 0.07 0.36 0.94 1.76 C
Kemp & Simons(1983) triangular 18 5 0.07 036 0.94 1.76 C
Mathisen & Madsen(1996) triangular 100 15 0.5~ 1.6 0.2 ~ 0.44 C
Mathisen & Madsen(1996) triangular 200 15 0.5~ 1.8 1.14~ 1.74 C
Klopman (1994) sand 2 2 1.1 4.25 C
Table 7.1: Wave and bed conditions of available experiments: Ak (mm) = roughness
height and Ak (mm) = distance between the roughness elements.
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over smooth and rough beds(1982), and wave-opposing currents (1983) over a rough
bed only, in a small wave tank of 14.5m length, 0.457m width and 0.69m height.
Roughness was created with 5 mm triangular strips separated at 18 mm intervals along
the channel. The still water depth was 0.2m. Along the centerline the depth-averaged
mean current velocity was 18.5cm/s (1982) and -11 cm/s (1983). The corresponding
steady discharge rates were Q = 0.037m 2 /s and -0.022 m 2 /s respectively. Waves with
period T = 1.006s were added to the turbulent current. The wave amplitudes a ranged
from 11.35 to 23.3 mm for the wave-following current of 1982, and 13.95 to 29.55
mm for the wave-opposing current of 1983. All full-depth profiles of currents were
measured on top of a strip at a station 8.07 m away from the wave maker. As shown
in Ridler and Sleath(2000)[63] for pure waves of similarly roughened bed, current
profiles measured at different stations between two strips can be vastly different.
Wave-affected current profiles may likely vary with the horizontal station. Such data
is unfortunately unavailable for the full depth.
Klopman(1994) [34] performed similar experiments in a larger wave flume 45 m
long and 1m wide. The still water depth was 0.5m. The bed was roughened by
coarse sand of 2 mm mean diameter. The test section was located at 22.5 m away
from the wave maker. The discharge was Q = 0.08m 2 /s. In the absence of waves
the mean velocity profile of the turbulent current was essentially logarithmic. A
monochromatic wave train of period T = 1.44s and amplitude a = 0.06m was then
superposed on the current which either followed or opposed the current. No tests
with waves of other amplitude or frequency were reported. Later Klopman (1997)
[35] repeated the experiments under identical conditions, and measured the transverse
velocity in addition with a view to examining Langmuir circulation due to the finite
tank width. The mean velocity profile along the centerline was measured at the same
station but at only five different depths. The current velocities at all five measuring
depths were however greater than the 1994 data by 0.0128 m/s. We shall only use the
more comprehensive measurements of Klopman(1994) [34] for discussion. It is worth
pointing out however, that corresponding to the ratio ab/kN listed in Table 7.1, the
ratio 6/kN ~ 1.4 is not large. Thus the sand grains are not deeply immersed in the
boundary layer.
Being the only full-depth observations available, the measurements by Kemp and
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Parameter WCA1 WCA3 WCA4 WCA5
6 0.054 0.078 0.10 0.13
OZo 1.009 0.49 0.29 0.21
From data R 0.103 0.099 0.086 0.086
Afi l 2.048 0.745 0.715 0.013
[i]+ 2.00 1.35 1.07 0.86
2.03 1.42 1.13 0.87
Z6 8.54 8.65 8.81 9.00
Calculated k x 102 2.37 2.26 2.11 1.9
0Z 0.954 0.43 0.24 0.15
Table 7.2: Parameters of Kemp and Simons (1982) for wave-following current over
a smooth bed. Wavelength L = 1.23m, k = 5.14m- 1, C = 1.23m/s and kh = 1.03.
The four tests WCA1 to WCA5 are ordered by the wave steepness E. WCA2 was not
reported.
Simons (1982, 1983) [32, 33] and Klopman(1994) [34] are compared with our theory
in the next section, despite the differences in seabed conditions.
7.2 Wave-following current over a smooth bed by
Kemp & Simons
In Table 7.2 the experimental parameters are summarized. Also included is the
reflection coefficient R, which is O(E) in all four cases. It is known (Mei(1989) [50]
) that reflection of this intensity does not affect the induced streaming except at
the order O(E2 R) which is negligible here. We also display the flux discrepancy
A! ux which is a measure of the difference between the measured discharge and the
theoretical current discharge, and is implied by (3.4) with AA* = 1.
2 0" -'edz2f ux kh~k6 C '+4d(.1
coth(kh)
When the measured value of dc' is used in the preceding formula, departure from zero
suggests difficulty in the velocity measurements. We also compare the values of [ii]+
obtained from both theory and experiments to show that (4.15) can indeed provide
good lower boundary value for the core current over a smooth bed.
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Figure 7-1: Various contributions to the mean stress for wave-opposing current over
a smooth bed (Kemp and Simons(1982)[32]), Run WCA5: Solid line total mean
shear stress due to waves. The contributing factors are: r, : surface distortion of
eddy viscosity; r,, : change of friction velocity; Tfl : wave damping; TB : wave-induced
Reynolds stress from BWBL; rgn : Curvature of eddy viscosity due to vortex force.
To help understand the physics, let us first examine a typical stress distribution for
the perturbed current, as defined in (6.1). Figure 7-1 shows the wave-induced mean
stress for Run WCA5. Both wave damping -r and curvature of the eddy viscosity
Ty, are positive and increase from zero at the bed to their maximum at the water
surface. Negative stresses, which tend to retard the current, are contributed by Toe,
TB and T. Due to the surface distortion of eddy viscosity, T, contributes the most to
slow down the current near the water surface, while Tac (also negative) in this case
contributes little.
In Figure 7-2 the velocity profiles of all reported runs by Kemp & Simons are
compared with the predictions. The agreement between theory and experiments is
quite good. In particular, the reduction of the current velocity near the free surface is
well predicted. This suggests that not only the shear stress but also the edge velocity
are well described by (6.1) and (4.15) respectively. For Run WCA1 the relative error
in the total discharge Afl. is the largest, the agreement is poorer, due likely to the
smaller wave steepness and the smaller effects on the current.
No wave-opposing current profiles over a smooth bed have been reported by Kemp
& Simons.
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Figure 7-2: Comparisons with WCA1, WCA3,WCA4 and WCA5 of Kemp & Simons
(1982) for wave-following current over a smooth bed. Solid line : predicted current
with waves ; dashed line : predicted pure current; circles : measured current with
waves. crosses : measured pure current
7.3 Wave-following current over a rough bed by
Kemp & Simons
From Kemp and Simons(1982) [32] a summary of experimental parameters is shown
in Table 7.3. The roughness height ZB is computed by fitting the measured velocity
of pure current with the logarithmic profile, with the tank bottom (the base of the
strips) defined as z = -kh. Note that for the weaker waves: WCR1, WCR3 and
WCR4, the flux discrepancy is very large, suggesting possible difficulty in measuring
small velocity variations and boundary layer effects near the side walls. Comparisons
are shown for Runs WCR1, WCR3 , WCR4 and WCR5. It also turns out that the
lower boundary value [i']+ given by (4.15) differs markedly from the data, see Table
7.3. Only by using the measured velocity ir at a reference height Zr, shown in the
same table, a fair agreement between predicted and measured velocities is achieved
for WCR4 and WCR5, as shown in Figure 7-3. The need for this empirical fitting
is not surprising since the profiles were all measured at the station where a strip is
located, and are most likely different from the profiles at other stations between the
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Parameter WCR1 WCR3 WCR4 WCR5
E 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.13
ao 2.12 1.08 0.59 0.42
R 0.088 0.078 0.074 0.072
From data A11lu 8.102 4.268 1.312 0.205
kz, 0.13 0.15 0.13 0.15
fr 2.13 1.7 1.21 0.92
[i]+ 1.70 1.33 1.03 0.77
[id+ 0.47 0.14 0.13 0.19
Z6 7.48 7.1 6.5 6.13
Calculated k x 10 0.9 0.9 0.86 1.12
ac 1.50 0.46 0.29 0.29
ab 3.42 1.98 1.32 1.08
Table 7.3: Parameters of Kemp and Simons (1982) for wave-following current over
a rough bed. Wavelength L = 1.23m, k = 5.14m- 1, C = 1.23m/s, and kh = 1.03.
Hydraulic roughness ZB= 0.208cm (kzB= 0.0105). The four tests WCR1 to WCR5
are ordered by the wave steepness E. WCR2 was not reported.
strips. With similar fitting, the agreement is of course worse for Run WCR4 than for
Run WCR5 in view of the very large discharge error Aflux for the former. Due to the
relative large flux error in WCR1 and WCR3, the agreement between the predictions
and the measurements are poor for WCR1 and WCR3. We also remark that when
the error in the measured flux is large the predicted profile will be greatly affected by
the location of Zr.
To help understand the physics, we plot in Figure 7-4 various wave-induced stress
components as defined in (6.1), for case WCR5. Note that r3 and Ty, are again
both positive and the greatest near the free surface. All these tend to increase the
current speed near the free surface. TB is negative but is almost canceled by Tf3. Due
to waves the dimensionless core friction velocity ao is smaller that ao of the pure
current (a, - ao = 0.29 - 0.42 = -0.13). Thus -r, attains the negative maximum
at the bottom. Most important, the shear stress Tr due to the distortion of eddy
viscosity is negative and large and is the dominating factor for reducing the current
velocity near the free surface. The combined effect is much stronger than the case
over a smooth bed.
Although the current profiles were measured only at a single station, records are
available for the wave height along the channel, for Run WCR5 only. In terms of the
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Figure 7-3: Profiles of wave-following current over a rough bed by Kemp and Simons
(1982), Runs WCR1, WCR3, WCR4 and WCR5. Solid line: theoretical profile with
waves; dashed line : theoretical profile of pure current; circles : measured profile with
waves. Cross shows the height (kz,) where empirical fitting with (i,) is made.
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Figure 7-4: Predicted contributions to the mean stress for Run WCR5 of Kemp &
Simons (1982). Solid line: total mean shear stress due to waves. Various contributing
parts are: r, : surface distortion of eddy viscosity; r,, : change of friction velocity; TO:
wave damping; TB : wave-induced Reynolds stress from the bottom wave boundary
layer; Tg, : curvature of the eddy viscosity due to vortex force.
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normalized slow coordinate x2 the length of the tank is only Ax2 =0.69. Hence we
use the damping coefficient #3 computed for the starting station x2 = 0 for calculating
the wave attenuation. The predicted and measured wave heights are shown in Figure
7-5. The reasonable agreement gives partial confirmation of the boundary layer model
which predicts comparable importance of dissipation in the bottom boundary layer
and in the core.
7.4 Wave-opposing current over a rough bed by
Kemp & Simons
A summary of dimensionless parameters for all the wave-opposing current tests, both
given and predicted, are listed in Table 7.4.
Note that the discharge discrepancy is relatively small in all cases. Using input
parameters computed from data as listed in Table 2, numerical results are obtained
for the various components of the shear stresses and the current velocity profile. The
predicted parameters a, and cab are also recorded in Table 7.4 above. Also, in these
runs the predicted []+ nearly equals the measured value at the same station with a
strip. This coincidence can only be accidental in view of the separation of strips.
Let us first examine, for the representative Run WDR5, the stress distribution for
the perturbed current, as defined in (6.1). Again both wave damping ro and curvature
of the eddy viscosity rg, are positive, but they now tend to slow down the current.
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Parameter WDR1 WDR2 WDR3 WDR4 WDR5
C 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.13 0.15
ao 0.84 0.55 0.43 0.26 0.19
R 0.025 0.03 0.023 0.026 0.02
From data ApfIu 1.610 0.520 -0.309 -0.222 0.104
kz, 0.13 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.15
ii -0.59 -0.67 -0.55 -0.45 -0.32
[ic]+ -0.500 -0.471 -0.469 -0.357 -0.285
[ic]+ -0.550 -0.390 -0.284 -0.269 -0.242
Z6 6.8 6.62 6.45 6.00 5.62
Calculated kJ x 10 0.92 1.08 1.07 1.20 1.22
ac 1.32 0.86 0.64 0.47 0.36
ab 2.75 2.02 1.67 1.22 0.97
Table 7.4: Parameters of Kemp and Simons (1983) for wave-opposing current over
rough bottom. Wavelength L = 1.23m, k = 5.14m--1, C = 1.23m/s, and kh = 1.03.
Hydraulic roughness ZB = 0.203cm (kzB = 0.0104). The five tests WDR1 to WDR5
are ordered by the wave steepness c.
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Figure 7-6: Various contributions to the mean stress for wave-opposing current over
rough bottom of Kemp and Simons(1983) [33], Case WDR5. Solid line : the total
mean shear stress due to waves. The contributing factors are: rg : surface distortion
on the eddy viscosity; Ta, : change of the friction velocity in the core region; T :
wave damping; TB : wave-induced Reynolds stress from the bottom wave boundary
layer; rg. : curvature of the eddy viscosity.
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Figure 7-7: Current profile of WDR5 by Kemp and Simons (1983) for wave-opposing
current over a rough bed. Solid line : theoretical profile; dashed line : theoretical
profile of pure current; circles : measured profile. Cross shows the height (kz,) where
empirical fitting with (ii,) is made.
They both attain their maximum at the water surface and vanish at the bottom.
Negative stresses, which tend to speed up the current, are contributed by Tc, TB
and Tr. Again, TB due to the wave-induced Reynolds stress at the outer edge of the
bottom wave boundary layer, nearly cancels the opposite effect of TF. The negative
stress due to the surface distortion of eddy viscosity Tg contributes the most to speed
up the current near the water surface. Now since ac - ao = 0.36 - 0.19 = 0.17, T,:
attains a very large negative maximum at the bottom, contributing to the flattening of
the velocity profile near the bed, in comparison with the pure current. The net shear
stress shown in solid line is negative throughout the entire depth but more so that
the wave-following case of WCR5. Now the negative shear stress near the free surface
also causes the surface current to be stronger than that of a pure current. Figure 7-7
compares the predicted current profile nio + ei', with the measured data by Kemp
& Simons for case (WDR5). The velocity profile of a pure current (logarithmic,
dotted) is also included for reference. The overall agreement between the theory
and experiments is very good. Reduction near the bottom and increase near the
surface of the mean velocity are correctly predicted. Note in Table 2, that there is
an increase in friction velocity due to waves, i.e., ab > a,, which is responsible for
the reduction of the mean current velocity near the bed, consistent with most past
observations, contributing to an increase of the apparent bottom roughness (Grant
and Madsen(1986) [23]).
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measured profile with waves. Cross shows the height (kz,) where empirical fitting
with (R,) is made.
Additional comparisons for all other Runs WDR1-WDR4 are presented in Figures
7-8, with satisfactory agreement. The stress distributions resemble those shown in
Figure 7-6 and are omitted.
For Run WDR4, the attenuation of wave height H = 2a with distance has been
reported by Kemp and Simons(1983)[33]. In terms of the normalized slow variable x2
the length of the tank is Ax 2 = 0.93. Using the damping coefficient f at x2 = 0 (the
current-measuring station at mid tank) we compare in Figure (7-9) the computed
H and those measured against the distance from the wave maker. The agreement
between prediction and data is good, confirming again the comparable importance of
dissipation within the boundary layer and in the core above.
For WDR4, the eddy viscosity near the bottom was reported by Kemp and Simons
(1983). The scatter of data was so large that no meaningful comparison with theory
can be made.
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Figure 7-9: Wave height attenuation of WDR4. Solid line theoretical wave height;
circles measured wave height;
7.5 Wave-following/opposing currents over a rough
bed by Klopman
In Klopman(1994) [34], the wave number is k = 2.34m- according to the linear
wave theory. Bottom is roughened by sand of a diameter 2mm. Other experimental
and calculated parameters are summarized in Table 7.5. From Table 7.5 we find
6/kN - 1.4 for both wave-following and opposing currents. Therefore, wave-induced
turbulence is likely three dimensional. Nevertheless after fitting the velocity at one
height, zr, the predicted mean velocity profile compares with Klopman's data very
well for both wave-following and wave-opposing currents, as shown in Figure 7-10.
7.6 Longitudinal variation of current
In all the existing experiments cited here, current measurements for the full depth
were made only at a single station. In view of the empirical assumptions needed
in the theory, it would be desirable to have new measurements at many stations in
order to provide firmer checks. For this purpose we have extended our calculations to
include the change of the current profiles along the channel, provided that the wave
and current conditions are specified at one station. Predictions are shown only for a
smooth bed.
Recalling the definition of x 2 = k3 a2 X*, we start from station x 2 = 0 where
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Parameter wave-following current wave-opposing current
6 0.14 0.14
ao 0.119 0.119
R < 0.02 < 0.02
From data Aku 0.021 0.066
kz, 0.14 0.10
Ur 0.56 -0.40
[ic]+ 0.4 -0.2
+ 0.06 -0.24
Z6 4.06 4.24
Calculated k x 102 3.74 3.86
ac 0.06 0.24
ab 0.47 0.56
Table 7.5: Parameters of Klopman (1994) for wave-following and wave-opposing cur-
rents over a rough bed. Dimensionless hydraulic roughness kzB = 9.2 x 10-4
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Mean velocity
1 1.2 1.4
Figure 7-10: Comparisons with Klopman (1994) for wave-following and wave-opposing
currents. In this figure the basic current is from left to right. A : waves are from
left to right. B: waves are from right to left. Solid line : theoretical profile with
waves; dashed line : theoretical profile of pure current; circles : experimental data for
currents with waves. Crosss show the heights (kz,) where empirical fitting with (ii,)
are made.
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Figure 7-11: Changes along the tank. The damping scale x 2 is defined by x = E2X 2
and the spatial grid step is Ax2 = 2.
A(O) = 1 and advance to larger x2 > 0 in the direction of wave propagation. For a
smooth bed the discharge of the pure current, or the depth-averaged velocity Xi, can
be specified so that ao can be easily computed. Afterward, the numerical algorithm
to compute i(x 2 ) is straightforward. Let the wave and current conditions be known
at x 2 = Xkl. To predict the current velocity at x 2 = Xk = Xk-1 + Ax2 , we first
compute the wave amplitude A(Xk) = A(Xk_1) - !0(Xk_1)Ax 2 , where 3 (Xk-_) is
the energy dissipation rate at x 2 = Xkl. Then ac(Xk) and ab(Xk) are calculated by
the procedures described in (§6.3).
Two examples are presented in Figure 7-11 for a smooth bed. One is for the wave-
following current and the other for the wave-opposing current. The wave and current
conditions at the start (x2 = 0) are the same as those in Run WCA5 of Kemp and
Simons(1982)[32]. In both cases, as the distance from x2 = 0 increases, the current
profile approaches the limit of a pure current without waves. Reduction or increase
of the current velocity near the bottom becomes smaller and smaller. When the
waves are eventually damped out, the current profile becomes logarithmic in depth.
Note that the total Eulerian flux decreases (increases) with distance when waves and
current have the opposite (same) direction, as expected by mass conservation (3.4).
Similar predictions have been made for a rough bed and with very large ab/kN, for
possible comparisons with future experiments in a large flume or in the field. Results
resemble those in Figure 7-11 and are not presented.
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Chapter 8
Concluding remarks of part I
In this part, a boundary-layer theory for predicting the wave effects on a turbulent
current over a smooth or rough bed has been presented. The current is assumed to be
as strong as the orbital velocity of waves and renders the flow turbulent throughout
the depth. For a smooth bed, a model of continuous eddy viscosity parabolic in depth
is used. For a rough bed, a discontinuous eddy viscosity is used instead to account
for the combined effects of waves and current in the bed wave boundary layer. At the
leading order turbulence in both the bed boundary layer and the core result in wave
attenuation over a long distance of many wave lengths. At the second order waves
modify the mean flow through wave-induced Reynolds stresses due to oscillations in
all regions of the flow. In particular the wave-induced mean shear stress is not zero
on the still water surface despite the absence of wind, and is not constant in depth
above the bottom boundary layer. Of special importance is that this mean shear
stress on the free surface is opposite in direction to the waves. As a consequence, a
wave-following current must experience a reduction, while a wave-opposing current
experiences an increase, in speed. This phenomenon is due largely to the distortion
of eddy viscosity at the free surface.
Comparison with existing experiments for a smooth bed is successful. For a rough
bed, the roughness elements in existing experiments are either relatively large or well
separated, making a boundary layer analysis difficult. Nevertheless the present theory
still gives a good prediction of current for the entire depth, if empirical matching is
made at one depth just above the bed boundary layer (as in Grant & Madsen). For
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beds roughened by well separated strips, this theory appears adequate for predicting
quantities that vary slowly in the horizontal direction, such as the attenuation rate,
and may likely give a good prediction of the horizontally averaged velocities profiles,
without empirical fitting. To check this speculation additional measurements either
for deeply submerged roughness, or of current profiles at several closely spaced stations
between strips and over a long fetch, would be worthwhile.
Extension of this study to the three-dimensional problem of Langmuir circulation
in shallow water is of value to the transport of fine sediments in lakes and coastal
waters, and will be discussed in next part of the thesis.
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Part II
Langmuir circulation in water of
finite depth
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Chapter 9
Introduction
In a clear day, windrows(streaks) of foam or floating materials often can be observed
on the surface of lakes or oceans. These windrows (streaks) are oriented approximately
parallel to the wind. Langmuir (1938) [37] was the first one to make a general field
investigation of the nature of windrows (streaks) on lakes or oceans.
Figure (9-1) shows windrows (streaks) on Rodeo Lagoon in Marin County, Cal-
ifornia, 1994. The surface signatures shown in the photo appears as windrows of
bubbles, oriented approximately along the wind direction. The average depth of the
Lagoon is 1.4m and the width shown in the photo is about 200m.
From the studies on Lake George, New York, Langmuir (1938) [37] found that
the streaks were associated with the vertical motions and oriented nearly parallel
to the wind. The field measurements of Langmuir (1938) [37] and others (Myer
(1971)[54], Weller (1985)[75], Weller and Price (1988)[76], etc.) confirmed the pres-
ence of counter-rotating vortices whose axes were aligned approximately parallel to the
wind. Surface floating tracers formed lines when swept slowly into the surface conver-
gent regions between the adjacent vortices. The motion associated with these vortices
are now called Langmuir circulation. The formation of the windrows, as described by
Langmuir is shown in Figure (9-2). The streaks or windrows were the surface conver-
gences beneath which water move downward (down-welling), while between streaks
water move upward (up-welling). Figure (9-3) shows the three components of the
velocity field measured by Weller et al (1985)[75]. As shown in Figure (9-3), Weller
et al (1985)[75] and Weller and Price(1988) [76] found that the maximum vertical
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Figure 9-1: Windrows or streaks on Rodeo Lagoon in Marin County, California. From
Seriz(1996) [68]
velocity was about 20cm/s, much larger than previously believed (see, e.g., Pollard
(1977)[62]) and the maximum vertical velocity appeared well below the surface.
Earlier observations focused on the velocity scales and spacing of Langmuir circu-
lation at the steady state or the quasi-steady state. A fairly complete list of the field
observations conducted before 1983 has been given by Leibovich(1983)[39]. Recent
field observations focused on the evolution of the Langmuir circulation in space and
time (Weller et al (1985) [75], Smith et al (1987) [67], Smith (1992) [66], Gramham
and Hall (1997) [21], etc ).
From the field observations mentioned above, the following conclusions can be
drawn on the typical scales of Langmuir circulation:
" The typical spacing of Langmuir cells is comparable to the wave length.
" The typical penetration depth of the cells is also comparable to the wave length,
thus the aspect ratio of the cell is about unity.
" The horizontal and vertical velocities associated with the Langmuir circulation
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Figure 9-2: Formation of windrows or streaks on the surface of the deep ocean. D
is the penetration depth of the Langmuir cells and L the spacing between the cells.
From Leibovich (1983)[39]
are comparable to the Stokes drift. Numerically, the value of the longitudinal
velocity is larger than that of the transverse velocities.
" Small cells exist between large cells (Langmuir (1938) [37], Weller and Price(1988)
[76], Gramham and Hall (1996) [21], etc). Thus there is a spectrum of the cell
spacing. The large and very small spacings have relatively small frequency of
appearance, as shown by Figure (9-4)
" The time scale over which the Langmuir circulation evolves is about several
hundreds wave periods (Smith(1992)[66] ) .
" The streaks or windrows can extend a distance 100 times the spacing be-
fore breakdown. Thus the Langmuir cells are relatively stable and localized
(Gramham and Hall (1997) [21]).
Langmuir (1938) [37] was the first one who believed that such relatively large-
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Figure 9-3: A snapshot of the measured velocity field associated with the Langmuir
circulation at about the depth 23m below the water surface. From Weller et al
(1985) [75]
scale, organized, three dimensional vortex motion should play a significant role in the
vertical mixing. As vertical mixing is important for the transport of heat, oxygen,
nutrients and fine suspended sediment particles, Langmuir circulation would be im-
portant for the life in the water body. Also because the surface temperature depends
partially on the exchange of heat between air and water, which in turn depends on
the vertical mixing, Langmuir circulation can be potentially important for the climate
temperature change(Smith (1992)).
Weller and Price (1988) [76] found that Langmuir circulation can rapidly erase
the thermoclines and is indeed an important vertical mixing mechanism in the upper
surface layer. Li, Zahariev and Garrettl(1995) [42] discussed the deepening of the
surface mixed layer by Langmuir circulation. Gnanadesikan (1996) [19] predicted by
numerical examples that Langmuir circulation dominates the vertical transport of
momentum and density. Li and Garrett (1997) [43] modeled the surface mixed layer
deepening due to Langmuir circulation. Not many investigations have considered the
Langmuir circulations when dealing with the vertical mixing in the general circulation
model, and no attempt has been made to relate the Langmuir circulation to the
transport of the suspended sediment in lakes or the near shore regions.
There are not many experimental studies of Langmuir circulation. Faller and
Caponi (1977) [14] was the first one to investigate the Langmuir circulation in a
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Figure 9-4: Relative frequency of appearance of the cell spacings. From Gramham
and Hall (1996) [21].
wind-wave tank. They studied the correlation of the cell spacing and the wind speed
and compared with the field data available at the time. Nepf, et al (1991) [58] studied
Langmuir circulation for mechanically-generated waves riding on an open-channel flow
over smooth bottom. Streaks formed by floating tracers were found for both wave-
following and wave-opposing current. Waves in these experiments were very short,
kh = 0(9), where k is the wavenumber and h the water depth. Nepf, et al (1995)
[57 also investigated the impact of wave-breaking on the generation of Langmuir
circulation. Klopman (1997)[35], measured the secondary current due to Langmuir
circulation for the mechanically-generated waves riding on the open-channel flow over
a rough bottom. One pair of Langmuir cells were found for both wave-following
current and wave-opposing current. Recently, Melville, Shear and Veron (1998) [51]
investigated the generation of Langmuir circulation due to wind-generated waves and
current. They focused on the initial stage of a time scale of about half minute. At
this initial stage, waves are short, not fully developed, and the current is very similar
to that of a laminar flow. In all the laboratory studies of Langmuir circulation, the
sidewall effect cannot be ignored. Unfortunately, the sidewall effects have not been
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given enough attention in the past.
For the theoretical study, Leibovich (1983) [39] reviewed the early ideas concern-
ing the generation mechanism of Langmuir circulation. Craik and Leibovich (1976)
[10] found that a pair of prescribed wave trains can produce Langmuir cells, and now
this mechanism is called CL-I theory. Craik (1977) [9] found that the instability of the
laterally uniform wave-current system can also lead to Langmuir circulation through
an instability mechanism. Now the instability mechanism of Craik and Leibovich (
Craik and Leibovich (1976) [10], Craik (1977) [9] , Leibovich (1977) [38], and and
Leibovich (1983)[39], etc ) is often referred to as the CL-II theory and widely ac-
cepted. In CL-II theory the "vortex force", which is basically a mean wave Reynolds
stress, is responsible to the formation of Langmuir circulation through an instability
mechanism. In particular it is assumed that the mean shear stress associated with
Langmuir circulation is zero on the mean water surface. One necessary condition of
the instability predicted by CL-II theory( Craik (1977) [9] ) is that somewhere in the
water column.
M(z) =_ _ > 0
where U, is the Stokers drift and Uo is the velocity of mean current without Langmuir
circulation. Thus, no Langmuir circulation can can exist in a wave-opposing current
by the CL-II mechanism.
Based on the equations laid out by Craik and Leibovich (1976)[10], Leibovich
(1983) [39], etc, the linear and nonlinear instability of the stratified/non-stratified
deep ocean to the Langmuir circulation and the effect of the Langmuir circulation on
the surface mixed layer have been studied by many authors (Leibovich (1977) [38],
Leibovich and Radhakrismhnan (1977), [41], Leibovich and Paolucci (1981) [40], Cox
and Leibovich (1994) [8], Skyllingstad and Denbo (1995) [64], Li and Garrett (1997)
[43], etc.). In all these previous theoretical or numerical studies, the theory was
applied to deep water with the bottom of the Langmuir cells being the bottom of the
surface mixed layer, where the shear stress is assumed to vanish. The eddy viscosity in
all these studied was assumed to be constant in depth and time. The shortcoming of
the current theoretical studies has been noticed by a number of authors (see e.g.,Smith
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(1992) [66]).
In this thesis, a depth-varying eddy viscosity is adopted. We shall re-derive the
linearized equations for Langmuir circulation. In particular, the dynamic surface
boundary condition will be found to be significantly different from that in CL-II
theory. This new boundary condition leads to a new generation mechanism. It is
found that Langmuir cells can be formed in both wave-following and wave-opposing
current. The effects of wave slope, current strength, relative water depth and the cell
spacing on the growth rate of Langmuir cells will be studied by examples. We shall
also examine the energy budget of Langmuir circulation to understand the physics of
instability.
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Chapter 10
Equations and boundary
conditions for total motion
In this chapter, we present the dimensionless equations and boundary conditions for
the total motion. We first lay out the normalization scheme in section (10.1), and
then present the normalized equations governing the total motion in section (10.2).
Dimensionless surface boundary conditions for the total motion at the moving surface
and the mean surface are derived in section (10.3).
10.1 Normalization
The normalization scheme is the same as in the part one except that we have three
velocity components and three coordinates in a 3D problem. For clarity, we lay out
here the normalization scheme used in the part II.
We denote the dimensional velocity vector by q* (q*, q*, q) = (u*, v*, w*), the
dimensional time t*, dimensional coordinates by (x*, x*, x*) = (x*, y, z*), dimensional
Reynolds stress tensor by T*, dimensional dynamic pressure by p*, and finally the
dimensional surface displacement by *.
We normalize the length by the inverse of the wave number k and time by the
inverse of the wave angular frequency w. The velocity is then normalized by the wave
phase velocity C = w/k, and the pressure and Reynolds stresses by pC 2 . We denote
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all the dimensionless variables by removing the superscripts *, therefore, we have
_ W* (u* v* w*)q _- (qi, q2, q3) 
_ C, or (U, V, w) C
(X1 , x 2 , x 3) = k(x*, x*, x*), or , (X, y, z) = k(x*, y*, z*)
t = Wt*, 7 = k*, p = , P =
pC pC2
Before proceeding to the dimensionless equations, let us first discuss the normalization
of eddy viscosity. As in part one, the surface waves will modify the eddy viscosity
of the open-channel flow. The dimensional eddy viscosity outside the bottom wave
boundary layer is assumed to be
Ve = V + /Uf (-Z* + 7*) ( + (10.1)
where v is the laminar kinetic viscosity and uf the friction velocity, q* the surface
displacement, h the water depth and , = 0.4. The inclusion of v is to remove the
singularity at the mean surface z = 0 in the eigenvalue problem derived later in
Chapter (12). Normalizing the eddy viscosity (10.1) by w/k 2 , the dimensionless eddy
viscosity ve is thus
k2v Uf Ze= + r-C(-z+ +) 1+-
which can be re-written as
Ve = K [zV + (-z + )) + (10.2)
where
Ujf = O(E2) (10.3)
C
give numerical values to support the assumption on the strength of turbulent current,
(2.20). z, comes from the dimensionless laminar viscosity, and is defined by
kv
z k - (10.4)
hUf
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which is a small number not scaled by wave slope e. Later we shall see that z, is
much smaller 0(2) numerically.
The dimensionless eddy viscosity (10.2) can be written as
Ve = aE2S(z) (10.5)
where the function S(z) represents the shape of the eddy viscosity and a is the
dimensionless friction velocity defined by
a = K (10.6)
which is of 0(1) by assumption on the current strength, (2.20), in part I.
For a smooth bottom, we study the case where the bottom wave boundary layer
of pure waves are laminar, i.e., there is no turbulence generated by waves from the
bottom. In other words, turbulence is dominated by the current. Therefore, the eddy
viscosity is continuous at the outer edge of the BWBL and a is the same inside and
outside the BWBL.
The shape function S inside and outside the BWBL can be written as
Sb = kh + z kzB < kh + z < (10.7)S, = ~- - (1-0.7) + 0< h <Sc zy (z r (1 g k6<kh~z<;kh
where k is the dimensionless bottom wave boundary layer thickness to be determined.
z, is defined by (10.4) and kzB is the dimensionless equivalent bottom roughness for
a smooth bottom, which is a small number not scaled by the wave slope E. The value
of kzB is normally much smaller that k = O(E2), which is the thickness of BWBL.
The dimensional equivalent bottom roughness ZB is obtained by fitting the measured
velocity profile if the such a velocity profile is available. Madsen and Wood(2002)
[46]) adopted the following empirical relation
ZB = (10.8)
9Uf
We remark that in Sb the laminar kinematic viscosity v is not needed, as is accounted
for by the equivalent bottom roughness ZB, which is related to the viscous sublayer
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near the bottom. For simplicity, we shall adopt the following notation
6b =k, Zb = kZB (10.9)
and from here on all equations and boundary conditions will be presented in the
dimensionless form.
10.2 Governing equations of total motion
We denote the gradient operator by V = (0/x1, 0/Ox 2 , 0/Ox 3 ) = (0/Ox, O/Oy, O/Oz).
The laws of conservation of mass and momentum are given by
V q- = 0 V
ay+ (q - V) q+ Vp = V - T
(10.10a)
(10.10b)
where T is the dimensionless Reynolds stress tensor, defined by
T =X Y2
_x xz I (10.11)
In terms of
can be written
the dimensionless eddy viscosity ve, the Reynolds stress
as
rxx = 2E 2 as , r'YY = 2E2 as , 7-z, = 2e 2 asOtt Ov u Ow
oY = E2a S - + - 6 , = E2as 
a +
T ~ ~ a S y Ox Bz Ox J
~ (Ow Ov'
Oy Oz a
components
(10.12a)
(10. 12b)
(10. 12c)
The leading order waves are assumed to be irrotational, thus the use of the vortic-
ity facilitates the evaluation of wave-wave interaction. The transport of the vorticity
Q is governed by the following equation, which is obtained by taking the curl of
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TXY Txz
7,YY 7-yz
7'YZ Tzz
(10.10b)
= - ( -V)Q(+ -+V x (V -T)
at
where the vorticity Q is defined by
(10.13)
(10.14)
Making use of the following equality for an incompressible fluid,
q - Vq= VE - qx Q,
1E~ - qh.2 (10.15)
where E is the dimensionless kinetic energy per unit volume, we can rewrite the
momentum equation (10.10b) as
+ Vp = -VE + qx Q + V T (10.16)
In the term q x Q, the part related to the wave motion is called "vortex force" by
Craik and Leibovich (1976)[10] and Leibovich(1983) [39]. Alternatively the three
components of the momentum equation (10.16) can be written as
au
at
ap =F
ax
apF
(10.17a)
(10.17b)
(10.17c)aw apat+ Fz
at 09Z
where the forcing terms F, Fy, Fz are defined by
Fx = 9x
Fy =a
Fz= OEOz
aT,, aw, Bx
+V( - W9 + + + xz
ax ay az
+ W ( + aT
ax
+ yy + yz
ay + z
+ U7a - Va,+ ,+ +
ax ay az
(10.18a)
(10. 18b)
(10.18c)
Bottom boundary conditions are simply the no-flux (w = 0) and no-slip (u = v = 0)
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conditions on the bottom z = -kh + Zb. Next, we discuss the surface boundary
conditions.
10.3 Surface boundary conditions
In this section, we first present the surface boundary conditions at the moving surface
z = 17, and then derive a set of equivalent boundary conditions at z = 0 by integrating
the conservation of mass and momentum from z = 7 to z = 0. The dimensional
boundary conditions on a free surface have been given in Mei (1989) [50].
10.3.1 Exact surface boundary conditions on free surface
On the moving surface, the surface kinematic boundary condition is
-+q -w=0, ,j=1,2, z=77 (10.19)at axj
where the index notation is used for simplicity, i.e., (x 1  x, x 2  y) and (q -- u, q2
v). In this section, the repeated index j indicates the summation over j 1, 2 . The
dynamic surface boundary conditions in the i - th directions are
[-(p - coth(kh)7)6i + mri] nj + [-(p - coth(kh)7)6i3 + Ti3 n3- 0 (10.20)
where i = 1, 2, 3 and 6ij = 0 if Z' and 6ij = I if i = j. The repeated index
j indicates the summation over j = 1, 2. p is the dynamic pressure and ni the
x-, y-, z- components of the unit vector normal to the water surface z = 7, given
by
(ni, n2 , n3 ) = - Ox- 1) /IVF
(101 22
IVFI= + + ) (10.21)
a'i + 5X2
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Therefore, surface boundary condition (10.20) can be written as
Tis = [-(p - coth(kh)q)6iS + rij] + (p - coth(kh)7)6i3 , i= 1, 2, 3 (10.22)
On the moving surface the shear stress in i-direction is determined by terms on
the right-hand side of (10.22). The boundary condition (10.22) is nonlinear because
,q is part of the solution. The unimportance of the surface boundary layer corrections
is similar to the 2D problem, and is not repeated here.
10.3.2 Surface boundary conditions at z = 0
The surface boundary conditions given above are specified on the moving surface. The
familiar method to obtain the boundary condition at the mean level is to expand the
free surface condition in a Taylor series about the mean level. But this method may
not be appropriate for waves riding on a current varying with depth. As commented
by Peregrine (1976) [60]: "If this approach is adopted, the mean flow must also be
expanded in a Taylor series. While this may be sensible for a flow chosen for its
mathematical convenience, such as a linear profile with constant vorticity, it is quite
inappropriate if actual velocity measurements are used, since even second derivatives
may be quite uncertain" . A number of transformations of the equations of motion
and boundary conditions enable this problem to be avoided, for example, Lagrangian
coordinates (see e.g., Unluata and Mei(1970) [72]), wave-following coordinates ( see,
e.g., Longuet-Higgins (1953)[45]), etc.
In the following, we present another way to deal with the surface boundary con-
ditions for waves on currents. The idea is shown in Figure (10-1). By studying the
conservation of mass and momentum in the control volume shown in Figure (10-1),
we can derive a set of the boundary conditions applied at z = 0. Similar approach
has been used by Liu and Davis (1977)[44] and Phillips (1977) [61] for wave-induced
mass transport in a laminar flow.
In the following, the surface conditions at z = 0 will be derived by integrating the
continuity and momentum equations from the moving surface z = n to z = 0. We
shall adopt the notations used in Mei (1989)[50] for the derivation of the radiation
stress, where the integrations were carried out from the bottom to the moving surface.
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Kinematic surface boundary condition at z = 0
an incompressible fluid can be written as
The continuity equation for
-+ -= 0
axi az
(10.23)
where repeated index j indicates the summation over j = 1, 2.
Integrating the continuity equation (10.23) from z = 0 to z = y, we can obtain
[w~o -[w]n +dz = 0
[O 1xj (10.24)
Making use of Leibniz's identity
Of 0 [1
--dz= f dz -Ox Ox 0 (10.25)O8x
we get from (10.24)
a f17 aq[w]o - [w],7 - - qqdz + [q]O 7  = 0O9xJ 0 Ox3 (10.26)
After applying the surface boundary condition (10.19) in (10.26), we get
0+ q ,dz - [w]o = 0,
at Oxj Jo j = 1,2
(10.27)
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where the second term on the left is the instantaneous flux in the j-th direction
between z = 0 and z = r . Equation (10.27) states the conservation of mass in a
column of height 77 and unit cross-section shown in Figure (10-1). Equation (10.27)
is exact, and regarded as the surface kinematic boundary condition on z = 0.
Dynamic surface boundary conditions at z = 0 In order to integrate the
momentum equation (10.10b) from z = 0 to z =,r, we rewrite them as
aq, Dqjqi awqj ap ariT aTi3  .+ + + =--+ , i=1,2 (10.28)
at axI az 9xi axj az
aw aqjw &WW i9p aT33  OT 33+ + + -= -+(1.)at ax az az axj az
so that the vertical derivative terms in (10.28) and (10.29) can be integrated explicitly.
Here and from here on the repeated index j indicates the summation over j 1, 2.
In the following, we first derive the normal stress condition from (10.29) and then
the tangential stress conditions in x- and y- directions from (10.28).
Normal stress condition Integrating the vertical momentum equation (10.29)
from z = 0 to z = 77, we have
f a dz + qjwdt + [ww], - [ww]o + [p]7 - [p]oj0  t 1 xj aT4 dz + [- 33 ], - [T331o (10.30)
which , after using Leibniz's identity (10.25) , can be rewritten as
a p wdz - [w] + qwdt - [qjw]. a" + [ww], - [ww]Oat at axj J ax
+[P]n - [p]o = a Pr 3 dz - [T3 ],77 + [T33]1, - [T33]o (10.31)ax o x(
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In view of the surface kinematic boundary condition,(10.19), equation (10.31) can be
written as
wdz + qjwdt - [ww]Oat . 0 ax3. J
+A - [Plo = j T3 3dz - [T3j177 ax3  + [7 3 3 7, - [T33]O (10.32)ax3  O axj
From (10.22) , the normal stress condition on the moving surface z = 7 can be written
as
[r33]1 = [ a73] + [p] 77 - 7 coth(kh) (10.33)ax3
Substitution of (10.33) in (10.32) gives
77 coth(kh) - [p]o = j T3j dz - [r33]o
axj JO
at(" a rnawdz - qjwdt + [ww]o, j= 1, 2 (10.34)
which can be rearranged as
[T33]o = [P]o - q coth(kh) + aa, 3jdz
at" a f7
wdz - ] qjwdt + [ww]o, j =1,2 (10.35)
Equation (10.35) is exact and serves as the normal stress condition at z 0. Equation
(10.35) states the balance of vertical forces in vertical direction of the control volume
shown in Figure (10-1). Next, we derive the tangential stress conditions in x- and
y- directions at z = 0.
Tangential stress conditions Integrating the momentum equation (10.28)
from z = 0 to z = q, we obtain
faj dz + 0  dz + [wqi]o - [wqi], + ax9dz
a7jdz +[Ti3 lo - [i 3 , , i = 1,2 (10.36)
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which , after using the Leibniz's identity (10.25), can be rewritten as
jqidz - [qi], a + a qqidz - [qqi] + [wqi], - [wqi],
at [7 a a J p ___
+ pdz - [p]7 aJ Tdz - [Tij] ax, + [Ti 3 ]0 - [Ti3 ], (10.37)
where i, j = 1, 2. Making use of the kinematic surface boundary condition, (10.19),
to replace the term an/at in(10.37), we obtain
j i q dz-[qi] (-[qij],"7' + w]7)
(1)
+ a qjqidz - [qqi],, ax" + [wqi] - [wqi]0
(1)
+ 0 77Ipdz - [p]?9 r dzaxij Ia ax, Jo ~ - [ ] ax + [Ti3], - [Ti3 ]o (10.38)
which can be simplified to
q dz +a
-9 ax j Tidz -
qqdz - [wqi]o +
0 xi
[T9~77 [Ti3K - [il
Making use of the surface dynamic boundary condition (10.22) to replace the shear
stress [T 3]o7 in (10.39), we get
qidz + qjq dz - [wqa]o +at axj 0axi pdz -[p] 7
(1)
af ridz-[r ]
ax 0 (2)
(2)
+ (rij] -[p 17a7 _P1(a2 (_)
(2)(1
+ coth(kh) 2 [Ti3]O
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pdz - a?7[P 77ax
(10.39)
After cancellations of under-braced terms, we finally have
im]0 = - j qidz - ax (qjqi)dz + [wqi]0at fo 
-7 JO
pdz+ coth(kh)01 1,2 (10.40)
ax i axj T 2 axi
which is the exact tangential stress condition at z = 0. Equation (10.40) states the
balance of horizontal forces in vertical direction shown in Figure (10-1).
The surface boundary conditions on the mean surface given so far are exact and
independent of models used for the viscous (Reynolds) stresses. Thus, the results
apply to laminar flow as well as the turbulent flow.
10.3.3 Mean surface boundary conditions at z = 0
The boundary condition (10.40) has some important implications on the mean shear
stress at z = 0. After taking the time average of (10.40) over a wave period, we get
[Fih3 =3-0 j qidz - xj (qjqi)dz + [wqj]o
at 0 x
pdz +dz coth(kh)a7 2  1, 2 (10.41)
axi dO axj o 2 axi
which is the tangential stress conditions for the mean current in water. For a water
surface free of wind, the mean shear stress at z = 0 may not be zero due to several
factors. The terms on the right-hand side of (10.41) have the following physical
meanings:
1. Term tfo qidz indicates that wave damping over a long time scale will affect
the mean shear stress at z = 0.
77rdZ coth(kh)2 r2. Term xj0 (uqi)dz, 0j0 pdz, 2hk) an idz represent the contribu-
tion of wave damping in space.
3. Term Dfo" (vqi)dz, Afo pdz, coth(kh) a and -- foridz represent the contri-
bution of the short-crested waves.
4. Term [wqi]o is the wave-Reynolds stress evaluated at z = 0. It is known that
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wave-induced Reynolds stresses of the irrotational wave field are zero . It can
be shown that the non-zero [wqi] is the results of eddy viscosity, wave damping
in space and rotational current.
We remark that terms like afo" (vqi)dz may not be zero for short-crested waves
or a pair of wave strains. In the theory of CL-I, a pair of wave strains was assumed.
However, they imposed without proof that [ri, 3]0 = 0 which is not correct based on
the present analysis.
Even for waves that are long-crested to the leading order, the instability of Lang-
muir circulation will make the waves at higher order short-crested, as will be shown
in the following chapters. Therefore, terms like 9fo" (vqi)dz will have important role
in the mean boundary conditions for Langmuir circulation.
In summary, an important conclusion is that the right-hand side of (10.41) is not
zero. For the simplest case of a constant eddy viscosity (pseudo-laminar), it may be
recalled that Phillips (1977) [61] and Liu and Davis (1977) [44] have shown that wave
attenuation in time will result in a positive shear stress near the surface'
1Longuet-Higgins (1953) [45] assumed that the surface is free of stress and the wave dissipation
can be ignored. Phillips (1977) [61] pointed out that waves studied must be attenuated in space if
the surface is free of any stress. If waves are not damped, a pressure force is needed on the surface
to overcome wave dissipation.
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Chapter 11
Basic state
In this chapter, we define the basic flow to be a flow which is uniform laterally. Some
of the key results obtained in the part I are needed and cited here.
11.1 Basic state for Langmuir circulation
We take the basic state to be the superposition of the long-crested wave field, the
open-channel flow and the second order mean current induced by the wave-current
interaction .
We denote the surface displacement of the basic state by H(x, z, t) , the pressure
by P(x, z, t), and the three velocity components of the basic state by (U, V, W).
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Denoting the wave phase by 0 = x - t, the basic state can be expressed by
U = UI) + 62U(2) + (U~l)ei + c.c.)
+ 2 (U2) e + c.c.) E2 (U2) e2 + c.c.) + 0( 3 ) (11.a)
V =0 (11.1b)
= (W1 e + C.c.
+ c2 (W e2)e + + e2 (W2) e20 + c.c.) + 0(6) (11.c)
P = lP) + 62p(2) + ( ei + c.c.)
+ 62 Pf2e + c.c.) + E2 (2 e2i + c.c.) + Q(cs) (11.ld)
H =eHOUl + E2HO2) + E (H~1)e' + c.c.)
+ 62 H e' + c.c.) + 62 H 2 ) e2iO + c.c.) + 0(6 3 ) (11.1e)
where f (z, x 2 ) represents the amplitude of the j - th harmonic component of f and
f )(z, x 2 ) is the k - th order approximation of fj (z, x2 ). The x2 dependency of
f k) (z, x 2 ) comes from the anticipated wave dissipation in space 1. We emphasis here
that basic solutions are different inside and outside the BWBL.
Next, we first recall the wave solution and then the mean current solution in
the basic state (11.1). Outside the BWBL, the first order wave solutions for the
irrotational linear waves are given by
1 A cosh(kh + z) A cosh(kh + z)U( )= P, = (11.2a)2 sinh(kh) ' 2 sinh(kh)
=- A sinh(kh + z) H, = A (11.2b)
2 sinh(kh) ' 2
where i = V-1 and A = A(x 2 ) due to wave dissipation by turbulent eddy viscosity.
Inside the BWBL, the oscillatory longitudinal velocity (4.17) is recalled
A K______-__'
U = (1 - K(Z)) e' + c.c., and K(Z) KO(2 e/ 4) (113)2 sinh(kh) K 0 (2/ZBe-ir/4 )
1It has been shown in Part one that the wave energy dissipation due to the turbulent eddy
viscosity 0(C2) happens over a dimensionless length 0(1/E2).
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where Ko(Z) is the Kelvin function of the zero-th order, and Z, ZB and Z6 are defined
by
Z 2 z, ZB = 2, Z6 = 2 (11.4)
E a6E oE2
with 6 b being the thickness of the BWBL defined in (10.9). Recalling the oscillatory
vertical velocity inside BWBL, (4.6), we have
W(1) W(2) = 0, W(3 = 
-CefaU Z()
At the second order, the first harmonic solutions (U(2 ), W , p ,2) H(2 ) are the
results of the first order irrotational wave motion and the first order rotational turbu-
lent current U(1. As a result, these components are rotational. The second harmonic
wave motion at the second order, on the other hand, are the results of the nonlin-
ear interaction of the first order irrotational waves. Thus, (U 2 ), W 2 , p 2 ), H(2 )) are
irrotational.
For the leading order current, H(1 ) and P(1) are the driving force for the open-
channel flow. The velocity profile of the leading order current is logarithmic,
Up- aoE ln kh + z (11.6)
where coz = 0(1) is the dimensionless friction velocity, e the wave slope, and K = 0.4
the Karman constant. For a turbulent flow, the no-slip condition is specified at an
apparent bottom characterized by the bottom roughness Zb. It will be assumed in
this thesis that UP(0) = 0(1).
The second order mean current U2 is induced by the interaction of open-channel
flow and the long-crested waves. The solution of U(2 ) itself is the 2D theory of
the effect of surface waves on the turbulent current. The governing equations and
boundary conditions of U(2) found in the 2D theory early, are summarized here for
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a, =ab = a. In the core region,
-9_U sinh(kh + z) ± (- - ao (z)
0Z sinh(kh) kh
+A A* (z + kh) (2kh + sinh(2kh))
a 8kh sinh2 (kh)
AA*(kh~z) ~zo
+ A*k2+z) Im(K)dZ2kh sinh2 (kh) zBm
A25c sinh(2(kh + z)) - 2(kh + z) (11.7)
aZ2 4 sinh2(kh)
where U(2 ) is t'c in the 2D theory. In (11.7), / is the dissipation rate of wave energy,
a the dimensionless friction velocity . The function Sc = 1 + z/kh is the surface
distortion of eddy viscosity in the core region. Inside the bottom wave boundary
layer, U(2 ) is solved as in the 2D theory of Part I (cf. equation (4.14)).
U(2) UbWb dZ - k ao - a [i n (11.8)
' zj 2  a ZB /
where
a AA*-z
UbWb = - ([ - K*) i(1 - K)dZ + c.c.1 (11.9)4 sinh2 (kh)L .zB
The conclusion of the 2D theory is that wave damping, bottom wave boundary
layer and the surface distortion of the eddy viscosity all contribute to the solution of
11.2 Shear rate of basic current
In this section, we discuss the open-channel flow, the concept of asymptotic and
numeric order of small parameters, and the treatment of the logarithmic profile as
coefficient in the formulation of the problem.
As shown in section (11.1), when the velocity is normalized by the wave phase
speed and the length by the inverse of wavenumber, the dimensionless velocity of the
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open-channel flow is given by
U(') aoi In kh + z (11.10)
where ao = 0(1) is the dimensionless friction velocity.
There are two small parameters in (11.10), zb and E. The apparent bottom rough-
ness Zb is normally much smaller than c. Strictly speaking, asymptotic ordering of Zb
in terms of c, say, Zb(6), is not possible due to the independence of Zb on E. Numer-
ically ordering zb in terms of E is possible for a given problem with specific Zb and
E.
If U 1) (0) = 0(1) and kh = 0(1) are assumed, then velocity profile (11.10) implies
e - = 0(1)(1.)
Zb
or,
Zb = /K611/, /C = 0(1) (11.12)
There is a special feature of non-uniformity in the shear rate of (11.10). The
logarithmic profile makes the shear rate of U(1)
0 a(11.13)
Oz r, kh+ z
non-uniform in z. Assuming ao = 0(1), UO1 = 0(1) and kh = 0(1), the shear rate
(11.13) is of 0(c) in the core region where kh+ z = 0(1). At the bottom z+kh = zb,
the shear rate of U0 is
aU M
_ = 0 = O(6ell/) (11.14)az Zb
according to (11.12). For wave slope E = 0.1, the numeric order Cel/E ~ 2202 > 0(1).
Therefore, it is impossible to treat (11.13) uniformly in different regions of z, even
numerically.
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We notice that even though (11.13) is non-uniform in z, the product
aUM ao(kh + z) E_ 0 0(E) (11.15)0z r
is of O(E) in the entire depth of water. Equation (11.15) is the result of the logarithmic
feature of U1 and suggests that in performing the perturbation analysis, the velocity
U(1) and the shear rate t9UO(1 )/Oz should be treated separately.
For a function f(z) which satisfies the boundary condition f = 0 at kh + z = zb,
it can be approximated by
f (z) = (kh + z - Zb) +... (11.16)
L J kh+z=zb
near the bottom kh + z = Zb. Thus, we have from (11.13) and (11.16) that
fUO ao (kh +z-Zb) [,f] + (11.17)
az K kh + z 9Z kh+Z=zb
Right at the bottom, we have
f I = 0 (11.18)
and near the bottom kh + z = O(zb),
f = 0 Z = 0(6) (11.19)az \Zb/
If f = 0(1) away from the bottom, then
f 49Z = O(C) (11.20)
is valid in the entire depth of water.
Based on the analysis given above, we make the following conclusions:
U(1 0(1) for all z;
* If the shear rate of U(1) appear in the problem as coefficient of f(z) = 0(1)
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which is zero at kh + z = zb, then fOU00)/z - 0() for all z.
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Chapter 12
Linearized equations and boundary
conditions for Langmuir circulation
In this chapter, we first introduce the spanwise perturbation to the basic flow in
section (12.1). Next we solve for secondary waves in section (12.2). In section (12.3)
we derive the linearized equations governing Langmuir circulation; and in sections
(12.4) and (12.5), we derive the linearized surface and bottom boundary conditions
for Langmuir circulation.
12.1 Spanwise Perturbations
It is assumed that primary (long-crested) waves of 0(c) ride on the unidirectional
current of 0(E). Langmuir circulation, which has spanwise variations, comes from
the instability of the initial system to the spanwise current perturbation. We denote
the strength of this spanwise perturbation by O(c6) where 6 is the measure of the
relative strength of the spanwise perturbation to the initial current. We take 6 to be
an infinitesimally small parameter, independent of c, so that the interactions between
the perturbations, O(62E2), can be ignored in the linear analysis.
Through the interaction between Langmuir circulation of O(c6) and primary waves
of 0(E), the so-called "secondary waves" of 0(&c2 ) will be generated. The secondary
waves are short-crested due to the lateral variations of Langmuir circulation. The
interaction of the primary and secondary waves will give rise to a mean Reynolds stress
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of 0(06), which has a transverse variation. According to the CL-II theory, this wave-
induced Reynolds stress is responsible for the generation of Langmuir circulation.
Let us introduce a slow time t = ct as the growth time scale for Langmuir
circulation. From here on waves will be assumed to be steady in time, i.e., the wave
energy is constant in time, but attenuates in space over length scale x 2 = 62 x, as
shown in the problem for U 2) in the part I. Therefore, we have two time scales and
two spatial scales to describe the fast wave motion and the slow attenuation of wave
energy. The introduction to perturbation methods and multiple-scale methods is
referred to Nayfeh (1981)[56] and the discussion of the perturbation methods in fluid
mechanics is referred to Van Dyke (1964) [13].
By the chain rule, the x- and t- derivatives can be expanded as
+ - + ,Ej a (12.1a)
- + + C2 (12.1b)
_x ax ax2
The total horizontal velocity u can be written as
U = U + C6uOo(z, y, x2 , t ) + 26 {u 1(z, Y, X2, t)eio + c.c.} + O(E3, es6, 3E2) (12.2)
where U is the longitudinal velocity of the basic flow given in (11.1a) , 6uuo the longi-
tudinal velocity of Langmuir circulation and E2 6u eil + c.c. the longitudinal velocity
of secondary waves. In equation (12.2), c.c. stands for the complex conjugate. Sec-
ondary waves are of Q(E26) because they come from the interaction between Langmuir
circulation of O(e6) and primary (long-crested ) waves of O(E). The higher harmonic
components of the perturbed waves are smaller than the first harmonic component by
a factor of O(E), hence of Q(E36) and not included in (12.2). They will also be absent
in the expressions of the other two velocity components, pressure and the surface
displacement from here on. Similarly the velocity, v and w, can be written as
v = c6vo(z Y, x 2 , te) + C2 6 {v1(z, y, x 2 , tf)eiO + c.c.} + O(E3 E36, E62 ) (12.3a)
w = W + E6wo(z, Y, x 2 , te) + E26 {wi(z, y, x 2 , tt)e'0 + c.c.} + O(E3 , E36, c6 2 ) (12.3b)
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where W is the vertical velocity of the basic flow given in (11.1c), while ('6vo, E6wo)
are the lateral and vertical mean velocities of Langmuir circulation, respectively. The
order of magnitudes of (wo, vo), relative to uo = 0(1), are to be determined. In
(12.3a) and (12.3b), C2 6v, and 62 6w, are the lateral and vertical velocity of secondary
waves, respectively.
Finally, dynamic pressure p and surface displacement 77 can also be written as
p = P + 62 6po(z, y, x 2 , t) + E26 {p1(z, y, x 2 , tf))eiO + c.c.} + 0(63, 36, 62) (12.4a)
7= H + 26qo (y, x2, te) + 626 {1(y, x 2 , t)eiO + c.c.} + O(E3, 36',662) (12.4b)
where P and H are the dynamic pressure and surface displacement of the basic flow
given in (11.1d) and (11.1e) . The mean dynamic pressure and the mean surface
displacement due to Langmuir circulation are the results of the interaction between
the basic current of 0(c) and Langmuir circulation of O(E6), thus we have E2 6po and
626170 represent the steady spanwise perturbations to the mean pressure and mean
surface displacement, respectively. Finally, 6 2 6 p, and 26y are the dynamic pressure
and surface displacement associated with secondary waves, in accordance with (12.2)
and (12.3).
12.2 Secondary waves
As we shall see that it is the vortex force that drives Langmuir circulation. Recall
(10.16) that the vortex force is
q x Q =,Primary waves x Secondary waves = 0(e36)
O(E) O(IE2)
Thus even though Langmuir circulation itself is of 0(c6), the governing equations
need to be obtained at O(e36). In order to compute the vortex force, the solutions of
secondary waves need to be solved first.
After substituting (12.2) -(12.4b) in the continuity equation (10.10a) and mo-
mentum equations (10.10b) , and collecting the coefficients of C2 6 e6 i, the following
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linearized equations are then obtained for secondary waves
i*i + + 1w= O(C, 6) (12.5a)
Oy OZ
- itu + ipi = X 1 + O(E, 6) (12.5b)
- ivi + =- Y + O(E, 6 ) (12.5c)
Oy
- iwi + DPi = Z1 + O(e, 6) (12.5d)Dz
where X1, Y, Z1 represent the wave-current interaction and are given by
=iU - WODU1 -W(12.6a)
1 z az
Yi = -W(u1)vo (12.6b)az
awo OWPZ1=-iUOW - W1 D wo WO (12.6c)
In expression (12.5), we have kept terms of the leading order in E and 6. Terms
proportional to 6", n > 1, represent the nonlinear interaction of Langmuir circulation,
and ignored in the linear analysis.
From (12.5) and (12.6), we see that the basic current, Uo(z), does not affect sec-
ondary waves directly, but through Langmuir circulation (uo, v0 , wO), which is affected
by Uo.
The three vorticity components of the secondary waves, (1,,1, (1), are defined by
Di 1 -= (12.7a)Dy Dz
a1 - iw1  (12.7b)Dz
= iv - (12.7c)
and the governing equations of ( 1, i1, (1) can be obtained from (12.5) by cross-
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differentiation
-i791 = ox z
Dy Dz
-= - iZ 1Dz
DX 1
--i(1 = iY1 D
09y
(12.8a)
(12.8b)
(12.8c)
Making use of the linear wave solutions (11.2) in (12.6) and substituting the results
in (12.8), we get the following expressions for vorticity (61, 1, (1),
A sinh(kh + z) ( 2 vo D2 wo quo
2 sinh(kh) Dz 2 -zay ay
A cosh(kh + z) (vo _wo
2 sinh(kh) Dz Dy,
A sinh(kh + z) D2 uo
2 sinh(kh) Dz 2
A sinh(kh + z) .0VO D2 UO .DWO
2 sinh(kh) OZ Dzay Dy
A cosh(kh + z) Duo
2 sinh(kh) Dy
(12.9a)
(12.9b)
(12.9c)
Note that, in (12.9), the vorticity of the secondary waves is linear in (uo, vo, wo).
This vorticity field is the result of the interaction between the first order waves and
Langmuir circulation.
Similarly, substituting (12.2) -(12.4b) in the kinematic surface boundary condition
(10.27) and the normal stress condition,(10.35) on z = 0 , and then collecting the
coefficients of 06ei9 , we get
-i77 - Wi = O(E, 6) (12.10)
p, - coth(kh)i O(c, 6) (12.11)
which are the surface boundary conditions for the secondary waves.
With the solutions of the secondary waves formally obtained in this section, it is
now convenient to derive the linearized equations and boundary conditions for the
steady spanwise perturbation (Langmuir circulation).
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12.3 Linearized equations governing the initial Lang-
muir circulation
12.3.1 Continuity equation
Substituting (12.2) -(12.4b) in the continuity equation (10.10a), collecting the zero-th
harmonic terms up to O(EJwo), we have the following linearized continuity equation
for Langmuir circulation
w+ 0  (12.12)
ay Oz
which implies that
O(wo) = O(vO) (12.13)
The continuity equation (12.12) also implies that a stream function 4 can be defined
by
VO = , wO = (12.14)
It then follows that the mean longitudinal vorticity o can be written as
OW 0 V 024' 024' (12.15)ay Oz Dz2 +y 2
The relative order of magnitude uO and wo is undetermined.
12.3.2 Equation of mean longitudinal momentum
Langmuir circualtion is of O(E6), but the governing equations need to be obtained
at O(E36), as indicated in the section (12.2). Substituting(12.2) -(12.4b) in equations
(10.10b) , collecting the zero-th harmonic terms up to O(e +'6uo), O(E3 6to), and
O(636Mo) in x- direction, so that the leading order inertia term and viscous terms are
retained in the resulting equation. We then get the following linearized longitudinal
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momentum equation for spanwise current perturbations.
fe+16 + ± 2 w (Uo' 
____U + eB6 (36 W +l W U
interaction of primary & secondary waves
3 (U 1(P) * 1U
+ C36w 1  + C 1 a
interaction of primary & secondary waves
ye 2 C + 1 c + O(E)6,1e362) (12.16)
where the superscript * represents the complex conjugate and the solutions of basic
flow (current and waves) given in section (11.1) and u) given by (11.10) are needed.
In the core region where kh + z = 0(1) ,the shear rate of U7', given in (11.13),
is of O(E), thus the shear rate of UO is the same as that of U(2 ) which is in general
not logarithmic. Near the bottom where kh + z < 0(1), the vertical velocity wo can
be written as
WO = [WO]-kh+z, + z ( kh + z ) + I az 2 (kh + z) 2 + O(kh + z)l (12.17)
Upon using the continuity equation (12.12) and no-flux and the no-slip conditions at
the bottom, we have
avo I a2WO Z2 )wo =- (kh+z)+ -z 2 (kh+z)2 +o(kh+z)3
1 &2 w0
2 z2 (kh + z)2 + 0(kh + z)3 = 0(kh + z) 2  (12.18)
Thus equations (11.13) and (12.18) lead to
E 2 wO (U + C = E2 r k +Wz + WO < 0(636) (12.19)
ez Dr k z < ) Bkh + z 0Dz a
near the bottom where kh + z <c 0(1). Because w0 = 0 at the bottom, according to
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section (11.2), we have
ao WO - 0 Uwo (12.20)
K kh+z 09Z
in the entire depth of water.
In order to allow the unstable growth of (uo, vo, wO), we must chose f = 2 and
wo = u(o) in equation (12.16). As a result, equation (12.16) can be written as
+uo  wo W U + W +W 1
,tg r kh+ z Dz Z az
interaction of primary & secondary waves
+ W1  ( z Iz ,
interaction of primary & secondary waves
=e 9C S12 + 19(c U + O(E, J) (12.21)
In view of (12.9), the interaction of primary and secondary waves are linear in
(no, vo, wO), consequently, equation (12.21) are linear in (uo, vo, wo).
The interaction between the primary and secondary waves in (12.21) can be sim-
plified from the definition of the vorticity i1. From (12.7b), we obtain
Oui = i + iwi (12.22)
In view of (12.9), we have
0U1  A sinh(kh + z) a2uo
az 2 sinh(kh) &z2
It then follows from (12.23) and the linear wave solutions (11.2) that the interaction
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between the primary and the secondary waves in (12.21) vanishes
(W+1)) E2WM 1)2 +w1 +(W * '0)
A sinh(kh + z) a2uo ( A* sinh(kh + z) 2UO .
=(W1 2 sinh(kh\2+iw1+W 2 sinh(kh) 0z 2 -
+1 (--iW ))* + W* (-iWl) =
where the fact that WG1 /A is imaginary has been used (cf. (11.2b)). The cancellation
of those underlined terms is remarkable. Thus, equation (12.21) can be simplified to
09UO ao WO aU(2
+ - + WO 0
at2 r kh +z lyz
-
___o 0 (-OuoM
= Ua c + '9 4 iz i + O(E, 6) (12.24)[ 5y2 (/1a
Note that the shear rate of U(1) and U(2 ) appear at the same order due to the loga-
rithmic feature of U01 (see equation (12.19)).
In summary, the longitudinal velocity of Langmuir circulation is forced by the
interaction between the vertical velocity wo and the shearing rate in the basic current
and second order current correction. In the core region, the shearing rate in the
second order correction is at the same order of magnitude as that in the basic current
because of (11.13).
12.3.3 Equation of mean lateral momentum
Again, the equation governing Langmuir circulation is obtained at O(036). Substi-
tuting (12.2) -(12.4b) in the lateral momentum equation in (10.17b), collecting the
zero-th harmonic terms up to O(ce'l6vo) and O(E36vo), taking f = 2, we have
e219VO _2 (W1*%, + Cc. + e2(1(1 + C. C.) + .2 ar'0
6 (t2 C C)+C1ol0y
aE2[ (2Sc + (c (wo + 2z 1 (12.25)
[&~/\&Y}&z ~ Cay z )
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where H0 is the pressure head defined by
o = ~1 (po + Eo) (12.26)
with Eo given by
1Eo = - [Uouo + 6 (U*ui + c.c.) + E (Wj*wi + c.c.)]
2
(12.27)
The first order approximation to Eo balances the first order approximation to po.
We shall see that 1o can be eliminated from the final vorticity equations and the
expression of Ho is immaterial.
Recalling (12.9a) and (12.9c), we have
AA* sinh 2 (kh + z) uo
2 sinh2 (kh) ay
AA* sinh(2(kh + z)) 9 2 uo
4 sinh2 (kh) Dzay
Collecting terms, we have
= a&2 [ a (29c a +z
Dwo( Dy
AA* cosh(2kh + z) Duo
2 sinh2 (kh) Dy J
+vo
Let us define
(AA* sinh(2(kh + z)) Ouo
C 4 sinh2 (kh) Dz
then equation (12.30) can be written as
AA* cosh(2kh + z)
2 sinh2 (kh)
Dy0  DC [ ( Do
a [ '9-(29c "vD5t 2 Dy Dy 19
Dwo
k0DY
D9vo
D9z J] (12.32)
Now Ho is hidden in Go, which will be eliminated from the final vorticity equation.
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W1, + c.c.
Uj*( + c.c.
(12.28)
AA* cosh 2 ( kh + z) uo
2 sinh2 (kh) (y
2 Dvo
Dt 2
+ 62 (AA* sinh(2(kh + z)) D
2 uo
4 sinh2 (kh) Dz~y
+ 62 19r1
(y
(12.30)
(12.31)
+ a(c
12.3.4 Equation of mean vertical momentum
Substituting (12.2) -(12.4b) in the longitudinal momentum equation in (10.17c), tak-
ing f = 2 and collecting the zero-th harmonic terms up to O(e6wo), we have
C2 _ 2(U10*+c.c.)+ 2
02 19/
= 49( % z )) + {2Sc O ) (12.33)
Making use of (12.9b) and the linear wave solutions, we have
u1'd* + C.C. AA* sinh(2(kh + z)) 2 0  (12.34)
4 sinh2 (kh) az2
Collecting terms, we get
2 aw + 2 (AA* sinh(2(kh + z)) a 2 UO 2ai9T 0
at2  4 sinh2 (kh) az2  9z
2 a ( (awo a 0 ( - o
= a y (Se ay az az c z
In view of the definition of Go, (12.31), equation (12.35) can be written as
awo sinh(2(kh + z)) +Go
A-AA*uo A-
at 2  sinh2 (kh) az
=a Sc az)) 2 c %WO (12.36)
Again, Go will be eliminated from the final vorticity equation. The second term on
the left of (12.36) is the vortex force of Craik and Leibovich (1977) and Craik (1977),
which drives the Langmuir circulation.
12.3.5 Equation of mean longitudinal vorticity
It is convenient to identify the driving force of Langmuir circulation from the longi-
tudinal vorticity equation. By cross-differentiation of (12.32) and (12.36), we shall
obtain the vorticity equation for the longitudinal vorticity (o.
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First, we note that
(%WO
-a
az ay
9 4= a3wo
/2 a
-2 vo +
aS 5 z2
_2+
)
-y2az
,2 vo
+ a2ko
a2 V0 )
vo ))
a (
+ zOz
a3w+
a3
+ a (29a'o)1
Dwo +Dy0( y Dz /
D9 0 z93 ,)
a2g (awo
az2 ay
a2 g awo
aZ2 ay
+avo)
+ az
Therefore, after taking the cross-differentiation of (12.32) and (12.36), the longitudinal
vorticity O is governed by
+ AA*uO sinh(2(kh + z))
at2 Dy sinh2 (kh)
2 O ± g2)
+ y2
vortex-force
a2V0  as a2g (awo
az 2 ) Dz az2 Dy
±O (
+ az ) + (IE, 6)
Because there is no x 2 derivative in (12.24) and (12.38), Langmuir circulation is local
in x2 . Note that Go, hence HO, disappears here. The only forcing term left is the
vortiex force found by Craik and Leibocivh (Craik and Leibovich (1976) [10], Leibovich
(1983) [39], etc. ).
For primary waves, the Stokes drift is
,2U - 2 AA* cosh(2(kh + z))
L 2 sinh2 (kh)
(12.39)
thus the vortex force in (12.38) can be written as
(12.40)AA* OuO sinh(2(kh + z)) __ Du DU,
ay sinh2 (kh) Dy &z
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(12.37)
(12.38)- 2 0 2V
-2y2 +
12.3.6 Equation of mean vertical vorticity
For later analysis of physics, we derive the vertical vorticity equation. Because the
Langmuir circulation is local in X2 , the mean vertical vorticity , (0, is simply
( D = (12.41)
ay
After taking the y-derivative of (12.24) and making use of (12.41) , we have
a(O awo ao I + aUO(
0t 2  Dy K kh +z Dz
=a 9c 2 + (SC a(O + O(E, 6) (12.42)
1 y V a z )z
Thus the mean vertical vorticity is forced by the interaction of Diwo/Dy and the shear-
ing rate in the basic current.
In summary, the governing equations (12.24) and (12.38) modifies those of Craik
and Leibovich by adding the effect of varying eddy viscosity. In the next section, a
major change of the surface boundary condition will be introduced.
12.4 Linearized free-surface boundary conditions
for Langmuir circualtion
First we show that [wo]o = 0 from the kinematic surface boundary condition and then
we derive the shear stress conditions for Langmuir circulation.
In approximating the surface boundary conditions, we shall make use of the fol-
lowing approximation
fdz = [f7]o + O(fr 2 ). (12.43)
for 7 = O(E) < 1. We shall see that terms of O(f q 2 ) will not appear in the approx-
imate surface boundary conditions to the accuracy same as the governing equations
(12.24) and (12.38).
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Kinematic surface boundary condition After taking the time average of (10.27)
over a wave period and noting the following relations
Of 2 O O _ 2 Of (12.44)
at at2 ' Ox Ox 2
we have
e2 + E udz + vdz - [i]o = 0 (12.45)
at2 ax2 o 19Y
Langmuir circulation is of O(6), so the surface boundary condition for wo is
obtained at O(cS) from (12.45). Substituting (12.2)-(12.4b) in (12.45) , and collecting
terms of O(c6) for the zero-th harmonic components, we get
fwo]o = O(E, 6) (12.46)
which is the kinematic surface boundary condition for wo at z = 0. Recall from
(12.3b) that the mean vertical velocity is e6[wo]o at the surface.
The dynamic condition of mean longitudinal stress After taking the time
average of (10.40) over a wave period for i = 1, and making use of (12.44), we get
[-;] = -e2 udz - 2  1 2 dz - (uv)dz + [wo
xz at2 0 OX2 0 ay J
__ a [9 a 9 2 coth(kh)Drjfa 2 LPdZ +2 I Tdz + T12 dz + 2 ax2 (12.47)
x2 0 ' ax 2 Jo ay 0  2 x2
The dimensionless eddy viscosity (10.2) is of O(E2), and Langmuir circulation
O(E6) , secondary waves (E26), as shown in the previous section. Therefore, from
(10.12) the mean Reynolds stresses induced by Langmuir circulation on the left-hand
side of (12.47) is 0( 3 6) and the oscillatory parts of Reynolds stress induced by
Langmuir circulation ( associated with the secondary waves) is of O( 46). We then
have the following estimates:
2 a udz = 0(,E5 6) - 2 u2 dz = O(E66)
at2 0 aX2
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- 0jf (uv)dz = 0(E'
2 &j dz = 0(E66),
6 2 pdz = O(E)
[Pu]0 = O(E2
T12 dz =(646)
2 coth(kh) Or2
2 O9X 2
Substituting (12.2)-(12.4b) in equation (12.47) , and collecting terms of O(E26) and
O(Ec6) in (12.47) for the zero-th harmonic components, we have the following results:
At O(626),
uo(w1 = 0, z = 0 (12.48)
which is satisfied automatically because of (12.46).
At O(E3j),
- Ouo
- (U 1 (H1* +U)+ (U) aU (W 1))
+U1(1 (Wi)* + (UPY)Wi
+ (ui)*W4<)
(12.49)
where (12.46) has been used.
Substituting the linear wave solutions (11.2) in (12.49), we can simplify the first
two terms in (12.49) to
-
(UP) (Hk1) * + Ul) H ) -- coth(kh)
and the last four terms to
U, W + (ui)*W4l) + UP) (Wi) + (UP)wi
= [iul + coth(kh)wil]o + c.c. (12.51)
From the momentum equation (12.5b), and the surface boundary conditions (12.10)
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(12.50)
and (12.11), we have for the secondary waves
Momentum equation:
Kinematic S.B.C.:
Normal stress S.B.C.:
i[Ujio = i[p1]O -[X1]
- i7i - [wi]o = 0
[p1]o - coth(kh)qi = 0
Hence, (12.51) may be written as
[iui + coth(kh)wil]o = i[p1]0 - [X 1}o + coth(kh)[wi]o
= i[p 1 ]O - [X 1 ]o - i coth(kh)7i = -[X1]o
so that
A* A* A
-[in1  + coth(kh)wi]o + c.c. = 2 ] 2A [(X 1)*]o)2 ' 2 2~
In view of the expression (12.6) of X 1 , we have
A* A[X± + [(X 1 )*]o
2- iZuoUi - wo - W z N + c.c.
which, after using the linear wave solutions, reduces to
A* A A A* f (.
-[X 1]O + -[(X 1)*]O = -*uo coth(kh) + i 0z2 2 4 a + c.c.}
where [wo]o = 0 has been used in [X 1 ]o. The right-hand side of (12.56) vanishes
because both AA* and nO are real.
Summarizing the results obtained from (12.49) to (12.56), the surface boundary
condition (12.49) can be simplified to
a coth(kh)AA* o (12.57)
z 2 ay
at z = 0. In previous studies (see, Craik and Leibovich (1977) [9] ,Leibovich (1983) [39])
, it was assumed in an ad hoc manner that auo/oz = 0 at the mean surface where
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(12.52a)
(12.52b)
(12.52c)
(12.53)
(12.54)
(12.55)
(12.56)
wind is absent. This is an important difference between the present theory and that
of Craik and Leibovich.
The mean lateral shear stress condition After taking the time average of
(10.40) over a wave period for i = 2, and making use of (12.44), we get
[ j]o = -62 } vdz - E2  J uvdz - a (v2)dz + []o
atf" 2 0 I)X 0 09Y cohkh
pdz + E2  a j71 2dz+ a fj i-2 2dz + cotkh)y (12.58)
The dimensionless eddy viscosity (10.2) is of 0(E 2 ), and Langmuir circulation
O(E6) , secondary waves Q(E26), as shown in the previous section. Again, from (10.12),
the mean Reynolds stresses induced by Langmuir circulation is 0(6'6). We also have
the following order-of-magnitude estimates:
E2 a'jvdz = O(E56), 
- 29 j uvdz =O(E66)
19t2 fo ax2 0
(v 2)dz = o(E562) [WyV o= 0 Q(66)
E2 rl2 dz = O(E66), 1 22dz = 0(E46)
8 coth(kh) 042
a +i pdz = O(E36), 2 y= O(E36)
Substituting (12.2)-(12.4b) in the equations (12.58), and collecting terms of O(E26)
and O(e 3 ) in (12.58) for the zero-th harmonic components, respectively, we find that
up to O(626), the surface boundary condition (12.58) is satisfied automatically. At
0(636),
aSc O = W (v1 ()1
L 1 ± (vv11 )*v + 1 H1
+ (kh)) H ±p 91)(~* ±PH (H(1)* + (p,)(H(2)
+I coth(kh) -2 - [ (HI~)) *7,+H(1) (mq)*]1 OE 6) (12-59)
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Making use of the linear wave solutions (11.2), the first two terms can be simplified
to
(12.60)W(1) (V1)* + (W V1 i V + c.c.
The remaining terms can be reduced to
+ (pi)*41)H- 1))1+ Pl) (71)* + p1 (H(1
+coth(kh) [(H(1)*ql + H (1)(1)*1
1 a
-- coth(kh) (A*ri + c.c.)2 Oy
It then follows that the right-hand side of (12.59) can be simplified to
A* (iZvi]o - coth(kh)071 + c.c.
In view of the last condition in (12.52), we have
= A* (i[vi]o - [P )
(12.61)
(12.62)
(12.63)
which, after using the lateral momentum equation (12.5c) and the expression for Y
,(12.6b), becomes
A* (i[vi]o - ay ) AA*2
Dy0 1L K09 0 (12.64)
A* (i[vi]o - ay ) + c.c. = 0 (12.65)
because both AA* and vo are real.
Summarizing the results from (12.59) to (12.65), the boundary condition (12.59)
is simplified to
z9Z - 0, Z = 0 (12.66)
Dz
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Therefore,
A* (i[v1]o - coth(kh) a)
Summary of surface boundary conditions The surface boundary conditions
for Langmuir circulation are given by
- Ac k A* 00(CSc = coth(kh) -+ O(E, 6) (12.67a)OZ 2 Dy
= 0(, 6) (12.67b)
WO= O(E, 6) (12.67c)
at z = 0,
The surface boundary condition (12.67a) differs from that used in Craik and Lei-
bovich (1976), Craik (1977) and Leibovich (1983). In their theory, the right-hand side
of (12.67a) is assumed to be zero. We have however shown that the longitudinal shear
stress for Langmuir circulation is coupled with the transverse motion. The effect of
this coupled surface boundary condition on the instability of Langmuir circulation is
one of the key tasks in the present theory.
12.5 Bottom boundary conditions for perturbed
current
In this section, we derive the equations governing the perturbed current associated
with Langmuir circulation inside the BWBL in order to provide the bottom boundary
conditions for Langmuir circulation in the core region.
Inside the BWBL, the vertical coordinate should be the inner coordinate Z, de-
fined by
Z z + kh
where a is the dimensionless friction velocity and E the wave slope. By the chain rule,
we have
(12.68)
Iz t o i2 cZ
In terms of the inner coordinates, the governing equations (10.10a) and (10.10b) can
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be written as
Dv
Dy
1 Ow
+aE2 DZ
Dx Dy
Dv Dv
Dx Dy
Du
+x U
Dx Dy
Txy+ 1 aTXz
+ +a w-azDy De Z
DTYY ITyz+Dy ac2 DZ
where the Reynolds stresses are given by
Du
TXX = 22 aSb T -2
2 0Sau ( Dv
TXY = IEsaSb + , 7
ZY = 62 aS
*~ ay
Dv
Dy'--e~
=zz  262 czSb
1 ( U
Sb a62 aZ
1 + 9V
aE2 aZ
The bottom boundary conditions are those of no-slip and no-flux at the bottom
u=v=w=0, Z=ZB (12.71)
where ZB is the bottom roughness in the inner coordinates
ZB = Zb
aE2
The upper boundary conditions are the continuity of the velocity and the shear stress
at the outer edge of the BWBL Zj, defined by
Z = is tae
where 6b is the dimensionless thickness of the BWBL.
(12.72)
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Du9
ax
au
at
Dv
at
aw
at
+ -
aCe 2 DZ
w8v
a62 OZ
Dp
+ --
Dp
+ D-
ay
OTXx
Dx
- x A
Dw
Dy
1 Dp
a62 DZ
+ 1 OTzz
aE 2 DZ
(12.69a)
(12.69b)
(12.69c)
(12.69d)
1 w
aE2 DZJ
Dw
+x
(12.70a)
(12.70b)
12.5.1 Spanwise perturbations
As in the core region, the longitudinal velocity inside the BWBL can be written as
U = U(Z) + c6oO(Z, y, x 2, t2)
+ 25 {U1(Z Y, x 2 , t2)eiO +C.C. Q(E3, , 62) (12.73)
where U(Z) is the longitudinal velocity of the basic flow inside BWBL, given in (11.1a)
and (11.3), Eduo the longitudinal velocity of Langmuir circulation, and C2 6ue + c.c.
the longitudinal velocity of secondary waves. In equation (12.73), c.c. stands for
the complex conjugate. Secondary waves are of Q(E2 6) because they come from the
interaction between Langmuir circulation of O(E6) and primary (long-crested ) waves
of O(E). The higher harmonic components of the perturbed waves are smaller than
the first harmonic component by a factor of O(E), hence of Q(0s6) and not included
in (12.73). They will also be absent in the expressions of the other two velocity
components, pressure and the surface displacement as well.
Similarly the other two components of the velocity, v and w, can be written as
V = c6vo(Z, y, x2 , t2) + E26 {v(Z Y, x 2 , t2 )ei0 + c.c.} I + O(Ec, E6, 56 2) (12.74a)
w W(Z) + E6wo(Z, y, x2 , t2 ) + E2 6S {wi(Z, y, x2, t2)e i + c.c.}
+ O(E3 , 6, E 6) (1274b)
where W(Z) = 0(E3) is the vertical velocity of the basic flow given in (11.1c) and
(11.5), while (E6vo, eowo) are the lateral and vertical mean velocities of Langmuir
circulationrespectively.
Finally, dynamic pressure p can also be written as
p = P + C26po(Z Y, x2, t2) + 625 {p1(Z, y, x 2, t2))eio + c.c.} + O(E3, E36, E6 2) (12.75)
where P is the dynamic pressure of the basic flow given in (11.1d). The mean dynamic
pressure due to Langmuir circulation is the results of the interaction between the basic
current of O(c) and Langmuir circulation of O(E6), thus we have c26po represents the
steady spanwise perturbations to the mean pressure. Finally, E2 6p, is the dynamic
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pressure associated with secondary waves, in accordance with (12.73) and (12.74).
12.5.2 Mean motion associated Langmuir circulation inside
BWBL
As in the core region, before deriving the governing equations for (uo, vo, wo , po), we
first need to solve the secondary waves in terms of (uo, vo, wo, po).
From (12.69a), continuity for the secondary waves requires
Du1  O 1 Dw 1
+ + 2 = 0
Dx Dy ae2 DZ
which, after integrating from the bottom Z = ZB to any Z, gives
awl a2 f(U
DZ ZB lox
+ Dv) dZ'
19Y
(12.76)
(12.77)
Now we estimate the terms linear in 6 in the momentum equations
the time average (12.69), we have
After taking
w au 2 DO
alE 2 19Z x 2
w Ov
+ +±-
ae2 DBz
a62 DZ
S x + D
aX2 ay
Dx 2
1 D 
-
y+
ay
Dx2
+ I X
aE2 DZ
1 D-ry,
ZE2 DZ
rZY 1 D-rzz
V aC2 (9Z
where the continuity equation (12.69a) has been used.
Let L6(f) be the sorting operator which takes out from f only terms linear in 6.
Recalling (12.73)- (12.75), (12.89) and (12.77), we can estimate the mean Reynolds
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6Dt2e2 O
Ot2
62 Dt
5t2
Du Du
+U-- + o
Dx Dy
Dv Dv
DUx Dy
Du
+ U 5x
Dw
+ V
oy
(12.78a)
(12.78b)
(12.78c)
(9
ay
stresses in (12.78a)-(12.78c) as follows
L6 (2E ) = 2c o 2Z L6 ( =ii) O(E76)
L6 (ivy) = 2e4 a 2 Z L6  = Q(6'6)(ay)
L6 (i2) 2 2 aZ Lj
L6 (r-y) =E 4a2Z L6
L6 (i2x) =e 4 a 2Z L6
L6 (fzy) = 4a2 Z L6
kO) =(e6)
+ E2  0(E5 6)(9 0y9X2)
(1O O(C 2 37 Q (06)+ a(E36)
Recalling (12.73)- (12.75), (12.89) and (12.77), terms in the momentum equation
(12.78a) can be estimated as follows
L (t2) = O(c),
L6 (= OE)),L ') = 0(e),
S U_) = O(636), 1
Li = O(c6),L 6 X2
L6 
_ a;-x O(C36)
L6 z =.DZ
/vu\
Layv = O(E36)
La =~x O(JE7o19X23
It then follows that
left-hand side of (12.78a) = O(E36)
right-hand side of (12.78a) = O(E6)
Thus, the longitudinal momentum equation for the Langmuir circulation inside the
BWBL is, to the leading order,
(12.84)DZ (z =(e2)
Similarly, the lateral momentum equation for the Langmuir circulation inside the
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(12.79)
(12.80)
(12.81)
(12.82)
(12.83)
BWBL is
(zovo 0c6Z O~ e,6 (12.85)
and the vertical momentum equation for the Langmuir circulation inside the BWBL
is
ONo= O(E2,6) (12.86)Oz
The bottom conditions for (12.84) and (12.85) are
uO = vo = 0, at Z = ZB(orz = -kh + zb) (12.87)
Inside the BWBL, wo can be computed from the mean continuity equation. From
(12.69a), continuity for the mean motion requires
2NO +vo 1 wo 0
2  + +=-0 (12.88)
aX2 ay aE2 &Z
where (12.1) has been used. After integrating from the bottom and making use of
the no-flux condition on the bottom, we have
Z zavo
wo = -ae2 ] dZ' + O(E3) (12.89)
thus wo is computed by (12.89). The boundary conditions at the top of the BWBL
is the continuity of the velocity and the shear stress. So in principle, the problems
for the Langmuir circulation inside and outside the BWBL are coupled.
We remark that rewriting the core governing equations (12.24) , (12.32), and
(12.36) in terms of the inner coordinates, we can also obtain (12.89), (12.84)-(12.86),
if UO is taken as the solution inside BWBL. In other words, we can use (12.24) and
(12.38) as the unified equations governing the Langmuir circulation inside and outside
the BWBL, and the bottom conditions for (12.24) and (12.38) are simply
UO = vO = wo = 0, at z = -kh + zb (12.90)
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with the understanding that
auO ao 1 aU(
&z r kh+z + z
in (12.24) is computed differently inside and outside the BWBL.
The numerical scheme of solving uO, vo and wo will be presented in chapter (15).
Before that we discuss the energy budget of Langmuir circulation.
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Chapter 13
Initial Energy Budget of Langmuir
Circulation
13.1 Equation of mechanical energy
Now we examine the energy exchange between Langmuir circulation , irrotational
waves and the basic current. In order to examine the role of the viscous terms , we
shall use the strain rate to rewrite the viscous terms in the momentum equations,
(12.24),(12.32) and (12.36).
The components of the strain rate of Langmuir circulation are defined by
1 0U
exz =- ez =2 z
avo
ey = ay
1 Duo
e= eyX = 2 Dy
Dwo
e-z 
= z
(13.1)
(13.2)
(13.3)eyz = ezy = 1 (wo +
In terms of the strain rate, the momentum equations (12.24),(12.32) and (12.36), can
be written as follows:
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* Longitudinal momentum equation:
NO+ ( kao w
0t , kh+ z
+ W o 0 z ) = 2a (9cexy)
* Transverse momentum equation:
&vo + Go
at2 ay
where Go is defined by (12.31).
* Vertical momentum equation:
awo sinh(2(kh + z))
+ AA*uo
e8t 2 sinh2 (kh)
+ = 2a
az 1119 (Pceyz)+ - (Scezz) (13.6)az I
The boundary conditions are
" On the mean surface z = 0
= 0
wo = 0
- au 0  A A* o
aS-- = - 2 coth(kh) av-
z 2 by
" On the bottom, z = z+ = -kh + Zb
(13.7a)
(13.7b)
(13.7c)
(13.8)UO = VO = WO = 0
The dimensionless energy of Langmuir circulation per unit volume and per unit
mass is defined by
1
E 2 u v2+w)
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(13.9)
a (Scexz)] (13.4)
= 2a ('ceyy) + aa(gceyz) (13.5)
Multiplying uO, vo, wo on both sides of equations (13.4)-(13.6), respectively, we get
r UOUO 0 +ao WO
r kh+z
vO (O &2o
+ WO 9z )
+ aGo
2uoa (9ceXY) + a (cez z)]
= 2avo (9ceyY) + (ceyz)]
(13.10)
(13.11)
aUS OGo
O 19z + z = 2awo (Sceyz) + a (9cezz)]
au = AA* sinh(2 (kh + z))
az sinh2 (kh) (13.13)
is the gradient of the Stokes drift of the irrotational wave field.
The sum of (13.10)-(13.12) is the mechanical energy equation of Langmuir circu-
lation. Next, we work out the algebra term by term.
1. The sum of the time-derivative terms on left-hand side of equations (13.10)-
(13.12)
0u 0O
n0 at2 vat2
+ W
a t2^
1 9 (E
2 (t2 + 0 + (9t= (13.14)
is the time rate of change of the mechanical energy of Langmuir circulation per
unit volume and per unit mass.
2. The sum of those terms associated with Go is
Go
VO y +
OGo
(9z
&Govo
0y
DGowo
0z (13.15)
where the continuity equation for Langmuir circulation, (12.12), has been used.
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{ aOW' Ot2
where
(13.12)
3. The sum of the right-hand side of (13.10)-(13.12) is
2aO ( + z ce) cez) + 2avo (Sceyy) + z(Sceyz)
a a
+2awo (Sceyz) + - (Scezz)] (13.16)
which can be rewritten as
2a [ (Scexyuo) + az (SCeXZuo) + 2a (ge vo) + ezvo)
+2a -(ceyzwo) + + (Pcezzwo)
r au0  au 0  - v v
- 2a Na (cexy) + (Scexz) + 2a a (Sceyy) + a (Sceyz)
+2a awo (Sceyz) + a0 (Scezz)
2a [c (eXYuo + eYYvo + eyZwo)] + 2a z sc (exzuo + eyzO + ezzwo)l
total work by Reynolds stress of Langmuir circulation
-2ae (2e X + 2ez +Y + 2e~y + eZ) (13.17)
viscous dissipation
where the definitions of the strain rate eij have been used in obtaining the last
equation.
By summing up (13.10)-(13.12), the mechanical energy equation of Langmuir cir-
culation is obtained
aE aUF ao wouo + U
at2 09Z r kh + z + o a z
-2ozg (2e + 2e2 + e  + 2e 2z + e2 z)
a
+ a (2a~c (exyuo + egyvo + eyzwo) - Govo)
+t-9 (2aSc (ezzuo + eyzvo + ezzwo) - Gowo) (13.18)
Let us compute the total energy of Langmuir circulation contained in a box which
extends laterally over a transverse wavelength , horizontally over a unit length,and
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vertically from bottom to the mean surface. This can be done in two steps:
1. Integrating (13.18) with respect to y over one lateral wavelength and making
use of periodicity , we get
-9 (E) - (uowo) 0z
at2 9
ao (wouo)
rK kh + z + (wouo) 0Z
-2aSc (2ely + 2e , + e y + 2e + e2z)
a+ (13.19)
where (.) represents the integration over one lateral wavelength in y.
2. Integrating (13.19) with respect to z from the bottom to the mean surface, and
making use of the bottom and surface boundary conditions,(13.7) and (13.8),
we get
a (E) dz=-(9t2 Jf, rUomo) _U dz -z + az + r kh dz
(wouo) dz - 2a cK2ey + 2ez + e 2 +2e2 +e 2) dz
viscous dissipation
+ [ 2age (euo)]o
work done by surface stress
(13.20)
where z+ is denoted to the vertical coordinate at bottom, z+ = -kh + Zb. Note
that in (13.20) Go disappears .
Each term on the right-hand side of (13.20) has the physical meaning similar to
the energy budget for a turbulent shear flow (see, e.g., pp436, Kundu( 1990) [36]):
9 Viscous dissipation function
(13.21)
which is always positive.
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= 2a Jc (2ex + 2e+ e + 2 Yz+ e ) dz
* In analogy to the turbulent shear flow (Tennekes and Lumley( 1972) [70];
Kundu(1990) [36]), the energy production by the Reynolds stress of Langmuir
circulation against the mean shear is
aU8  a0 (wo o)f 0  ____
- (UOWO) dz - dz - (wouo) 0 dz (13.22)+z z + kh+ z (z
There are three kinds of shear productions of Langmuir circulation in (13.22):
1. The energy production by the Reynolds stress of Langmuir circulation
against the shear of Stokes drift
Pst = - (uowo) " dz, (13.23)
Jz+ a
which represents the energy exchange between the Langmuir circulation
and irrotational wave motion through the nonlinear wave-wave interaction.
Because wo = 0 at the bottom and surface and uO = 0 at the bottom, the
most important contribution comes from Stokes drift in the core region.
2. The energy production by the Reynolds stress of Langmuir circulation
against the shear of the basic current U(1
P = 0 ao (wouo) dz. (13.24)1 z r, kh + z
Because wo = 0 at two boundaries, -o = 0 at the bottom, and kh + z = Zb
is small on the bottom, the most important contribution comes from in
the core region and possibly the bottom. Again, the logarithmic feature of
U(1) makes the shear rate of U(1) comparable to U(2 as shown in (12.19).
3. The energy production by the Reynolds stress of Langmuir circulation
against the shear of the wave-induced current U
P&2= - (wouo) 2 dz. (13.25)u 2 z+w u0
Because U(2 ) is induced by the nonlinear interaction between the irrota-
tional wave and the rotational wave motion , thus this part of the shear
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production also represents the energy exchange between the Langmuir cir-
culation and the rotational wave motion through the nonlinear wave-wave
interaction in the bulk of water. Because wo = 0 at the two boundaries
and the shear rate of U(') is large both near the surface and bottom, the
entire region from the bottom to the mean surface are important for this
part of shear production.
* Work done by the surface stress:
Wf = 2a [9, (e..uo)]0  (13.26)
If e., = 0 on the surface, then there would be no force on the surface and the
work done by surface force is zero. This is the case of CL-I and CL-II theory
for Langmuir circulation. In the present theory, the surface boundary condition
reads
- uo ,__tk)___1 u
aSc = -AA*coth(kh) ,0  eZ 1 D0  (13.27)Dz 2 Dy' 2eo8z
hence the work done by the surface force, (13.26), is
OO coth(kh) (13.28)
Ws=1\ ay )1J0  2
Because the mean surface shear stress is the result of the nonlinear interaction
between the primary and secondary waves, this part of work represents the
energy exchange between the Langmuir circulation and the rotational wave
motion through the mean shear stress on the water surface.
In summary the mechanical energy equation of Langmuir circulation is
'9 f (E) dz = Pt + Psu + P,2 + W fe (13.29)
The production and dissipation of Langmuir circulation on the right-hand side
of (13.29) can be computed once (uo, vo, wo) are obtained by solving the eigenvalue
problem formulated in the chapter (12). In the following we shall assume the normal
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mode and solve for the growth rate and eigenfunctions of (uo, vo, wo) . The corre-
sponding eigenvalue is related to the time rate of change of the mechanical energy of
Langmuir circulation (13.29), which will be used to check the numerical results and
to help with physical understanding of generation of Langmuir circulation.
13.2 Growth rate of the normal mode
We examine the stability of the normal mode of the form
UO eUt2 iieiKy + C.C. Uo = ec0t2ioeiKy + C.C. (13.30)
wo = e t2tiioeiKy + C.c., Go = eet2doeiKy + C.C. (13.31)
where K is the dimensionless transverse wavenumber and assumed real. a is the
eigenvalue to be found. In general, a is complex and can be written as a = a, + ice
with both or and ao being real.
Substituting (13.30) and (13.31) in the linearized equation of mechanical energy
for Langmuir circulation, (13.20), we get
* mechanical energy
(E) = e2 irt2 (IfiOI 2 + KoI 2 + jtbo 2) (13.32)
" strain rate
ex = iK 1oe2eciKy + C.C., Zz = e t2eiKy + C.C.iKio2eK 2 (z
eyy = iKfoet2eiKy + C.C., ezz = oet2eiKy + C.C.
eYZ = iKtbo + e0t2eiKy + C.C.
Thus we have
2 2
(e y) =K2 2X4 e242 (e 2) =2 - ee2221 2 2 2 = 2K2 2 2 2K2 ) K I~Ieat2 Ke)t 2e~ 21=1 e2cir
KeYZ) 2 iKtb0 + az e~cr2 Key) =2K I~lecit
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viscous dissipation function
E = a 9 (4e , + 4e + 2e y + 4e , + 2ezz) dz
= 2ae2art2 jSC K2 ±2K1% 2+ ?i 0%Z
* energy production by Stokes drift
t = e2ort2 (flob* + C.c.) 0dz0' 0 az
where zb is the complex conjugate of t-o.
" energy production by basic current UM
P = -e 2 t2 0o (ftotDb + c.c.) dzJZ r kh + z
" energy production by wave-induced current Ue2
(ftoil* + c.c.) 0 dz
eaz
* work done by the surface stress:
Wf = -e 2 ar t2K [)is* + c.c.]0 AA* coth(kh) (13.36)
t t2
It then follows that the linearized equation of mechanical energy of Langmuir circu-
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+iKibo )dz
(13.33)
(13.34)
Pu 2 = -e22,t2 (13.35)
lation (13.29) can be written as
2a, j (KtoI 2 + vol 2 + ltboI 2 ) dz = -
z+
0 ao (ftoz + c.c.) 
- 0
Jz+ K kh + z dz (il 0 tv
-K [ii'oi* + c.c.]O AA* coth(kh)0 2
-2a S K2
2
1 72o12 + N
ru aU
(floz* + c.c.) 8 dz
+ .. z
+ c.c.) BUd
+±2K 2 1v 12 2  ±lb -±iao Kt'o 2 )(z az
which can be written in terms of the growth rates
Orr = Orst + Uui + O-U 2 + O-SW + Oe
where
f2 (toA + c.c.) 2P dz
2 f2 (I o12 +I o12 +I o 12)dz
2ay(fL1Oe3+c-c.) dzZ+ K kh+z
= 2 fz (Ifol2 + I1o12 + 17_bo1 2) dz
f+ (zoz + c.c.) 0 dz
OrU 2 2 (1L12 + Io±1l2 + Iol 2)
K [iisot + c.c.]0 AA* coth(kh)
21fU ( 1ol2 +I o12 + Il'o12) dz
a o 9 K2 I2 + + 2K 12 + 2 2 +
f0 (Lo 12 + bo 1 +I o 12) dz
Physically
* o-st is the rate of the mechanical energy production by shear in Stokes drift,
which is also the rate of the energy exchange between the Langmuir circulation
and wave motion in the bulk body of water.
* Oul is the rate of the mechanical energy production by shear in the unperturbed
current.
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OUst =
(13.37)
o-sw
(13.38a)
(13.38b)
(13.38c)
(13.38d)
(13.38e)
+iKio )dz
" U2 is the rate of the mechanical energy production by shear in the wave-induced
current correction.
* o,W is the rate of the mechanical energy production by the work done by the sur-
face stress, which is also the rate of the energy exchange between the Langmuir
circulation and wave motion through the surface boundary of water.
So-. is the rate of mechanical energy dissipation by eddy viscosity.
13.3 Contribution of BWBL to the growth rate
Inside the BWBL, the basic current is logarithmic and has a large shear, but we shall
show that the contribution of the BWBL to the growth rate is small in comparison
with that in the core region.
Inside the BWBL, the governing equations of Langmuir circulation are (12.89),
(12.84) and (12.85). Integrating (12.84) and (12.85) with respect to Z from the outer
edge of the BWBL, we have
Z = uZ (13.39)
az = Z (13.40)
where [.]+ means evaluating at the outer edge of the BWBL, Z = Z6 , defined by
(12.72). The right-hand sides of (13.39) and (13.40) are computed by the continuity
of the shear stress at the outer edge of the BWBL.
Integrating (13.39) and (13.40) once more with respect to Z from the bottom and
making use of no-flux and no-slip condition at the bottom Z = ZB, we get
Duol Z~UO = Z I n Z (13.41)
. 1Z+ ZB[ vol ZN
vO = Z I ln I (13.42)[1 ± a 'ZBJ
Because uo and vo are of 0(1) at the outer edge of the BWBL, thus small ZB will
always accompany with small [Z % ]+ and [Z a]+
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The vertical velocity inside BWBL is given by (12.89),
wo = -ae 2 Jz dZ'+ (E3)
It then follows from (13.41) and (13.43) that inside the BWBL,
ftozb* + c.c. = aKE2 {i
From (13.42) we get
Izij*dZ'
ZB
Z- In *Z'+
[Z + Z ln ()- Z + ZB
thus,
ftotb* + c.c. = aKE2 FB (Z ZB) Z iZ1+ L aZJ + c.c.} (13.45)
where FB(Z, ZB) is defined by
FB(Z, ZB) = ln (A)Z In (AZ)- Z + ZB) (13.46)
Now we examine the the contribution of the BWBL to o . Inside the BWBL, we
have
ao (flo'cD* + c.c.) _ 2 a (i oi + c.c.)
K kh+z " Z
aoa 2 C
K
E Z
IZ aI+ lZ.+
+ c.c.
= 0(1)
FB(Z, ZB)
Z
(13.47)
(13.48)il &Z ] Z + coc.
L"O (|0 2 + I N|2 + Ito F2) dz
at most because small ZR will always accompany with small [Z ]+ and [Z +
Function FB(Z, ZB)/Z is plotted in Figure (13-1) for several ZB. It is clear that
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(13.43)
c.c.} (13.44)
where ao = 0(1), a = 0(1), and
90- Za=0 0001
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Figure 13-1: Function FB(Z, ZB)/Z for several ZB
function O(FB(Z, ZB)/Z) increases with decreasing ZB.
We take ZB = 0.0001, E = 0.1 for example. From (13.47) and (13.48), and ozo
O(1), a = 0(1) , we have
a0 (00t0 + C.C.) - 0(0.01) (13.49)
K kh+z
inside the BWBL. If the thickness of the BWBL (12.72) is
Z6 = = 0(5) (13.50)
we have
0  dz = dZ = 0(0.05) (13.51)
-kh+zb K kh + z JZB ' Z
Thus the contribution of the BWBL to oa, would be 0(0.05) at most. Thus, even
though, the basics shear is larger inside the BWBL and uO, v0 are logarithmic inside
BWBWL, the contribution of the BWBL to the growth rate of au, is small in com-
parison with that in the core region. Similar conclusions can be draw for ao 2 and
o-st, that is, the bottom wave boundary layer is not important for the growth rate of
Langmuir circulation.
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The contribution of the BWBL to the growth rate is small does not mean that
the bottom is not important to the growth rate of Langmuir circulation. The viscous
boundary conditions at the bottom still contribute to the the growth rate by affecting
the shapes of the eigenfunctions.
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Chapter 14
Generation mechanism of
Langmuir circulation
In this chapter, we shall discuss the generation of Langmuir circulation by two dif-
ferent mechanisms: the feedback mechanism of Craik and Leibovich and the surface-
stress-forcing mechanism. Since past experiments were performed in a wave flume
of finite width, we shall also remark on the sidewall effect in order to interpret the
laboratory observations on Langmuir circulation.
From the analysis of the energy production of Langmuir circulation, it has been
shown that eddy viscosity will always dissipate energy, and cause stability. To study
the instability mechanism, it is helpful to examine first the inviscid limit of the original
problem.
14.1 Review of inviscid problem
The inviscid limits of the governing equations, which have been studied by Criak(1977)
[9] for deep water, are:
9 Conservation of mass:
9vo 09Ow
y + = 0 (14.1)
0y Dz
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* The longitudinal momentum equation (cf. (12.24)):
(u9 + Uo
+-wo = 0 (14.2)
where Uo is the total Eulerian mean current, including the unperturbed basic
current and the wave-induced current correction.
9 The transverse momentum equation ( cf. (12.32)):
&vo 0Go
± = 0
at2 ay
(14.3)
* The vertical momentum equation ( cf. (12.36)):
awo au± aGo
t2 + UO + z= 0 (14.4)
Boundary conditions in the inviscid limit are the no-flux condition on the mean surface
( z=0) and the bottom (z = -kh + Zb)
(14.5)WO = 0
Eliminating Go from (14.3) and (14.4), we get the following longitudinal vorticity
equation
+9 -9U 09U
at2  ay az
where the longitudinal vorticity o is defined by
-wo vo
ay 09z
After taking the t 2-derivative of (14.6) , we get
a2O a 2UO aU
2 + = 0IN| 0y92Z
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(14.6)
(14.7)
(14.8)
Eliminating uO from (14.8) and (14.2), we have
M(z)
2t ay
where
&Uo &UsM(z) =
az Dz
which is a function independent of the spanwise perturbations.
(14.9)
(14.10)
14.2 The feedback mechanism of Craik and Lei-
bovich
Based on the inviscid equations, we shall first review the instability criterion and
the feedback mechanism for the generation of Langmuir circulation , which is first
discovered by Craik and Leibovich(Craik and Leibovich(1976)[10], Criak(1977) [9],
and Leibovich(1983) [39], etc.) .
14.2.1 Instability criterion for inviscid limit
For the normal mode given in (13.30) and (13.31) , we have from (14.9)
a2 0 = iKiboM(z), where o = iKtbo - " _
(z
It is convenient to introduce the transverse stream function defined by
9z = -'o, iKO = zbo
which satisfy the conservation of mass (14.1) automatically.
(14.11)
(14.12)
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The governing equation (14.9) can be reduced to a single equation for 4
or2(D2 - K 2 V') + K 2 M(z)o = 0
or D2V + K2 2 ) - 1 0 =0 (14.13)
where D = 0/z. In terms of the stream funciton, the inviscid boundary condition
,(14.5), is
'=0 at z = 0,-kh+Zb (14.14)
This limit has been studied by Craik (1977) [9] and Leibovich (1977) [38] for deep
water.
Because there is no dissipation, the perturbation will either grow or oscillate, but
not decay. Therefore, Craik (1977) and Leibovich (1977) have found the following:
1. The principle of the exchange of stability holds.
2. A necessary condition for instability is
aU0 aUM(z) = a > 0 (14.15)
az az
in some interval of z.
3. If the perturbation is unstable then the basic flow is unstable to all lateral
wavenumbers.
4. The growth rate increase with increasing lateral wavenumber K.
Now we revisit this simple inviscid problem for the finite depth of water. Note that
equation (14.13) constitutes the standard Sturm-Liouville problem. From the well-
known theory, all the eigenfunctions are orthogonal to each other. Because M(z) and
K are real, thus if 4 is an eigenfunction for a 2 , then O* must be another eigenfunction
for (a 2 )* ( see, e.g., Craik (1977) [9]) . It then follows from the orthogonality of the
eigenfunctions that (a 2 )* = 2 ,i.e., a2 is real. In other words, a is either real (the
basic state is unstable) or a is pure imaginary (the perturbation is oscillatory).
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Now let's examine the conditions for instability. Multiplying 0* on both side of
(14.13), integrating from the bottom to the surface and then applying the integration
by part once, we have
fJDV/j2 dz = K 2  0 ( z)j2 _ 1j 2 dz (14.16)
where z+ = -kh + zb.The left-hand side of this equation is positive. In order to have
nontrivial solutions, it is necessary that
2(Z > 11 - a 2 < M(z) (14.17)
somewhere in the water column.
For M(z) < 0 everywhere in z = [-kh + Zb, 01, we must have U2 < 0 in order to
have nontrivial solution, i.e., M(z) < 0 means oscillatory stability. It then follows
that the necessary condition for the instability is M(z) > 0 somewhere in the water
column, the same conclusions as in deep water (Craik(1977) [91; Leibovich(1977) [38]).
Alternatively, we can write (14.16) as
o2 (j | IDP12dz + K 2 j 1012dz) K 2 j M(z)10|2 dz (14.18)
z+ Z+ fZB
Because terms in the parenthesis on the left-hand side of this equation and K 2 are
positive, M(z) < 0 everywhere in the water column must lead to a 2 < 0.
If the basic state is unstable, then from (14.18) the growth rate a 2 can be computed
by
2 K2 fO M(z)|I| 2dz
o = (14.19)f"+ ID0| 2dz + K 2 f 2dZ)
Because of the boundary conditions (V) = 0) at the bottom and the mean surface, it
is interesting to note that the most important contribution of M(z) comes from the
core region where 0 is not small.
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0 K 2
Figure 14-1: a 2 as a function of K 2 (without viscosity)
From (14.19), we get the following limits
fM(z)|PI2dz(1.0
or2 Z+ MI dz, for K 2 -* oo (14.20)
SZ+ |V)2dz
a2  -0, for K 2 - 0 (14.21)
The growth rate of a 2 with K 2 is illustrated in Figure (14-1).
14.2.2 Role of viscosity
Note that the criterion (14.15) is independent of the lateral wavenumber. It was
known from the Rayleigh-Benard instability problem that when the viscosity is taken
into account, the growth rate depends on K. There will be a lower cut-off wavenumber
Kc, and a upper cut-off wavenumber Kcr2 so that the basic state is unstable only
when Kci < K < Kcr2 (see, e.g., Drazin and Reid(1981) [12]).
From the energy equation (13.37), we have shown that eddy viscosity is a stabi-
lizing force. The inclusion of eddy viscosity will reduce the growth rate found in the
inviscid case. The viscous stabilizing force (13.38e) will increase with the increasing
K. As a result, the growth rate of Langmuir circulation is expected to be negative
for very large K. For very small K -- 0, the growth rate found in the inviscid limit
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K2
Figure 14-2: a.2 as a function of K 2 (with viscosity)
is (14.21) and the viscous stabilizing force (13.38e) reduces to
ore -( o IOZ ±z '9Z < 0, as K --+ 0
+, (Ifto 2 + | f0| 2 + I |61|2) dz
Therefore, o.2 will be negative for very small K as well. The change of O.2 with K in
the viscous case is illustrated in Figure (14-2)
14.2.3 Feedback mechanism of CL-II
In this section, we shall explain the feedback mechanism of CL-II under the assump-
tion M(z) > 0 for some z in the water column.
Suppose that initially there is a wave-like perturbation uo(y, z) as sketched in
Figure (14-4) . In the part 7r/K > y > 0, the perturbation in uo will generate a
vertical vorticity (o = -&uo/ay > 0. The longitudinal vorticity equation (14.6) can
be written as
-k2 = U (14.22)
s tt2  az
which says that the perturbed vertical vorticity can be bent to the longitudinal di-
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rection by the shear in Stokes drift, thus generates the longitudinal vorticity
&wo 0VO
in the part 7r/K > y > 0.
Taking the y- derivative of the longitudinal momentum equation, (14.2), we ob-
tain the equation governing the vertical vorticity (o
0(o _wo aUO
0t 2 ay az
(14.23)
Thus the transverse motion wo will generate a vertical vorticity by extracting energy
from the basic current Uo.
Within the Langmuir cells, the sign of awo/Dy can be derived from the sign of the
longitudinal vorticity o. The relation between o and wo is shown in Figure (14-3) ,
K/ir 0
v <U
W0 >
> > 0
V( > 0 U w0
z
v-a I -~
w > 0
wo0 > 0
'0 < 0
< 0
,v0 < 0
Figure 14-3: Relation between o and wo within the Langmuir cells.
from which we have
o > 0 a Dwo/Dy > 0,
'o < 0 a Dwo/Dy < 0,
for K/7r > y > 0, z < 0
for - K/7r < y < 0,z < 0
Hence, positive longitudinal vorticity o will generate positive vertical vorticity (o
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y
(14.24a)
(14.24b)
I
I
for DUo/Dz > 0, according to (14.23). As a result, both the longitudinal vorticity and
vertical vorticity can be enhanced in this manner. This is the "feedback mechanism"
of CL-II theory( see, e.g.,Leibovich(1983) [39], Nepf (1991) [58], etc.).
The feedback mechanism is illustrated in Figure (14-4). Because wo is zero at
Z-
waves
(Owo/Dy)(uo/az) --
Figure 14-4: Illustration of the generation and CL-II( feedback ) mechanism for
wave-following current
both the surface and the bottom, the feedback mechanism is important only in the
core region.
The feedback mechanism is related to the energy production rate om and o-, in
equation (13.37). Because wo is zero near the bottom and surface, thus we emphasis
that the feedback mechanism mainly happens in the core region where wo is relatively
large.
The longitudinal vorticity is the result of the vertical vorticity bent to the lon-
gitudinal direction by Stokes drift. This mechanism contributes directly to c-st in
equation (13.37).
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14.3 The surface stress mechanism
From the energy equation, we showed that the surface stress will also produce energy
for Langmuir circulation. In this section, we illustrate this new mechanism in terms
of the vorticity generation.
The generation of longitudinal vorticity is still governed by the equation (14.22),
which can be written as
= (0 (14.25)
at2 az
Now we examine the generation of the vertical vorticity, (o. Consider the part
7r/K > y > 0. The initial perturbation of the vertical vorticity ,( = -Duo/ay, is
bent by the Stokes drift to give a longitudinal vorticity o, as shown in Figure (14-5).
For the initial perturbation shown in Figure (14-5), we have
z
(&qo/ay)(OUs/az)
y uo(y, z) X
[&uo/&y < 0]0
a/Oz(auo/&y) I
Owo/&y > 0N
&/&z(&wo/&y) < 0
Owo/Dy < 0
Figure 14-5: Illustration of surface-stress mechanism
(0- = a"" > 0 -+ o > 0, for 7r/K > y > 0 (14.26a)09y
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Near the surface, wo - 0, hence Dwo/Dy ~ 0, and the feedback mechanism of CL-
II in (14.23) is not effective. In this region, the resupply of the vertical vorticity, (o =
-Duo/Dy, is achieved by the surface stress. Recall the surface boundary condition for
uo, (12.67a),
-9U A coth(kh) oyoagS = -AA* =0
az 2 ay'
which can be written as
-Duo coth(kh) Dwo
aS = AA* (14.27)Dz 2 Dz
after using the continuity equation for Langmuir circulation, (12.12). Taking y-
derivative of (14.27), we obtain
- D Duo coth(kh) D Dwo
Dz Dy A 2A*(D ) z =0 (14.28)az ay 2 az y '
The coefficient on the right-hand side of (14.28) is related to the Stokes drift by
AA* coth(kh) = 1 09U1 (14.29)
2 4 _ az 10
Hence the surface condition (14.28) can be written as
-aS aSD (Dy =I[aUs]a(wo z =0 (14.30)19Z az ay 4 az 9 z ay '
Once the longitudinal vorticity is generated by the Stokes drift, Dwo/Dy generates
new (o = -Duo/Dz from the surface. Thus, the energy source of (o = -Duo/Dy is
still the wave motion. Next, we examine the sign of the vertical vorticity generated
by the surface stress, according to (14.30).
The surface-stress-driven mechanism is illustrated in Figure (14-5). In the part
K/7r > y > 0 the longitudinal vorticity o > 0, which, in view of Figure (14-3), leads
to that wo increases from a negative value at y = 0 to a positive value at y = K/7r.
The surface boundary condition of wo leads to Dwo/Dy = 0 on the surface z = 0, thus
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from (14.24) we have
a ( wo 0,
z o)y
az ay
for K/7r > y > 0, z < 0
for - K/7r < y < 0, z < 0
The gradient of the Stokes drift is always positive and aSc > 0, it then follows from
(14.30) that
a (UO)
UO
<0,
> 0,
for K/ir > y > 0, z = 0
for -K/7r<y<0,z=0
(14.32a)
(14.32b)
which means that
09 [uo]
>u _aUy Fy O o
ay .-j9y .0
or 4 > 0,
oz
aOr < 0,
' z
for K/7r > y > 0
for - K/7 < y <0
(14.33)
(14.34)
or in terms of the vertical vorticity (o,
(o< [o], for K/7r > y > 0
(o> [(o], for - K/ir < y < 0
(14.35)
(14.36)
The vertical vorticity generated at the mean surface will diffuse downward according
to the vorticity equation (12.42). Therefore, the magnitude of this vertical vorticity
must have its maximum on the mean surface where it is generated,
[ 1(o10]o > |o1 (14.37)
i.e.,
(14.38)
(14.39)
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(14.31a)
(14.31b)
az
K010 >! (0, if (0 > 0
[(0]0 < (0, if (0 < 0
Thus, from (14.35), (14.36), and (14.38), we conclude that
(0 = U > 0, for K/7r > y > 0, z =_ 0 (14.40a)
( -= < 0, for -K/7r<y<0,z=0 (14.40b)
ay 0
which are of the same signs as that by the initial perturbation of no ( cf. (14.26a)
). Therefore, the surface stress, (12.67a), serves as a mechanism to re-generate new
vertical vorticity through Stokes drift on the surface.
The surface stress mechanism corresponds directly to us, in the energy equation
(13.37)
K [iibofi + c.c.] AA* coth(kh)
O_5W = 0 (14.41)2 f" (If0 2 + Lb0 2 + |Do|2) dz
The surface-stress mechanism we just illustrated implies that Uw should be positive.
The positive a, can also be proved in the following way.
The surface stress is given by (14.27). For the normal mode given in (13.30) and
(13.31), we have
NO coth(kh)iaS- = KAA* bo, z = 0 (14.42)
az 2
where a, S, K and AA* are real and positive. Because the eigenfunction is a homoge-
neous solution, it can be multiplied by a constant, we can choose to make fLo real and
positive near the surface, so that i'o is pure imaginary on z = 0 according to (14.42).
Near the surface, the longitudinal velocity to is driven by this surface shear stress,
thus for positive to , the vertical gradient of to is always positive, which leads to i^o
imaginary and positive according to (14.42). As a result, [-ifoft + c.c.]o is real and
positive and thus ou, > 0 according to (14.41).
The regeneration of the vertical vorticity by the surface mechanism is controlled
by equation (14.28), which implies the surface stress mechanism can become stronger
for shallower water (small kh) due to the factor coth(kh).
Note that in this mechanism, the basic current Uo has no direct role. Thus, the
surface-stress driven Langmuir circulation can occur in a wave-following current, a
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wave-opposing current, or pure wave field without current.
14.4 Circualtion generated by sidewalls
In all the laboratory experiments, the effect of the side-wall can not be ignored. The
typical longitudinal velocity profile across a tank is illustrated in Figure(14-6). Note
sidewall
Uo(z)
y
x
ide l
s1)JC
Figure 14-6: Top view of the typical variation of uo with y due to the sidewalls: Uo(z)
is the y-averaged longitudinal velocity and uo(y, z) is the difference between the total
longitudinal velocity and Uo(z).
that with sidewalls, uo(y, z) is due not to the instability, but to the sidewall boundary
layers. Even if there is no wave, Ouo(y, z)/y $ 0 near the wall. In the following, we
shall show uo(y, z) due to the sidewalls will also generate a circulation when waves
are present.
There are two effects that sidewalls have on the generation of circulation. One
has to do with the mode due to feedback mechanism of CL-II and another does not,
and we shall call this circulation the "sidewall-driven circulation". We begin with
existence of the "sidewall-driven circulation" and then discuss its pattern for both
the wave-following and wave-opposing currents.
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Again, let us begin with the longitudinal vorticity equation (14.6),
D( 0 _ uo DU8aG - 9 IU (14.43)
Dt 2  Dy Dz '
where U, is the dimensionless Stokes drift. Because DU/az is always positive, the
growing longitudinal vorticity o always has a sign the same as the vertical vorticity
(0 = -Duo/Dy.
When waves are superimposed on the current, the vertical vorticity (o = -Duo/Dy
due to the sidewall boundary layers will be bent to the longitudinal direction by the
Stokes drift. For small time t 2 , o is small, and it will not affect uO, hence (o. Thus
o can be estimated by
6O (0 t2 (14.44)
when t 2 < 0(1). When t2 = 0(1), 6o will become comparable to (o = -Duo/Dy due
to the sidewalls( i.e., the initial Duo/Dy), and the feedback mechanism of CL-II will
also become important if the circulation can enhance the vertical vorticity.
Now we illustrate the sidewall-generated circulations for both the wave-following
and wave-opposing currents. Let waves be in the positive x-direction, i.e, DU,/Dz is
always positive. It then follows from (14.43) that
DuoDy> 0 6o < 0, for all y (14.45)
DuoDy < 0 o > 0, for all y (14.46)
Because the Duo/Dy has opposite sign near the two sidewalls, the longitudinal vorticity
o generated by the sidewall boundary layer has opposite signs as well.
The longitudinal vorticity 6o generated by the two sidewall boundary layers will
diffuse toward the center of the tank, and eventually, these two vortices with opposite
directions will meet at the center of the tank, and a pair of cells form. The spacing
of the sidewall-driven circulation is the width of the tank Wtnk and the aspect ratio
of this type of the circulation is Wtank/(2h), where h is the water depth.
For a wave-following current, the longitudinal vorticity according to (14.43) is
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illustrated in Figure (14-7). The transverse gradient of the longitudinal velocity
&uo/&y < 0 for y > 0; while Ouo/&y > 0 for y < 0. The gradient of the Stokes drift is
always positive, thus the longitudinal vorticity, o, is positive for y > 0 and negative
for y < 0, as shown in Figure (14-7). The sign of vo and wo can be derived from
Figure (14-3).
Z #P(uo/ay)(PUs/az
x
y .waves
-e sidewall
(o>0 -
auso<0>
Figure 14-7: Sidewall-driven Langmuir circulation for a wave-following current
Initially, the transverse gradient of the longitudinal velocity is not the result of the
instability, and the feedback mechanism of CL-II is not effective in the entire depth
of water. For a wave-following current, the floating materials on the surface will
eventually collect in the center line of the tank, as shown in Figure (14-7). We point
out that the surface signature just described can be altered if the feedback mechanism
of CL-Il also leads to instability (i.e., the vertical vorticity can by enhanced by the
generated circualtion).
For a wave-opposing current, the transverse gradient of the longitudinal velocity,
Stoke drift, and the generated longitudinal vorticity are depicted in Figure (14-8).
Because the direction of the generated longitudinal vorticity here has signs opposite
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to that of a wave-following current, floating materials on the surface will collect
themselves slowly along two lines next to wall if the feedback mechanism of CL-Il
does not lead to instability.
y sidewall
(Ouo/Dy)(OUs/&z) waves
sidewall
(o <0
Figure 14-8: Sidewall-driven Langmuir circulation for a wave-opposing current
In summary, for both wave-following and wave-opposing currents, circulation can
be generated by the sidewall boundary layers.
14.5 Summary
Circulation cells can be driven by the feedback mechanism of CL-II, the surface-stress
mechanism and the sidewall boundary layers. The differences among them are:
1. In classical CL-II theory, the vertical vorticity is provided by the feedback mech-
anism. The instability depends on the sign of M(z), defined by (14.10).
2. The surface-stress-driven circulation is independent of the UO. It obtains its
energy from waves through the surface mean stress.
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3. In the sidewall-driven circulation, the vertical vorticity is provided mainly by
the sidewall boundary layer.
4. Stokes drift is crucial to all three mechanisms. It is the Stokes drift which
bends the vertical vorticity into the longitudinal direction. The total energy
of the circulation include uO, and (vo, wo). Stoked drift only provide energy for
(vo, wo). Therefore,that Stokes drift is important does not necessarily mean that
~st will be equally important in all three mechanisms. Small (vo, wo) normally
go with small -se.
In the open sea, both the CL-II and surface stress mechanisms are present. In the
laboratory experiments, sidewall, CL-II mechanism, and surface stress mechanism
are all present, but the relative importance of these three mechanisms depends on
the tank width and the problem under consideration. The distinction of these three
mechanisms is important for the interpretation of the observed Langmuir circulation
in the laboratory experiments.
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Chapter 15
Numerical Scheme
In this chapter we present the numerical scheme used to solve the eigenvalue problem
formulated in the chapter (12). To reduce the order of the differential operators, we
shall work with equations (12.12), (12.24), (12.32) and (12.36). The numerical scheme
is checked with an artificial boundary value problem which can be solved exactly.
15.1 Normal mode
For the normal modes given in (13.30) and (13.31), the continuity equation (12.12)
and the momentum equations (12.24), (12.32) and (12.36) can be written as follows:
* continuity equation:
iKfO + (9z = 0 (15.1)
e longitudinal momentum equation:
B&Uo [-~ & (-&u'0Ufno + Wo =a u-SKo + z S-
aC 09Z ( DZ
Uo - ao 1 +U2
&z r, kh + z 0z
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where
(15.2)
(15.3)
* lateral momentum equation:
-bo + i K6o = a -2K2go + z (Sc (S iKio + b (15.4)
where 6o is the amplitude of Go.
* vertical momentum equation:
sinh(2(kh + z)) oG0
abo + AA*ftu sinh2 (kh) oz
= a [-iK (S (iKibo + jz ) +a (2S o (15.5)
0 o will be eliminated after the discretization. We work with (15.4) and (15.5), in-
stead of the vorticity equation with 6o being eliminated, so that a small condition
number of the differentiation matrix can be achieved (see e.g., Canuto, et al (1988)
[6], Boyd(2002) [4]).
For the normal mode, the boundary conditions (13.7) and (13.8) become
" On the mean surface z = 0
&0 = 0 (15.6a)az
iVO = 0 (15.6b)
-
&AA*
aSc = -iK coth(kh)o (15.6c)
az 2
" On the bottom, z = Z+ = -kh + Zb
fL = -= o = 0 (15.7)
15.2 Rescaling
Note that the coefficients in equations (15.1)-(15.5) and the stress condition (15.6)
are complex. To make the coefficients real and the gradient of flo at the surface about
unity, we need to rescale fto and L0 before numerically solving the eigenvalue problem.
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For this purpose, we define the following new unknowns
o = Csiio, Vo = iKiio, tiio = wbo, o = do (15.8)
where
C' = a[Sc-o (15.9)
It then follows that the boundary conditions (15.6) and (15.7) can be written as
. On the surface, z = 0:
u0 _
az
-AA* coth(kh) 02 (15.10)
* On the bottom, z = Z+:
Do = 0, vo = 0, io = 0 (15.11)
After rewriting equations (15.1)-(15.5) in terms of the new unknowns, we have
the following equations:
* Continuity equation:
vo + a = 0
az
(15.12)
* Longitudinal momentum equation:
uuo+ CSao o
( ,kh + z + )z- a [-ScK2uo &z Sc ak)] (15.13)az)I
* Lateral momentum equation:
a -2K2gc~o + (9
=a K2cDo +a 9 (a
vI K 9Z 1
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o-io - K 2 0 0
(15.14)
1FO = 0, =v 0,
az
-K 2,Co + 0a )
where the continuity equation (15.12) has been used.
* Vertical momentum equation:
OIS vo+ toaus + "a~ou-C820+ii +C8(9z 09z
aCs [(3c (-Ki + + (29c" )]
2c 10 >
= ~ ~ ~ r ac,[ - -o+4z 2  + 2z ag z Jl
=EO8 L\. -9z 2++ -v o age (15.15)09z az aZ2 (9z
where the continuity equation (15.12) has been used to derive the last result.
After rescaling, all coefficients in the continuity and momentum equations, as well
as the boundary conditions, are real. The gradient of io near the surface is about
unity and easy to deal with numerically.
15.3 Discretization Scheme
In the following, we first discretize the continuity and the momentum equations and
then eliminate Go and Vo. The resulting numerical matrix equation is different from
that obtained by first eliminating Go and then making the discretization ( see, e.g.,
Canuto, etal (1988) [6]). For the later, we would have to work with a fourth order
ODE, and the large numerical error and spurious mode may occur. The pseudo-
spectral method (see, e.g.,Gottlieb and Orszag(1977) [20], Fornberg (1996) [16], Forn-
berg (1998) [15], Boyd (2002) [4]) has been used to discretize the vertical derivative.
The Matlab code described by Weideman and Reddy(2000)[74] has been adopted
by this thesis to compute the vertical derivatives. The treatment of the boundary
conditions can be found in Fornberg (1998) [15] and Boyd (2002) [4).
We first write the continuity and momentum equations in the following matrix-
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vector form:
0*
0,0,0,0
1, 0,0, 0
0, 1, 0, 0
0, 0, C5, 0
0, 1, A1 3 , 0
A 2 1 , A 2 2 , A 2 3 , 0
0, A 3 2 , A 3 3 , K 2
A 4 1 , A 4 2 , A 4 3 , BG _
where
BG = -Cs a
A 2 1 = a (K2 C
A 3 2 = a (-K2c
A41 = - , (9 A 4 2az
a
413 =
az
+ sc az2
a2
+ 9, z2
+ 09 , A22 = 0,az az
+ a(9z a9zJ
=-2aC8 "az9 A43 = aCs (-K2c + 9Cjqz2
Before the discretization, the domain z = [-kh + Zb, 0] needs to be mapped into
[-1, 1], according to the following mapping
z = -kh + Zb + kh - Zb ( +
2 (15.18)
The differential operators after mapping from z to z are given in the Appendix (C).
After mapping the differential operators, we apply the Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto
grid (see e.g.,Canuto, etal (1988) [6],Fornberg(1996)[16]) on the domain = [-1, 1] ,
kZ--1
COS = (-Ns 7r) ,k= 1..N
where N is the number of the grid points. The Chebyshev Gauss-Lobatto grid (15.19)
has its nodes clustered near the two boundaries, which will increase the numerical
resolution near the two boundaries.
On the grid (15.19), the m-th order derivative at k, k = 1..N can be writen in
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(15.16)
A 23 = -C z
A33 = -aK2 a9Z
(15.17a)
(15.17b)
(15.17c)
(15.17d)
(15.19)
ft 0
vo
tio
Go j
the following form
= d~ f( ) (15.20)
2k j=1
where d( are the weights (elements/entries) of the differentiation matrix ( see
Fornberg(1996)[16]) for the given grid.
After discretizing differential equation (15.16) with boundary conditions (15.10)
and (15.11), we get the differentiation matrices, Aij, and BG. Because there is no
boundary conditions for Go, the number of the grid points for BG is two less than that
for velocities which all have two boundary conditions. Because the surface boundary
condition for fto is coupled with o, the differentiation matrix of A 2 2 will become
non-zero. In other words, differentiation matrix of A 22 will be determined during
discretizing the differential operator A 2 1 (see section (15.4) ).
For simplicity, from here on A2, and BG will be used to represent the differen-
tiation matrix of the corresponding differential operators, and we are working with
the numerical version of (15.16). First, we eliminate Go, which can be written as the
following numerical matrix-vector form:
Go = (aoi - A 3 2 V0 - A 33 fVO) K- 2  (15.21)
After eliminating 0 o from (15.16), we get
0,0,0 i O
- I,0, 0
0, -BGK- 2 , CS Io
S0, I, A 13  1 O
= A A 2 1 , A 22 , A 2 3  I O (15.22)
A41, A42- BGA 32 K- 2 , A 4 3 - BGA 3 3 K-2 V0
where Aij and BG are the differentiation matrices with order less than or equal to
two , and I is the unit matrix.
Now we can further eliminate Vo. The continuity equation of Langmuir circulation
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( the first row in (15.22)) , gives
Vo = -A13'FVO (15.23)
so that (15.22) can be written as
I,0 2 1 A 2 1 , A 2 3 - A 2 2 A 13  UO0BA 3-± [F 1 (15.24)0, BG A13 K- + C O A41, M w7O
where
M - (A 42 - BGA 32K- 2) A 13 + A 43 - BGA33K-2 (15.25)
The general eigenvalue problem (15.24) can be solved by standard routine provided
by Matlab( see, e.g., ,Using MATLAB (2002) [49]).
Condition numbers The reciprocal of the condition number of matrix M, denoted
by rcond(M), determines how well the matrix M is conditioned and how accurate
the computed eigenvalues will be. If the reciprocal of the condition number is close
to one, then the matrix is well conditioned; If the reciprocal of the condition number
is close to zero, then the matrix is badly conditioned and a large numerical error is
expected. For the pseudo-spectral method on the Chebyshev grid, the reciprocal of the
condition number of the differentiation matrix is of O(N-2 P), where N is the number
of the grid points and p the order of the derivative (see, e.g., Fornberg(1996)[16]). For
the second order derivative on N = 600, rcond(M) = O(10-12). Because Aij, M in
(15.24) all are combination of the differentiation matrices of second order differential
operators, the condition number of these differential operators are of O(N-2 P). That
is why we choose to make discretization before the elimination of unknown variables.
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15.4 Coupled surface boundary condition
In this section, we discuss how to discretize &mu/02m with the following coupled
boundary condition
-= Cv, at 2=
u = 0, Z = -1
(15.26)
(15.27)
with the collocation method so that the differentiation matrix for the differential
operator ( see, e.g., Fornberg(1996) [16]) can be obtained.
The boundary conditions of v are assumed to be
av
02
v =0, = -i
(15.28)
(15.29)
The discretized surface boundary condition (15.26) at 2= 1 can be written as
dN,2U2 + - ' + dN,N-1UN-1 + dN,NUN = COVN (15.30)
where dN,i, i 2. N are the pseudo-spectral weights of the first derivative of u at
2= 1. It then follows that
UN = dNN C3VN - dN N (N,2U 2 - ' + cN,N-lUN-1) (15.31)
The m - th order derivative of u at 2 k, k = 1..N can be written as
[0agmi-; I z2
[ m Z'N-1
I ,Um'r IN
d(m)
1,2
d(m)
2,2
(m)_,2
LN-1,21
,(m)
N,2'1
. (m)I 1,N-1
d(m)
2,N-1
a(m)
N-1,N-1
d(m)
N,N-1
.[+U2]UN-1 ..
d(m)
1,N
j(m)
2,N
(m)
N-1,N
N,N
UN (15.32)
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After using (15.31), the m - th derivative of u ,(15.32), becomes
zM] 22
&mU] ZN-1
aUZN
(N,2, * * dNN-1)
dNN
d(n)1,2
d(m)2,2
(m)
N-1,21
i(m)N,2'
-[
... 
j(m)
1,N-1
.. (m)
2,N-1
g. ~m)
N-1,N-1
. . . d(m)
I N,N-1
U2
U N--1 ..
+ - dN, N o
-
1,N
d(m)2,N
j(m)
N-1,N
d(m)N,N
IU2
UN-1 
_
VN (15.33)
Now we express VN in terms of the interior points of v. After discretization, the
surface boundary condition for v ,(15.28), gives
eN,2V2 + - ' +N,N-1VN-1 + N,NVN = 0 (15.34)
where iN,i, i = 2..N are the pseudo-spectral weights of the first derivative of v at
1. Alternatively, (15.34) can be written as
VN = NN (N,22 + - - +N,N-1VN-1)
V2
NN [N,2, i - N,N-1] i
_ N-1
(15.35)
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1,N
c(m)(2, N
N-1,N
N,N
Finally, we have
[m -
d(m)
1,N
2,N
d(m)
N-1,N1
N,N_
d(m)
1,N
j(m)
2,N
-Co :
-(m)
N-1,N
(m)
N,N
d(m)
1,2
d(m)2,2
,4(m)
N- 1,2
c(m)
N,2'
(dN, 2 * N,N-1
dN,N
.. (m)
1,N-1
... 
a(m)
2,N-1
c(m)
N-1,N-1
. (m)
N,N-1
eN, (iN, 2 , - N,N-1
dN,N
Basically, when u is discretized with the boundary condition coupled with v, it will
give rise to a companion differentiation matrix for v.
The correctness of the treatment of the coupled boundary condition presented in
this section will be verified by an example in the next section.
15.5 A test example
To test the differentiation matrix obtained under the given boundary conditions, we
create the following artificial problem by setting
S U 1
a=1 _ = ,
aus
- = 1, a=1 (15.37)
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U2
UN-1_F
.FU2UN-1
.
V2
VN-1 
_
(15.36)
in (15.16) and add an non-homogeneous term to (15.16), so that we have the following
boundary value problem.
Vo + _iv = 0ao
auo- + CC o = _ - K2 iio + 1
a-'0 - K 2G0 = - K2VO
C ( a2 OSa, 2
(15.38a)
(15.38b)
(15.38c)
(15.38d)K2o )
Boundary conditions are (15.10) and (15.11). The set of equations (15.38) can also
be written as
0,0, 0, 0
1,0, 0, 0
0-
0,1, 0, 0
0,0, C, 0
0, 1, A 13, 0
A 2 1 , A 2 2 , A 2 3 , 0
0, A32, A33, K 2
A 4 1 , A 4 2 , A 4 3 , BG
BG -- C, a-,afz
a
A 21 = -K 2 + a2 ,A 22 = 0,
Of2
A 32 =-K2 + , A33 = 0
A 41 = -1,A 42 = -2Cs A 43
A 23 = -Cs
= CS -K2 +
After discretization of equation (15.39), we can eliminate Go. From the third row
in (15.39), we have
0 o = K- 2 (O-,Vo - A 32 '0 - A 337Do) (15.41)
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where
iio
Wo
Go j
0
1
0
0
(15.39)
(15.40a)
(15.40b)
(15.40c)
(15.40d)92)
O-Cszeo + fto + CS =
After eliminating 0 o from fourth row in (15.39), we have
-[ 0,0,0I,0,0
0, -BGK- 2 , CSI
I+±_[010I
UO
0
[ 1
0, 1, A 13
= A 2 1 , A 2 2 , A 2 3
A 4 1, A 4 2 - BGA 3 2K-2 , A 4 3 - BGA 3 3K-2
Now we can further eliminate Vo. The continuity equation of Langmuir circulation
gives
f1o = -A131O
so that (15.22) can be written as
1,0 P0
0, BGA13 K-2 + CS w0 I=4 O17OA 2 1 , A 2 3 - A22A13 + [10
(15.42)
(15.43)
where
M = - (A 42 - BGA 32 K-2) A13 + A 4 3 - BGA 3 3 K-2 (15.44)
Equation (15.43) can be solved numerically by standard Matlab routine,
The difference between (15.43) and (15.24) is that (15.43) is an inhomogeneous
problem.
We take o = 1, K = 2,C' = 10-4 and kh = 1 for example. The exact solutions of
(15.38) can be obtained analytically in principle. But solving a sixth order ordinary
differential equation analytically still need some effort. Fortunately, Maple can pro-
vide us an analytical solution. The following solution is obtained by Maple 8 ( see,
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e.g.,Gander and Hrebicek(1997)[17]).
fo = 0.2083333334 - 0.0338294424 el 73 2 050
808Z - 0.0150789444 e- 1 .73 205 0 8082
+ (0.0083455423 e 2. 3618 694 1 3 2 - 0.0198543063 e2 .3 618 694 13 2) sin (0.2800484333 z)
- (0.0087891096 e-2. 36 186 94 132 + 0.0390129974 e2.3618694132) cos (0.2800484333 .)
v0 = -1171.886271 e1. 7 32 050 8 8 2 + 522.3499575 e- 1.
73 2 0508 082
- (219.2813176 e- 2 .3 6 186 9 4 132 + 1112.660666 e2. 3 618 69 4 13 2) sin (0.2800484333 -)
- (343.6715719 e-2. 3 6 186 9 4 13 2 - 964.3274710 e2. 3 6 186 9 4 13 2) cos (0.2800484333 z)
i-o = -416.6666667 + 676.5888537 e1 .73 2 05 0 80 8 2 + 301.5788885 e- 1.73205O8O8 2
- (74.54127912 e-2.3 61869 4 13 2 - 416.8219106 e2 .3 6 186 9 4 13 2) sin (0.2800484333)
- (154.3466960 e-2. 36 1869 4 13 2 + 457.7127709 e2.3618694132) cos (0.2800484333 -)
which will be regarded as the exact solution. The Maple solutions and computed
solutions of fio, Vo, ziLo are plotted in Figure (15-1). The absolute error is, by definition,
the absolute value of the difference between the numerical solution and the exact
solution. This examples shows that the differentiation matrices of the operators
(except those associated with OSc/oz) and the treatment of the boundary conditions
are correct.
15.6 Solution procedure
15.6.1 Typical parameters
For linear waves, the dispersion relationship is
W2 = kh tanh(kh) (15.45)h
where g = 9.8m/s 2 is the gravitational acceleration. For kh = 1, we get wave angular
frequency w = 3.9s-1 for h = 0.5m and w = 1.2s-1 for h = 5m.
Take the following typical wave amplitude: a = 0.05m for h = 0.5m and a = 0.3m
for h = 5m, we have the following typical wave orbital velocity: wa = 0.19m/s for
h = 0.5m and wa = 0.37m/s for h = 5m.
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Figure 15-1: Comparison between the Maple and computed solutions for the test
problem: solid lines are the Maple solutions and the dotes are the numerical results.
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The wave phase speed C = w/k is
Ct= gh kh) (15.46)C~ ghkh
For kh = 1, we get C = 1.9m/s for h = 0.5m and C = 6.1m/s for h = 5m.
The typical wavenumber, k = w/C, is k = 0(2m') for h = 0.5m and k =
O(0.2m- 1 ) for h = 5m. It then follows that the typical wave slopes are c = 0(0.1)
for h = 0.5m and e = 0(0.06) for h = 5m.
For both the field ( h = O(5m)) and the laboratory (h = O(0.5m)) conditions,
we take the typical depth-averaged current velocity (ii) = O(0.3m/s) , which is
comparable to the wave orbital velocity, the friction velocity is
= (i) = ( x~o0 0.3) O(0.02)m/s (15.47)
where the typical friction factor f, - 0.01 was used. Thus, we have uf/C = 0(0.003)
for h = 5m and us/C = 0.01 for h = 0.5m.
15.6.2 Bottom roughness
The dimensional bottom roughness ZB is an empirical parameter. If there are mea-
sured mean velocity profile available, ZB should be computed by fitting the measured
velocity with the logarithmic profile. If there is no such data available, ZB can be
determined by some empirical formula (see , e.g., Tennekes and Lumley(1972) [70],
Madsen (2002) [46], etc.). Madsen (2002) [46] suggested the following formula to
determine the dimensional bottom roughness for smooth bottom
ZB =P U , = 9 (15.48)
where u1 is the friction velocity and v the laminar kinetic viscosity and K = 9 is an
empirical value. It then follows that the dimensionless bottom roughness Zb is
Zb = kzB = (15.49)
ANuf
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Thus, in terms of the dimensionless parameters kh, uf/C, (15.49) can be written as
kv/C 1 ( (kh)3! 2  ) (1 ( / (15.50)
A Uf /C T fanh(kh) uf/C \ gh 3
15.6.3 Maximum wave slope
According to Miche(1951)[52] (see also, e.g., Mei (1989) [50]) , at the threshold of
breaking the fluid velocity at the wave crest is equal to the phase speed, and the
maximum wave slope max is determined by
6max = 0.147rtanh(kh) (15.51)
Miche's criterion gives Emax = 0.33 for kh = 1, and Ema = 0.27 for kh = 0.7. In
practice, waves may break even when 6 < Emax. When e is close to Emax, nonlinearity
will become important. Thus, we take the upper limit of e as 0.2. It is expected
that result obtained for e close to the upper limit e = 0.2 will likely be affected by
nonlinearity, even though waves are not broken.
15.6.4 Solution procedure
The eigenvalue problem (15.24) is solved in the following way:
1. For given kh, uj/C, e, Zb, solve for Uo inside and outside the BWBL according
to the 2D theory in Part I.
2. With Uo known, solve for the eigenvalue a-(K) for the given transverse wavenum-
ber K and the given parameters (E, kh, Zb, uj/C).
The ranges of the dimensionless parameters in the examples studied in the next
two chapters are kh = 0.7 ~ 1.3, c = 0.03 - 0.2, and uf/C = 0.003 ~ 0.01.
We shall take zb = 2 x 10-6 in the following examples. For the given parameter
ranges of ufIC, e and kh, we can compute the corresponding water depth h from
(15.50).
* For field condition, say, uf/C ~ 0.003, kh - 1.3, we have from (15.50) that
h ~ 4.5m.
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* For laboratory condition, say, kh = 0.7, uf/C ~ 0.01, we have from (15.50) that
h ~ 1.2m.
We point out that the relation between the water depth h and the dimensionless
bottom roughness Zb ,(15.50), depends on the empirical value of P/ anf the friction
factor fc. Thus we regard that zb = 2 x 106 covers the water depth h = O(lm) to
h = O(5m) .
15.7 Numerical accuracy
In this section, we determine the minimum number of grid points needed to obtain
accurate eigenvalues. We take
kh = 1, Uf/C = 0.01, e = 0.15, zb = 2 x 10-6, K = 3 (15.52)
as an example. We examine N = 100, 200,300,400, 500, and 600.
The first four eigenvalues (EVs) obtained by directly solving the eigenvalue prob-
lem are listed in Table (15.1) for different N.
Index of EVs 1 2 3 4
N=100 3.3238 0.3732 -1.0286 - 0.2857i -1.0286 + 0.2857i
N=200 2.4420 0.3613 -1.0289 - 0.2830i -1.0289 + 0.2830i
N=300 2.2883 0.3578 -1.0291 - 0.2823i -1.0291 + 0.2823i
N=400 2.2520 0.3568 -1.0291 - 0.2821i -1.0291 + 0.2821i
N=500 2.2427 0.3566 -1.0291 - 0.2821i -1.0291 + 0.2821i
N=600 2.2403 0.3565 -1.0291 - 0.2821i -1.0291 + 0.2821i
Table 15.1: Sensitivity of eigenvalues to the number of grid points
The first 10 eigenvalues obtained by N = 100, 200,300,400, 500, and N = 600 are
plotted in Figure (15-2). For N = 400, the first 10 eigenvalues were computed with
acceptable accuracy.
Now we study the numerical accuracy in computing the energy production of
Langmuir circulation. O-St , O , I ,as, o-, and -,, defined in (13.37), are listed in
Table (15.2) and (15.3) for the first and second eigen-mode, respectively. We shall
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Figure 15-2: Eigenvalue spectrum for N = 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600
use Ur(EVP) represent the eigenvalues in Table (15.1), which is computed by directly
solving the eigenvalue problem.
N ast W o S  Ur
100 0.0049 0.0027 -0.0040 7.3796 -14.2188 -6.8355
200 0.0097 0.0060 -0.0067 11.4132 -11.7791 -0.3569
300 0.0112 0.0071 -0.0074 12.8049 -11.4067 1.4091
400 0.0115 0.0074 -0.0076 13.3390 -11.3981 1.9523
500 0.0116 0.0075 -0.0076 13.5789 -11.4593 2.1310
600 0.0116 0.0075 -0.0076 13.7050 -11.5220 2.1944
Table 15.2: Numerical accuracy in the computation of the energy production for the
first eigen-mode
N cySt O 0 * U2 JSW c -
100 0.0650 0.5553 -0.0634 0.5050 -1.3337 -0.2718
200 0.0624 0.5386 -0.0620 1.0248 -1.4324 0.1314
300 0.0617 0.5340 -0.0617 1.2143 -1.4650 0.2833
400 0.0615 0.5328 -0.0616 1.2801 -1.4808 0.3320
500 0.0614 0.5324 -0.0615 1.3061 -1.4906 0.3477
600 0.0614 0.5322 -0.0615 1.3183 -1.4973 0.3531
Table 15.3: Numerical accuracy in the computation of the energy production for the
second eigen-mode
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With a grid of N = 600, the error between a, and u,(EVP) is of 0(10-2) for
the first eigen-mode and O(10-) for the second eigen-mode. This is due to the
relative numerical error that may occur in computing a,,. Recall that a,-, in (13.37)
is computed by the surface values of uO and vo and the value of [vo]o is computed
by the local derivative of wo. The differentiation matrix has the largest weight near
the surface where the grid has the small size(see, e.g., Fornberg(1996)[16]). As a
result, even though uO and wo are computed with higher accuracy at the grid point,
the computed value of vo will not be as accurate as uo and wo. For this reason, the
eigenvalue ur(EVP) is more accurate that -r. For the purpose of investigating the
relative importance of the energy productions, an error of 0(10-2) is acceptable. In
theory, small error in o-,, when computed by the energy equation, can be achieved
by using large N. But a large N will result in a large condition number for the
differentiation matrix, and the numerical error due the machine precision will become
the dominant one.
If a relative error of 0(0.001) in the real part of the eigenvalue, or, is acceptable,
then N = 400 is the minimum number of grid points to construct the curves of neutral
stability and fast growing mode. To illustrate the contributions to the growth rate,
the number of grid points should take N = 600 at least.
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Chapter 16
Langmuir circulation in a
wave-following current
In this chapter,we discuss by examples the unstable modes for a wave-following cur-
rent. For the parameters chosen to be typical of laboratory and field scales, we shall
find that there are at most two unstable modes for a wave-following current. The
first unstable mode is driven mainly by the work done by the surface stress and the
second mode is the combined result of the surface stress and the CL-II mechanisms.
The shapes and the cell patterns of the first and the second unstable modes will be
discussed as well.
16.1 Unstable eigen-modes
In this section, we show that instability is possible for a wave-following current. We
take kh = 1.0, uj/C = 0.003, e = 0.06, zb = 2 x 10-6 for example. The velocity profile
of the basic current is plotted in Figure (16-1), and the shear rates of the unperturbed
and perturbed current are plotted in Figure (16-2).
Note that the shear rate of the perturbed current is negative with its maximums
near the bottom and the surface. The slight reduction of the mean current near the
surface by waves can be noticed. This reduction of the mean velocity will become
more significant for a large wave slope. To show this, we take uf/C = 0.003, kh =
0.7, c = 0.12, and Zb = 2 x 10-6, and the velocity profile of the basic current is shown
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Figure 16-1: The unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the total basic current (solid
line) for wave-following current for kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, e = 0.06,z = 2 x 10-6
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Figure 16-2: Shear rate of the unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the perturbed
current (solid line) for wave-following current for kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, e = 0.0 6 ,Zb =
2 x 10-6
in Figure (16-3), and the shear rates of the unperturbed and perturbed current in
Figure (16-4).
Note in Figure (16-4) that for a large wave slope the shear rate of the perturbed
current is more negative in the entire depth of water, indicating the strong effect of
surface waves on the mean current as shown in Figure (16-3).
Now we study the stability/instability of the basic current which includes both the
unperturbed current and the perturbed current. We first take K = 3.5 and examine
the growth rate of this prescribed spanwise perturbation.
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Figure 16-3: The unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the total basic current (solid
line) for wave-following current for kh = 0.7, u/C = 0.003, E = . 2,ZA 2 x 10-6
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Figure 16-4: Shear rate of the unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the per-
turbed current (solid line) for wave-following current for kh = 0.7, uf/C = 0.003, E
0.1 2 ,zb = 2 x 10-6
16.1.1 Eigenvalue spectrum
The real and imaginary parts of the first 10 eigenvalues obtained by directly solving
the eigenvalue problem (EVP), (15.24), for spanwise perturbation with K = 3.5, are
plotted in Figure (16-5). The first eigen-mode has a growth rate 0, = 2.1679 and the
second eigen-mode a, = 0.0774, indicating the instability. Thus under the conditions
studied here, the basic state is unstable to both the first and the second eigen-modes.
In Figure (16-5), the eigenvalue spectrum is symmetric about ci = 0. This is
because all the coefficients of the eigenvalue problem are real, which guarantees that
if a is one eigenvalue, then its complex conjugate a* is another eigenvalue.
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Figure 16-5: The first 10 eigenvalues for wave-following current: kh = 1, uf/C =
0.003, c = 0.0 6 ,Zb = 2 x 10-6 and K = 3.5. Numbers next to the symbols indicate the
index of the eigen-modes.
Principle of exchange of stability
The principle of exchange of stability holds, if every perturbation which is not damped
out does not oscillate with respect to time (see, e.g., Georgescu(1985) [18]). Mathe-
matically, the principle of exchange of stability means
if Or (K; pi, p 2 , ... ) ;> 0, then o-j(K; p1 , p 2 , ... ) = 0 (16.1)
where pi are the parameters determining the basic flow.
If the principle of exchange of stability holds, then the marginal stability is char-
acterized by
Ur = o-i = 0 (16.2)
There are several analytical ways to prove the principle of exchange of stability
for certain problems:
1. Definite integral method. This method has been extensively used to problems of
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constant coefficients (see, e.g., Chandrasekhar( 1961) [7], or Georgescu(1985)[18]).
2. Variational principle. (Chandrasekhar(1961)[7]).
3. Definite operator method. This method is more robust and can deal with certain
problems of variable coefficients (Herron(1996, 2000) [26, 27]).
4. Numerical method.
For the present problem, we shall show the principle of exchange of stability
numerically. We can see from Figure (16-5) that ui and 92 have no imaginary part
and all other ai's have imaginary parts, indicating that the principle of exchange of
stability holds. In all the examples we have computed in this thesis, the numerical
results show that the principle of exchange of stability holds. Also, in all the examples
presented here, there are at most two eigen-modes which can grow with time.
16.1.2 Energy budget
Now we examine the energy budget discussed in section (13.2) so as to give a better
understanding on the generation of Langmuir circulation.
The computed values of cst, u1 , o 2 , a,,, and a , defined in equation (13.37), are
given in Table (16.1) for the first and the second eigen-modes. The difference between
USt Uu1  OU2 Usw cc Or
1st 0.0334 0.0556 -0.0200 14.1311 -12.3334 1.8668
2nd 0.0409 0.7658 -0.0413 1.5839 -2.2996 0.0497
Table 16.1: Initial energy budget for wave-opposing current with kh = 1.0, uf/C
0.003, E = 0.06, K = 3.5
values of o, in Table (16.1) and those obtained by directly solving the EVP is due
to the numerical error. Note that oa 2 is negative, indicating that it is a stabilizing
force for both the first and the second eigen-modes. or, is positive, so that it is a
destabilizing force for a wave-following current.
For the first eigen-mode, the contributions to the growth rate are dominated
by the work done by the surface stress a8 w and the viscous dissipation a,. Other
contributions are smaller than these two terms by an order of magnitude. Thus,under
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the conditions studied here, the first eigen-mode is driven mainly by the surface
stress mechanism discussed in section (14.3). Under certain conditions, the CL-II
mechanism can be important for the first eigen-mode, which we shall see later in this
chapter.
For the second eigen-mode, the energy production due to the Reynolds stress of
Langmuir circulation against the basic shear, onis comparable to o, and o,. Other
contributions are much smaller. Thus the second eigen-mode is driven by both the
surface stress mechanism and the CL-II mechanism discussed in section (14.2.3).
The small value of cst for both the first and the second eigen-modes indicates that
Langmuir circulation does not gain much energy in bending the vertical vorticity into
the longitudinal direction. For the second eigen-mode, o becomes comparable to
osw, indicating that energy obtained by Langmuir circulation due to bending the
lateral vorticity into vertical direction is comparable to the work done by the surface
stress.
16.1.3 Eigenfunctions and Langmuir cells for the first eigen-
mode
Eigenfunctions u2o, v'o and tio of the first eigen-mode are plotted in Figure (16-6). It
-Ij
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Figure 16-6: The modal shape for the first eigen-mode: solid lines-real part, dashed-
lines-imaginary part. kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, E = 0. 0 6 ,Zb= 2 x 106 and K = 3.5.
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can be seen that ito has only one zero, which is located at the bottom. iO has two
zeros: one is located at the bottom, and another at the location where Otbo/Oz = 0.
zbo has two zeros, which are located at the surface and the bottom, respectively. These
eigenfunctions are the simplest for the given boundary conditions.
Note that the numerical value of i 0 is smaller than ito by a factor of about 10 and
ii'o is smaller than o by a factor of about 10. From the eigenfunction of fLo, we can see
that the vertical vorticity (o = -auo/ay has its maximum near the surface and then
decreases rapidly with increasing distance from the mean surface. The longitudinal
vorticity o = awo/y - avo/Oz is strong only near the surface and weak near the
bottom. Because this eigen-mode is driven by the surface stress mechanism, these
features are the results of the vorticity diffusion from the mean surface.
We remark that the relative smallness of bo and ibo depends on the values of a,
K, and c, i.e., the diffusion processes. We shall have examples showing this in the
next section when we discuss the effects of K on Langmuir circulation.
The pattern of the computed Langmuir cells is shown in Figure (16-7). The values
of uo, vo, wo are computed according to (lc.normal.mode.1) and (lc.normal.mode.2).
The origin of y is chosen such that vo = 0 at y = Ky/7r. In the top plot of Figure
(16-7), the velocities uo and vo are not right on the mean surface z = 0, but one grid
point below the mean surface.
From Figure (16-7), the down-welling zone is signified by the negative vertical
velocity wo, and the up-welling zone by the positive vertical velocity. Near the free
surface, fluid moves toward the maximum value of aO, which is the surface conver-
gence. The down-welling zone is beneath the surface convergence. The centers of the
Langmuir cells are more close to the mean surface than to the bottom.
16.1.4 Eigenfunctions and Langmuir cells for the second eigen-
mode
The growth rate of the second eigen-mode in this case is small. We include the results
here for comparison with later results.
The eigenfunctions it0, % and zbo of the second eigen-mode are plotted in Figure
(16-8) , which is quite different from the first eigen-mode. Now ito has two zeros, one
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Figure 16-7: The pattern of Langmuir cells due to the first eigen-mode: top figure-
velocity uO (solid line) and vo (dashed-line) on the surface; bottom figure- the contour
of the stream function 4'. Conditions same as in Figure (16-6). Arrows indicate the
directions of the velocity vectors at the corresponding locations.
at the bottom and another one next to the surface. bo has three zeros: one is located
at the bottom, and the second one next to the surface and the third one in the core
region. 'to has three zeros, two next to the surface and one at the bottom. Because
the value of fbo and tvo are small near the surface, the enlarged views of 'o and l;o
near surface region are provided in Figure (16-8).
Note that the numerical values of 'o and Tho are comparable in the core region.
The vertical vorticity (o = -Ouo/Oy still has its maximum near the surface, but
does not decrease as quickly as for the first eigen-mode. The longitudinal vorticity
o = Owo/Dy - ovo/&z is large in the core region but small near the surface and
bottom. Near the surface zivo is about O(10') , the CL-II mechanism is very weak
here. The vertical vorticity near the surface is due to the surface stress and the
vorticity diffusion from the core region where the CL-Il mechanism is strong.
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Figure 16-8: Eigenfunctions for the second eigen-mode: solid lines-real part, dashed-
lines-imaginary part. kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, e = 0.0 6 ,zb = 2 x 106 and K = 3.5.
The pattern of the computed cells for the second eigen-mode is shown in Figure
(16-9). There are two cells: the smaller one close to the surface and the larger one in
the core. Near the free surface, fluid moves toward the maximum value of uo,which
is the surface convergence. But in the core region it is the up-welling zone that is
beneath the surface convergence. The center of the larger cells are more close to the
bottom surface than to the mean surface.
At the bottom of the small cells (wo = 0), the shear of the longitudinal veloc-
ity, Duo/az, is not zero, as seen in Figure (16-8). This suggests that there will be
momentum exchange (thus, energy exchange) between the small cells and the large
cells below. Note that the small cells are weak, and above the wave trough in this
example.
When both the first and the second eigen-modes can grow with time, the inter-
esting differences between the first and the second eigen-mode are :
1. The location of the down-welling zone in the core region. For the first eigen-
mode, the down-welling zone is beneath the surface convergence, but for the
second eigen-mode, the down-welling zone in the core region is between the
surface convergences.
2. The center of the Langmuir cell. For the first eigen-mode, the centers of the cells
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Figure 16-9: The pattern of Langmuir cells due to the second eigen-mode: top figure-
velocity uO (solid line) and vo (dashed-line) right on the surface; bottom figure- the
contour of the stream function b. Conditions same as in Figure (16-8). Arrows
indicate the directions of the velocity vectors at the corresponding locations.
are closer to the mean surface, while for the second eigen-mode, the centers are
closer to the bottom. Thus the effect of the bottom on the Langmuir circulation
is more direct for the second eigen-mode than for the first.
16.2 Effect of K on growth rate and fastest-growing
Langmuir cell
Among all the possible Langmuir cells with different K, we want to find which one
amplifies most rapidly. Presumably, this fastest growing Langmuir cell is the one
most likely to be observed. Typically, the values of basic state parameters such as
current strength, wave slope are fixed and the transverse wavenumber K is varied
until the maximum value of the real part of the characteristic exponent o- is found.
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This gives the transverse wavenumber, K, of the expected Langmuir cell as well as
its growth rate.
To illustrate the determination of the fastest-growing Langmuir cells, we take the
wave and current conditions as follows
kh = 1, e = 0.03, uf/C = 0.003, Zb = 2 x 10-6 (16.3)
and vary K from 0.2 to 9. We choose these parameters to demonstrate the existence
of the fastest-growing cells of the first eigen-mode. The growth rates of the first and
the second eigen-modes are plotted in Figure (16-10). It can be seen that the basic
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000
0
001:1
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0
~00
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K
Figure 16-10: Growth rate -, against K for the first (squares)
eigen-modes: kh = 1, utf/C = 0.003, e = 0.0 3 ,Zb = 2 x 10-6.
state is stable to the second eigen-mode for all K, but unstable to the first eigen-mode
with transverse wavenumber 0.5 < K < 4.25. The growth rate of the first eigen-mode
first increases with increasing K. At K = 2.6, the growth rate reaches the maximum
value , = 0.87. Further increasing K will reduce the growth rate. Under the wave
and current conditions given here , the fastest-growing Langmuir cell is due to the
first eigen-mode with K = 2.6.
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16.2.1 Eigenfunctions and pattern of Langmuir cells due to
the first eigen-mode
The eigenfunctions of the first eigen-mode for K = 1.0, 2.6 and 4.2 are plotted in
Figure (16-11). In all cases, fto has only one zero at the bottom and tbo has two
zeros located at the surface and the bottom. 'O has two zeros, one at the bottom
and another at &tbo/Oz = 0, where CvO takes its maximum value. Note that the
location where tbo takes maximum moves toward the mean surface when the transverse
wavenumber K is increased. Also note that, among the three K's, the magnitude of
tbo is the largest for K = 2.6 .
The cell pattern of the first eigen-mode with K = 1 is plotted in Figure (16-12).
In comparison with (16-7) where the center of the cells are closer to the surface, the
center of the cells in this case is approximately in the mid-depth, suggesting that both
the CL-II and surface stress mechanisms are important in producing these cells.
16.2.2 Energy budget
Now we examine the energy budget in order to understand the pattern of the Lang-
muir cells discussed in the previous section.
Different contributions to the energy production of the first eigen-mode for K =
1.0,2.6,4.2 are listed in Table (16.2). The value of a,, increases with increasing
K o-st U & U 2  UsW e Ur
1.0 0.0241 0.5020 -0.0096 0.2052 -0.4592 0.2625
2.6 0.0826 1.7323 -0.0353 1.9538 -2.8937 0.8398
4.2 0.1019 1.6855 -0.0451 5.6532 -7.4663 -0.0708
Table 16.2: Energy budget for the first eigen-mode
K, which is easy to understand from the expression of a, in (13.38d). For all K
discussed here, ou and a, are comparable under the given wave /current conditions,
suggesting that both the CL-II and the surface stress mechanisms contribute to the
growth of the first eigen-mode. This is why the center of the Langmuir cells in Figure
(16-12) is approximately at the mid-depth. This is quite different from the case
discussed in Table (16.1) where ou is much smaller than a,, and the circulation is
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Figure 16-11: Eigenfunctions of the first eigen-mode. From the top to bottom, K =
1.0, 2.6, 4.2, respectively. solid line(real part) and dashed-line (imaginary part): kh
1, Uf/C = 0.003, 6 = 0.0 3 ,Zb= 2 x 10-6.
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Figure 16-12: The pattern of Langmuir cells due to the first eigen-mode: top figure-
velocity u0 (solid line) and v0 (dashed-line) right on the surface; bottom figure- the
contour of the stream function V). Conditions same as (a) in Figure (16-11). Arrows
indicate the directions of the velocity vectors at the corresponding locations.
driven mainly by the surface stress. Thus, as far as the first eigen-mode is concerned,
the surface stress mechanism is always important, but the CL-II mechanism can be
important for the first eigen-mode under certain conditions.
Now we analyze the conditions under which CL-II mechanism can be important
for the first eigen-mode. The current strengths in Table (16.2) and Table(16.1) are
the same, uf/C = 0.003, but the wave slope here is only one half of that in Table
(16.1). As a result, the dimensionless friction velocity a, which also measured the
diffusivity of the vorticity, is two times larger than that in Table (16.1). Hence under
the condition given here, the vorticity generated from the surface can be easily diffused
into the core and enhance the CL-1I mechanism in the core region. In other words,
the strong current and weak waves will help the vorticity diffusion. That is why the
values of (fto, D0 and to0) in Figure (16-11) are larger than that in Figure (16-6) and
both the CL-II and surface stress mechanisms are important in Figure (16-11). We
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conclude that a large value of the dimensionless friction velocity a will make the CL-Il
mechanism important for the first eigen-mode.
Note that -st are comparable to ar for K = 4.2, indicating that in this case
Langmuir cells can gain some non-negligible energy in bending the vertical vorticity
into the longitudinal direction.
Even though the CL-II mechanism can be important for the first eigen-mode, there
is a fundamental difference between the first eigen-mode and the second eigen-mode
( beside the difference of the eigenfunctions). The relative importance of the CL-II
instability mechanism in the first eigen-mode crucially depends on the diffusion of
the vorticity generated by the surface stress; while in the second eigen-mode, CL-II
instability mechanism is affected by, but not dependent on, the vorticity generated
by the surface stress.
16.3 Effect of wave slope c on Langmuir circulation
16.3.1 Growth rate o
To study the effect of the wave slope on the Langmuir circulation, we begin with the
following example. The input parameters of this example are:
kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, E = [0.02, 0.2], Zb = 2 x 10-6, K = 3.5 (16.4)
The growth rates of the first and the second eigen-mode are plotted in Figure
(16-13) for various wave slopes. From Figure (16-13), we conclude that the basic
state will be unstable to the first eigen-mode with K = 3.5 if e > 0.025; while the
basic state will be unstable to the second eigen-mode if c > 0.06.
The growth rate of the first eigen-mode increases with increasing wave slope with-
out reaching the maximum within 0 < e < 0.2. After c > 0.14, the growth rate of the
first eigen-mode only change slightly with e. The growth rate of the second eigen-
mode first increases with increasing e, and reaches the maximum value at 6 = 0.1.
Further increasing e will reduce the growth rate of the second eigen-mode. The sup-
pression of the growth rate by large wave slope will be discussed shortly from the
viewpoint of the perturbed current.
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Figure 16-13: Growth rate -, against wave slope E for the first (squares) and the
second (circles) eigen-modes: kh = 1, ujIC = 0.003, K = 3.5 and Zb = 2 x 10-6.
16.3.2 The first eigen-mode
Now we examine the effect of the wave slope on the first eigen-mode in some details.
Eigenfunctions and Langmuir cells
The eigenfunctions, fto, io and tbo, of the first eigen-mode for E = 0.04, 0.1, 0.18 are
plotted in Figure (16-14), from which we can see that the values of bo and ibo decrease
with increasing E. Under the same current strength, large wave slope corresponds to
a small dimensionless friction velocity a, thus the vorticity diffusion from the surface
becomes harder. As a result, the vorticity for large wave slope will be more confined
to the surface than that for small wave slope.
The pattern of the Langmuir cells for E = 0.1 is shown in Figure (16-15), which
shows that the center of Langmuir cell is close to the mean surface and the down-
welling zone is beneath the surface convergence.
Energy budget
For the first eigen-mode, the computed values of o-st, o, ao, o-,w, and o-, defined in
(13.37), are given in Table (16.3) for e = 0.04,0.1,0.18. The vorticity is confined in a
narrow region near the surface for large wave slope, as shown in Figure(16-14), hence
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Figure 16-14: Eigenfunctions of the first eigen-mode. solid line(real part) and dashed-
line (imaginary part): kh = 1, ut/C = 0.003, K = 3.5,z = 2 x 10-6.
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the CL-II mechanism becomes not effective in the core region. Therefore, the value
of 0", decreases with increasing wave slope. For small wave slope, uau is of the same
order of magnitude as o,,, thus the CL-II mechanism is as important as the surface
stress mechanism due to the relative large value of a for small wave slope. Other
contributions( except the dissipation) to the growth rate of the first eigen-mode are
negligible.
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Figure 16-15: The pattern of Langmuir cells due to the first eigen-mode: top figure-
velocity u0 (solid line) and v0 (dashed-line) right on the surface; bottom figure- the
contour of the stream function V). Conditions same as (b) in Figure (16-14). Arrows
indicate the directions of the velocity vectors at the corresponding locations.
E OSt u1 i U2 6sw oe Or
0.04 0.0905 0.7063 -0.0402 8.6417 -8.1682 1.2301
0.10 0.0048 0.0017 -0.0067 15.3061 -12.8484 2.4574
0.18 0.0002 0.0000 -0.0015 12.9250 -10.0919 2.8318
Table 16.3: Effect of wave slope on the energy budget of the first eigen-mode
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16.3.3 The second eigen-mode
For the second eigen-mode, the growth rate for E ; 0.056 is negative, so we only
examine the cases where E = 0.1, 0.18.
Eigenfunctions and Langmuir cells
The eigenfunctions fto, 'o and zbo of the second eigen-mode for E = 0.1, 0.18 are plotted
in Figure (16-16). The shapes of these eigenfunctions are generally similar to those
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Figure 16-16: Eigenfunction of the second eigen-mode. solid line(real part) and
dashed-line (imaginary part): kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, K = 3 .5,zb = 2 X 10-6.
in Figure (16-8). The value i'o on the surface tends to zero as we increase the wave
slope. For large wave slope, the number of zeros in the eigenfunction ibo reduces from
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three to two, one on the surface and another on the bottom. As indicated by the
enlarged view of the eigenfunction near the surface, the zero next to the surface that
exists for small wave slope becomes unresolvable for large wave slope even under the
grid with N = 600, which is already very fine near the two boundaries. Also note
that for large wave slope, uov 0 and u'o are comparable numerically, while for small
wave slope, the values of o and ibo are normally smaller than that of ito. Thus we
conclude that under large wave slope the surface stress mechanism is weak while the
CL-1I mechanism is strong for the second eigen-mode.
The pattern of the cells for c = 0.18 is given in Figure (16-17), which shows that the
center of the cell is close to the bottom, indicating that the surface stress mechanism
is not effective for this cell. The up-welling zone is beneath the surface convergences,
while the down-welling zone is located between the surface convergences.
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Figure 16-17: The pattern of Langmuir cells due to the second eigen-mode: top figure-
velocity uO (solid line) and vo (dashed-line) right on the surface; bottom figure- the
contour of the stream function V). Conditions same as (b) in Figure (16-16). Arrows
indicate the directions of the velocity vectors at the corresponding locations.
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Energy budget
For the first eigen-mode, the computed values of ost, o,, o12 , asw, and o,, defined in
(13.37), are given in Table (16.4) for E = 0.1, 0.18. First of all, o-, decreases with
E Ust Ou 1  OU2 Jsw Ue 5,
0.10 0.0961 0.5327 -0.0743 0.8083 -0.9772 0.3856
0.18 0.1424 0.2860 -0.1109 0.0123 -0.0666 0.2633
Table 16.4: Effect of wave slope on the energy budget of the second eigen-mode
increasing wave slope, indicating that the surface stress mechanism is not effective
for the second eigen-mode when wave slope is large. This can also be seen from
the eigenfunctions in Figure (16-16). For c = 0.18, the value of b:o on the surface
is practically zero, resulting in a very small value of o,. Next, uU2 become more
negative for larger wave slope. This is because a larger wave slope generates a larger
reduction of the mean velocity near the surface. The second order current correction
is the stabilizing force and it is u 22 that makes the growth rate decrease for large
wave slope, as shown in Figure (16-13).
Also note that cst increases with increasing wave slope. In view of the eigenfunc-
tion shown in Figure (16-16), fto and tio are of the same order of magnitude, and the
Reynolds stress of circulation is larger for large wave slope. Consequently the energy
production due to the Reynolds stress of circulation against the Stokes shear is also
larger for larger wave slope.
16.4 Growth rate oU.(K, 6)
In the (K, E) parameter space, we can construct the relationship between e and K for
the neutral stability and the fastest-growing Langmuir cells.
The K - E relationship/curve for the neutral stability curve is the border between
stability and instability, and is defined by o-,(K, e) = 0 for given kh, Zb and uf/c. If
the basic state is unstable, then among all the unstable modes corresponding different
transverse wavenumber K, the unstable mode with the largest growth rate -, will be
the one which is most likely to be observed. Langmuir cell with the largest O-r for all
K is the fastest-growing cell.
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For each fixed e, Ur (K; c) is a function of K. The maximum value of a, is obtained
at
= 0 (16.5)
K =0
where 1L means fixing e. Equation (16.5) gives K = Kma, at which ar has its maxi-
mum. For any og(K, E) = cons., dar = 0 along the contour of Ur, thus we have
do, = 9 dE + r dK = 0 (16.6)
96K aK
which gives
- - aKE (16.7)
dK aOrIK
In view of (16.5), Kmax can also be obtained from the condition (16.8)
=0 (16.8)
dK
on a given contour of Ur. 1
16.4.1 Growth rate -, K) of the first eigen-mode
The growth rates o(e, K) of the first eigen-mode for kh = 1.0, uf/C = 0.003 and
Zb= 2 x 10-6 are plotted in Figure (16-18). As discussed in section (16.3), the growth
rate of the first eigen-mode increases with increasing K for given C. In other words,
small Langmuir cells reach the nonlinear stage early.
The E - K relationship/curve of the neutral stability is represented by the curve
Ur = 0. For each E < 0.04, there are two values of K for which Langmuir cells do not
grow or decay. Between these two values of K, Langmuir cells grow. For E > 0.04,
there is only one value of K for which the Langmuir cells do not grow or decay. The
critical wave slope, Ecr = 0.021 , is found at de/dK = 0 on the curve Ur = 0. If
wave slope is less than 0.021 then the basic state is stable for all K under the chosen
'Thanks Professor Mei for the derivation of equations (16.5)-(16.8).
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Figure 16-18: Growth rate of the first eigen-mode kh = 1.0, uj/C = 0.003 and
z6 = 2 x 10-6
conditions.
16.4.2 Growth rate -r(E, K) of the second eigen-mode
The growth rates o- (E, K) of the second eigen-mode for kh = 1.0, u1 /C = 0.003 and
Zb = 2 x 10-6 are plotted in Figure (16-19). Again, the E - K relationship/curve of
the neutral stability is represented by the curve a, = 0. The critical wave slope for
the second eigen-mode is c, = 0.058. For each e > 0.058 ,there are two values of
K at which Langmuir cells do not grow or decay. Between these two values of K,
Langmuir cells grow.
In Figure (16-19), there is a maximum growth rate at E = 0.105 and K = 3.8. For
the fastest growing Langmuir cells (dE/dK = 0 on the contour lines), the growth rate
first increases with increasing wave slope and when the wave slope is larger than 0.105,
the growth rate decreases with further increasing wave slope. As we have discussed
in the previous section, large wave slope makes the reduction of the mean velocity
near the surface larger, hence the stability force due to the perturbed current larger.
As a result, the growth rate can be suppressed by large wave slope.
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Figure 16-19: Growth rate of the second eigen-mode kh = 1.0, uf/C 0.003 and
Zb = 2 x 10-6. The irregularity of the contour lines is due to the numerical error.
In summary, large waves make the basic flow more unstable, and small Langmuir
cells grow faster than large cells.
16.5 Effect of kh on growth rate -,(6, K)
To study the effect of the kh on the growth rate of Langmuir circulation, we compute
the growth rates for three water depths, kh = 0.7,1.0,1.3 with uf /C = 0.006, Zb
2 x 10-6 fixed.
16.5.1 Growth rate -,(K, e) for the first eigen-mode
The growth rates u(K, c) of the first eigen-mode for kh = 0.7 , kh = 1.0 and kh = 1.3
are plotted in Figure (16-20), which leads to the following conclusions:
e The effect of water depth kh on the first eigen-mode is relative weak. This is
largely due to the fact that this mode is deriven mainly by the surface stress.
The vorticity will be relatively weak when it is diffused from the surface to the
bottom.
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* For given (6, K), the growth rate is decreasing with increasing water depth.
This is mainly due to the factor coth(kh) in the surface stress condition.
" The spacing of the fastest-growing Langmuir cells for small wave slope are larger
in deep water than that in shallower water.
16.5.2 Growth rate -,(K, e) for the second eigen-mode
The growth rates -(K, c) for the second eigen-mode are plotted in Figure (16-21) for
kh = 0.7, kh = 1.0, and kh = 1.3 with uf/C = 0.006 and Zb = 2 x 10-6. From Figure
(16-21), we find that the effects of water depth on the growth rate of the second
eigen-mode are similar to that for the first eigen-mode, that is,
* The minimum wave slope needed to have instability is not sensitive to kh.
" For given (E, K), the growth rate is decreasing with increasing water depth kh.
" The cell spacing of the fastest-growing Langmuir cells are larger in deep water
than in shallower water.
* The spacing distribution of the unstable Langmuir circulation is wider in shal-
lower water than in deep water.
In the CL-II theory for deep water (see Leibovich (1983) [39]), the eigenvalue
problem depends on a single parameter, the so-called " Langmuir number" La, defined
by
3 k2
La = T 2 (16.9)
wa up
where vT is a constant eddy viscosity and a the wave amplitude. Parameter La is a
measure of the relative importance of current to waves.
For a variable eddy viscosity, let us measure the relative importance of current to
waves by
Lacr = t2f/C (16.10)
cr
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where ec, is the minimum wave slope required to have instability for given current
strength.
We remark that if we take vT = uj/k, then (16.9) can be also written as
La = 2 (16.11)
Thus Lac, defined in (16.10) is closely related to the Langmuir number, La, defined by
(16.9) for deep water and constant eddy viscosity. The values of Lac, for the current
strength given in Figure (16-23) are listed in Table (16.5). Note that La decreases
kh 0.7 1.0 1.3
Lac, 0.993 0.956 0.945
Table 16.5: Lac, for the second eigen-mode
only slightly with increasing water depth kh and can be regard as independent of kh
for the given current strength.
To further examine how water depth affect the growth rate, we study the effect of
the water depth on the energy production of Langmuir circulation. In Table (16.6),
the energy productions of the second eigen-mode are listed for three water depths.
kh cst U, O 2 Orsw U a,
0.7 0.0614 0.7225 -0.1279 2.0204 -2.3356 0.3407
1.0 0.0557 0.7010 -0.0560 1.3914 -1.8337 0.2584
1.3 0.0458 0.6616 -0.0255 0.6614 -1.2735 0.0699
Table 16.6: Energy productions of the second eigen-mode for 6 = 0.10, Zb = 2 x 10-6
,uf/C = 0.006 and K = 3.5.
For the given conditions, the energy production by the Stokes drift is relatively
small for all three water depths. The energy dissipation for the three water depths
is compensated mainly by the energy production by o. and cu,. For small kh, o 2
is also important. Because r, and ast do not change much with kh, the change of
o, with kh is mainly due to that change of r, which has a factor coth(kh) in its
expression.
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We have argued in section (13.3) that the contribution of the bottom wave bound-
ary layer to the growth rate is about 0(0.05) at most ( see section (13.3)) . That
conclusion has been supported here by the fact that cst, o, does not change much
with kh.
In summary, kh affects the growth rate indirectly though the second order current
correction and the surface stress. The most significant effect of kh is that the water
depth limit the size of Langmuir cells.
16.6 Effect of the current strength on the growth
rate
Now, we study the effect of the current strength on the growth rate by varying uf/C
from 0.003 to 0.006 and 0.01. Other parameters are fixed at kh = 1.0, Zb = 2 x 10-6.
16.6.1 Growth rate ur(K, c) for the first eigen-mode
The growth rates o(K, e) for the first eigen-mode are plotted in Figure (16-22) for
uf/C = 0.003,uf/C = 0.006 and uf/C = 0.01. From Figure (16-22), we have the
following conclusions:
" For given (c, K), the growth rate of the stronger current is smaller than that of
the weaker current. This is partially due to the increased dissipation by strong
current.
" The minimum wave slope required to have instability increases with increasing
current strength, thus strong current need large waves in order to have insta-
bility.
" The spacing of the fastest-growing cells slightly increases with increasing current
strength.
To examine how the current strength affect the energy production, we listed the
values of cxst, U11, U1, and o, of the first eigen-mode in Table (16.7) for uf/C =
0.003, 0.006, 0.01. Other parameters are fixed at kh = 1.0 , Zb = 2 x 10-6, E = 0.1 and
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Uf/C Qst a,,, Sw or 0
0.003 0.0048 0.0017 -0.0067 15.3061 -12.8484 2.4574
0.006 0.0185 0.0172 -0.0119 14.9878 -12.9138 2.0979
0.01 0.0437 0.1018 -0.0193 13.4395 -11.8133 1.7525
Table 16.7: Effect of current strength on the energy budget of the first eigen-mode
K = 3.5. The first eigen-modes listed in Table (16.7) are driven mainly by the surface
stress. The balance of the energy production due to the work done by the surface
stress and the dissipation controls the growth rate of Langmuir cells. Increasing
current strength increases the (eddy viscosity) diffusivity which in turn increases the
turbulent dissipation. For the first eigen-mode, the net effect is the reduced growth
rate by the increased current strength (eddy viscosity).
16.6.2 Growth rate -,(K, c) for the second eigen-mode
The growth rates u(K, e) for the second eigen-mode are plotted in Figure (16-23) for
Uf/C = 0.003,ufIC = 0.006 and uf /C = 0.01.
As for the first eigen-mode, for given (6, K), the growth rate increases with de-
creasing current strength, and the minimum wave slope required to have instability
increases with increasing current strength, thus strong current need large waves in
order to have instability. The spacing of the fastest growing Langmuir cells is not
sensitive to the change of the current strength.
The value of Lac,, define in (16.10), are listed in Table (16.8)) for the current
strength given in Figure (16-23), which shows that Lac, is almost a constant for the
Uf /C 0.003 0.006 0.01
Lac, 0.928 0.956 0.971
Table 16.8: Lac, for the second eigen-mode
given dimensionless water depth kh.
From Table (16.5) and Table (16.8), an averaged value of Lacr ,(Lac,), is found
by taking the averaged of all values of the Lac, in these two tables.
(Lac,) = 0.959 (16.12)
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Thus (16.12) can be viewed as an empirical criterion for instability for the problems
studied here.
To examine how the current strength affect the energy budget, we listed the values
of ast, uI, UU2 , os, and a, of the second eigen-mode in Table (16.7) for uf/C =
0.003, 0.006, 0.01. Other parameters are fixed at kh = 1.0 , zb = 2 x 10-6, e = 0.1
and K = 3.5. It is easy to understand that strong current will result in a large
Uf/C ost ou1  On2 osw 0e Or
0.003 0.0961 0.5327 -0.0743 0.8083 -0.9772 0.3856
0.006 0.0557 0.7010 -0.0560 1.3914 -1.8337 0.2584
0.01 0.0350 0.8034 -0.0434 1.6443 -2.5460 -0.1066
Table 16.9: Effect of current strength on the energy budget of the second eigen-mode
dissipation through the eddy viscosity, as indicated by the values of o-. The energy
production due to the Stoke drift decreases slightly with increasing current strength,
and its contribution to the total growth rate is small. The strong current produces
large transverse vorticity &uo/Dz and results in a strong CL-II mechanism. Thus as 1
for a stronger current is larger than that for a weaker current. a, decreases with
increasing current strength because the second order current correction in a stronger
current is weaker than that in a weaker current under the same wave conditions.
To explain the change of -,, with the current strength, we examine the eigen-
functions, which are plotted in Figure (16-24) for us/C = 0.003, 0.006, 0.01.
The significant effect of the current strength on the eigenfunction is that a strong
current results in a large transverse velocity V0 near the surface. Strong current will
always accompany the large eddy viscosity. For the same wave slope, a strong current
means a large dimensionless diffusivity (eddy viscosity), a. The larger a will help
the vorticity diffusion and deepen the region influenced by the vorticity generated on
the surface. Therefore, the destabilizing force of the surface stress is more influential
for a stronger current. This is consistent with the effect of the wave slope, where
small waves slope results in large a and deepen the region influenced by the vorticity
generated on the surface, hence the transverse velocity Vo and a,,.
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Chapter 17
Langmuir circulation in a
wave-opposing current
In this chapter, we shall discuss the unstable mode in a wave-opposing current. We
shall find that for the parameter range chosen there is only one unstable mode, which
is driven by the surface stress. The shape of this unstable mode and effects of trans-
verse wavenumber, wave slope, current strength and water depth on the growth rate
of this unstable mode will also be discussed.
As we have argued before, the surface-stress driven circulation depends only
weakly on the basic current. We have also seen in the previous chapter that the
bottom is not important for the growth rate. Thus it can be expected that Langmuir
circulation of the first eigen-mode in a wave-opposing current will be similar to that
in a wave-following current.
17.1 Unstable eigen-mode
Let us first show that instability is possible for a wave-opposing current. We take
kh = 1.0, Uf/C = 0.003, 6 = 0.0 6 , Zb = 2 x 10-6 for example. The velocity profile of
the basic current is plotted in Figure (17-1), and the shear rates of the unperturbed
and perturbed currents are plotted in Figure (17-2).
For a wave-opposing current, the shear rate of the unperturbed current is negative.
Note that the shear rate of the perturbed current is still negative with maximums near
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Figure 17-1: The unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the total basic current (solid
line) for wave-opposing current for kh = 1, u/C 0.003, e = 0.06Z= 2 x 10-6
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Figure 17-2: Shear rate of the unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the perturbed
current (solid line) for wave-opposing current for kh = 1, uf/C = 0.003, c = 0.0 6 ,Z =
2 x 10-6
bottom and the surface. The slight increase of the mean current near the surface by
waves can be noticed. This increase of the mean velocity will become more significant
for large wave slope. To show this, we take vf /C = 0.003, kh = 0.7, E = 0.12, and
Zb = 2 x 10-6, and the velocity profile of the basic current is shown in Figure (17-3),
and the shear rates of the unperturbed and perturbed currents in Figure (17-4).
Note that in Figure (17-4) that shear rate of the perturbed current is more negative
in the entire depth of water for large wave slope, which again indicates the strong
effect of waves on the mean current as shown in Figure (17-3).
Now we study the stability/instability of a wave-opposing current which includes
both the unperturbed current and the perturbed current . As in a wave-following
current, we first take K = 3.5 and examine the growth rate of the prescribed spanwise
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Figure 17-4: Shear rate of the unperturbed current (dashed-line) and the perturbed
current (solid line) for wave-opposing current for kh = 0.7, uj/C = 0.003, E =
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perturbation.
The real and imaginary parts of the first 9 eigenvalues are plotted in Figure (17-5).
There is only one unstable eigen-mode with a growth rate a, = 1.6722. The principle
of exchange of stability still holds.
The computed values of O-st, u 1 , c2, UU-, and o, are given in Table (17.1). The
dominant contribution to the growth rate comes from the work done by the surface
stress, which is order of magnitude larger than other contributions. Even though ou,
is small, but it is negative for a wave-opposing current, indicating the unperturbed
current is a stabilizing force, while for a wave-following current the unperturbed cur-
rent is a destabilizing force. The CL-II mechanism is absent here. Therefore Langmuir
cells generated by this unstable mode are the results of the vorticity diffusion from
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Figure 17-5: Eigenvalue
0.003, c = 0.06, K = 3.5
spectrum for wave-opposing current with kh = 1.0, uf/C =
USt au1 u2 USw UE Or
0.0311 -0.0304 -0.0186 13.4566 -11.8086 1.6301
Table 17.1: Initial energy production for wave-opposing current with kh
1.0, ujIC = 0.003, e = 0.06, K = 3.5
the mean surface.
The eigenfunctions of ito, 'Do and tbo are plotted in Figure (17-6). Near the sur-
face(except right on the mean surface) , 'o is smaller than but comparable to ito,
which has two zeros: one in the core region and another at the bottom, indicating
that the vertical vorticity has two zeros at the same locations as well.
The pattern of Langmuir cells due to this unstable eigen-mode is shown in Figure
(17-7). Water particles near the surface move first toward the surface convergences
and then downward. The center of the cell is closer to the surface than to the bottom.
We conclude that for unstable Langmuir cells found in a wave-opposing current,
the vertical vorticity, (o = Duo/Dy, is generated by the surface stress, and bent into
the longitudinal direction, and then diffuse downwards.
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17.2 Effect of K
To show the effect of the transverse wavenumber in a wave-opposing current, we take
kh = 1.0, uf/C = 0.003, e = 0.06, and examine the growth rates of the spanwise
perturbations with 0.2 < K < 9.
The first 9 eigen-values are plotted in Figure (17-8) for K = 3.4 and Figure (17-9)
for K = 9. which show that there is only one unstable eigen-mode and the principle
of exchange of stability holds.
The initial energy budget analysis shows that this unstable mode is forced again
mainly by the surface stress, as indicated by Table (17.2), in which au, < 0 , indicating
K ust Ou1 cTU2  Osw US Or
3.4 0.0313 -0.0303 -0.0184 12.7629 -11.3839 1.3616
9 0.0163 -0.0155 -0.0184 31.7933 -27.7370 4.0387
Table 17.2: Initial energy budget for wave-opposing current with kh = 1.0, Uf/C
0.003, 6 = 0.06 and K = 3.4, 9
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that the unperturbed current is a stabilizing force for a wave-opposing current.
For K = 9, the eigenfunctions, uo, vo, and zbo, are plotted in Figure (17-10) and
the pattern of the Langmuir cell is plotted in Figure (17-11). In comparison with the
case of small K, the cell center for larger K is closer to the mean surface , indicating
the diffusion distance of vorticity is smaller for larger K. For K = 9, both V0 and
tbo are of O(10-'), thus the dominant velocity component is flo that is confined in a
narrow region near the surface. But the energy of this Langmuir cell is still carried by
both the longitudinal velocity and the transverse velocity, as the latter is relatively
large in the core region.
Only one unstable eigen-mode has been found numerically for 0.2 < K < 9. The
growth rate of this unstable eigen-mode is plotted in Figure (17-12), which shows
that the Langmuir cell with smaller spacing (larger K) will grow faster.
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Figure 17-9: Eigenvalue spectrum for kh = 1.0, Uf/C = 0.003, E = 0.06, K = 9
For large K or small spacing, the dominant velocity component is io, it is likely
that for Langmuir cell of small spacing is difficult to be observed by surface tracers
because of the small value of VO near the surface.
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17.3 Effect of wave slope
Now, we show the effects of the wave slope on the Langmuir circulation. We take
kh = 1.0, uf /C = 0.003, K = 1 for example and vary c from 0.02 to 0.2. The reason
we choose K = 1 is because the cell extends to the entire depth.
The first 9 eigen-values are plotted in Figure (17-13) for E = 0.06, and Figure
(17-14) for E = 0.2, which show that there is only one unstable eigen-mode and the
principle of exchange of stability holds. The unstable mode again is driven by the
surface stress, as indicated by the energy budget analysis given in Table (17.3).
6 OSt ru1 0U2 9sW ae Ur
0.06 0.0366 -0.0350 -0.0123 2.7369 -2.6354 0.0907
0.2 0.0050 -0.0005 -0.0033 4.7738 -4.0247 0.7503
Table 17.3: Initial energy budget for wave-opposing current with kh = 1.0, uj/C =
0.003, K = 1 and E = 0.06, 0.2
Eigenfunctions, uo, vo, and ib0 , are plotted in Figure (17-15) and the pattern of the
Langmuir cell is plotted in Figure (17-16) for E = 0.06 and e = 0.2. It can be seen that
the cell center for large wave slope is closer to the mean surface, indicating that the
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diffusion distance is smaller. Note that the cell center for E = 0.06 is approximately in
the mid-depth. Because of the absence of the CL-II theory, this feature is the result
of the vorticity diffusion alone. For E = 0.06 , i'o = 0(10-1) and tbo = O(10 -), thus
it is likely that the Langmuir circulation of large spacing can be observed in the field
conditions.
Computations show that there is only one unstable eigen-mode for 0.02 < E < 0.2.
As plotted in Figure (17-17), the growth rate of the unstable eigen-mode increases
with increasing wave slope. The growth rate o-, does not have a maximum value
between 0.02 < E < 0.2, while in a wave-following current there is a range of E within
which -, has maximum.
Large wave slope has the same effects as large transverse wavenumber on the
diffusion distance of vorticity, i.e., both large E and large K will reduce the diffusion
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Eigenvalue spectrum for kh = 1.0, uf/C = 0.003, E = 0.06, K = 1
distance of the vorticity and move the center of the Langmuir cells toward the mean
surface.
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17.4 Growth rate uo(K, 6)
Similar to the wave-following current, we can plot the growth rate ar in the (E, K)
parameter space and construct the relationship between E and K for the neutral
(marginal) stability.
For kh = I, uf/C = 0.003 and Zb= 2 x 10-6, the growth rate or(K, E) is plotted
in Figure (17-18). It can be seen that the growth rate increases with increasing wave
slope e and the transverse wavenumber K. The fastest growing Langmuir cells have
transverse wavenumber K > 9. This feature is different from that of wave-following
current where the fastest growing cells may have a transverse wavenumber K < 9 for
small wave slope.
As expected, the small cells will first be observed, and these cells will quickly reach
the nonlinear state.
The E - K relationship of the neutral stability is represented by or = 0. In Figure
(17-18), The critical wave slope is ec, = 0.056, below which the basic state is stable
for all K under the chosen conditions.
In comparison with (b) in Figure (16-20) for the wave-following current, it can
been seen that the critical wave slope for wave-opposing current is larger, thus a
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Figure 17-15: Eigenfunctions for wave-opposing current with kh = 1.0, uf /C =
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wave-opposing current is relatively stable compared with a wave-following current.
We have computed the growth rate o-,(f, K) for the combinations of kh = 0.7,1.0,1.3
and uj/C = 0.003, 0.006, 0.01. The results are given in Figure (17-19). We remark
that, for a wave-opposing current, there is no instability based on the classic CL-II
theory. The instability found here is the result of work done by the mean surface
stress. The vorticity generated on the surface will diffuse downward and form the
Langmuir cells. The slight differences of or (c, K) between a wave-following current
and a wave-opposing current for the first eigen-mode is partially due to the small
difference in the diffusion processes.
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17.5 Effect of current strength
We show the effect of the current strength on the Langmuir circulation by examining
the curve of the neutral stability for uf /C = 0.003,0.006 and 0.01 under kh = 1.0, Zb =
2 x 10-6, which are plotted in Figure (17-20). The critical wave slope increases with
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Figure 17-20: Effects of
current
current strength on Langmuir circulation for wave-opposing
increasing current strength uJ/C. Thus, stronger current need larger waves to make
the basic flow unstable, which is the same as in a wave-following current.
For each current strength, when K is larger than some critical value, the neutral
stability curves becomes flat and independent of K. The critical K is about 5 for
the conditions considered here. This feature is also similar to that found in a wave-
following current, where, under the same conditions, this critical K is about 7.
17.6 Effect of water depth
Now we show the effect of the dimensionless depth kh on the Langmuir circulation
by an example. We take the current strength uf/C = 0.006, and kh = 0.7,1.0,1.3.
For all cases, zb = 2 x 10-6.
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The curves of the neutral stability for the conditions stated above are plotted in
Figure (17-21). Again, the critical wave slope increases with increasing water depth
W3
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Figure 17-21: Effect of water
for wave-opposing current
depth on Langmuir circulation on Langmuir circulation
kh, indicating that deep water is more stable than shallower water. Again, the curve
of the neutral stability becomes flat when K is larger than some critical value.
As we have shown that the Langmuir cells found in a wave-opposing current is
the result of the vorticity diffusion from the surface and the velocity components have
their maximums near the surface, thus the dissipation due to the bottom is negligible.
The water depth kh affects the growth rate through the dissipation in the core and
the eigenfunctions. The water depth also will affect the work done by the surface
stress through the factor coth(kh) in surface shear stress condition.
17.7 Summary
In summary, Langmuir circulation can occur in a wave-opposing current by an in-
stability mechanism, driven by the surface stress. A wave-opposing current is more
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kh=1.3-
1.0
0.7
stable than a wave-following current. As in a wave-following current, small cells have
relative large growth rate and will reach the nonlinear stage quickly. Deeper water is
more stable than shallower water and large waves make the basic flow more unsta-
ble. Because the origin of circulation is the mean surface stress, the pattern and the
growth rate of it will not be directly affected by the basic current and the bottom. In
other words, wave-following or wave-opposing current will produce similar cells. The
slight differences due to the current direction is mainly because the diffusion processes
differ in details for these two types of currents.
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Chapter 18
Concluding remarks of part II
In the second part of the thesis, a linear theory for Langmuir circulation in water of
finite depth has been presented. As in the part I, the current is assumed to be as
strong as the wave orbital velocity. Only the smooth bottom is studied here. The
interaction between the primary waves and the secondary waves render a non-zero
mean stress on the surface, which leads to the surface-stress generation mechanism of
Langmuir circulation, in addition to the CL-II mechanism. It is found that Langmuir
cells can be formed in both a waves-following and a wave-opposing current. For a
wave-following current, both the first and the second eigen-mode can grow in time;
while for a wave-opposing current, only the first eigen-modes can grow in time. It is
found that the principle of exchange of stability holds for both wave-following and
wave-opposing currents.
For both the wave-following and wave-opposing currents, the analysis of the energy
budget of Langmuir circulation shows that the stabilizing forces are the second order
current correction and the eddy viscosity, and the destabilizing forces are Stokes
drift and the surface-stress. The unperturbed current is a destabilizing force for a
wave-following current, but a stabilizing force for a wave-opposing current. For the
second eigen-mode, the most significant contributions to the growth rate come from
the unperturbed current, eddy viscosity and the surface-stress. The first eigen-mode
is driven mainly by the surface stress for large waves or large transverse wavenumber.
The second eigen-mode is driven mainly by the CL-II mechanism for large waves. For
weak waves both the CL-Il and surface-stress mechanisms can be important to the
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large-spacing cells of the first eigen-mode. For strong waves, both the surface-stress
and the CL-II mechanisms are important to cells of the second eigen-mode.
The center of Langmuir cells is close to the mean surface if the surface-stress
mechanism dominates the CL-II mechanism and the center of cells is close to the
bottom if the CL-II mechanism dominates the surface-stress mechanism. When both
the CL-II and surface stress mechanisms are important, the cell center will be in the
mid-depth.
Direct comparison with laboratory observations is difficult currently. All the past
experiments were performed in a tank with the width less than 1 m. As we argued in
the sidewall-generated circulation(see section (14.4)), the circulation due to the side-
walls can be significant in these laboratory experiments. The observed circulation in
Nepf, et al (1991) [58] were greatly affected by the sidewall and the circulation pat-
terns in their experiments were similar to that generated by the sidewalls (see section
(14.4)). In another set of experiments of Nepf, et al (1995)[57] , the cell patterns
other than that of the sidewall-generated circulation were found for wave-breaking.
In both Nepf, et al (1991)[58] and Nepf, et al (1995) [57], the dimensionless water
depths kh were much larger than unity. The observed circulations of Klopman (1997)
[35 for both the wave-following and wave-opposing currents over rough bottom were
also similar to that generated by the sidewalls (see section (14.4)). Other experiments
( Faller and Caponi (1977)[14] and Melville, et al(1998)[51]) had wind blowing over
the surface. Therefore, additional experiments for non-breaking wave in a water of
finite depth and and in tank with large width are worthwhile to check the present
theory.
The present theory can be extended to a rough bottom where the roughness
element is deeply buried inside the BWBL, in which case the equations governing
Langmuir circulation inside and outside the BWBL will be different. The solutions
of Langmuir circulation inside the BWBL provide the bottom boundary conditions
for Langmuir circulation in the core region.
There is also no difficulty in including wind in the model as long as a reasonable
eddy viscosity model can be described. As an immediate next step, it is also desirable
to study the nonlinear evolution of the Langmuir circulation. The order of estimates
of Langmuir circulation at the nonlinear stage has been given in Appendix (B), and a
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set of nonlinear equations based on those order of estimates can be derived to study
the nonlinear evolution of Langmuir cells. Finally, it is of practical interests to study
the impact of Langmuir circulation on the suspended sediment transport.
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Appendix A
Wave energy equation
The governing equation for the wave energy in a 2D flow can be derived in a way
similar to the kinetic energy equation of turbulent flows. For compactness, we denote
qi -- u, q3 - W, X1 X, X3 -- Z (A. 1)
The dimensionless continuity and momentum equations of the total motion for an
incompressible fluid are
= 0 (A.2)
q+ q -= 
-- (A.3)
19t 09. ax .7
where i = 1, 3 and j = 1, 3 and
-2= -p 6w + Tzj (A.4)
Tij = 2aS + (A.5)
where a is the dimensionless friction velocity and S the shape function of the eddy
viscosity. p is the dynamic pressure, related to the total pressure P by
P = P - gk (A.6)P W2 j
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where g is the gravity acceleration, k the wavenumber, and W the wave angular
frequency (see e.g., section 10.2, Mei, 1989).
The dimensionless surface boundary conditions are
. The no-flux condition at the surface z = 7
+ ai - q3 = 0,
at 09x Z = 'q
(A.7)
where q is the surface displacement.
. The zero normal and tangential stress condition at the surface z = 7
g k 1 a?
-_(P - g ) + - q + 713 = 0
I gk-( W- 2 ) + 73 3
(A.8)
(A.9)
-
i1 3 - = 0ax
At the bottom, z = z+ = -kh + Zb, where Zb = kzB with ZB being the dimensional
bottom roughness, we have the no-slip condition
qi = 0, z = z+ (A.10)
and the no-flux condition
q3 = 0, z = z+ (A.11)
To derive the energy equation, we multiply qj on both side of (A.3) to obtain
aq2 / 2 aqi
at q ax,
In view of the following two identities for an incompressible fluid
- aq,(q2)
ax,
aqi
ax,
q2 aqj
2 axj
aq,(q/2)
Oxj
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qi x (A.12)
aqi
ax2
Oq 2 
qx
Oxy
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.12) can be written as
aq 2
at ax3 (
_ i aqi
ax3
2
qj a) 1O+ (qii
aq
- 1 ax
12
q2
a - 2
+ ji 
- q3 
_)~i (A.15)
Integrating this equation with respect to z from the bottom z = z+ to the moving
surface z = 77, we have
[77 ( at2) dz=
- I
I ',
Zw
(- aq) dz +
2~
+ q Ui3 - 3 -_q3- -
a
ax
qio'i3
-
(qio- i
2
q3 2 (A.16)
In view of the no-slip and no-flux conditions at the bottom z = z+ , (A.10) and
(A.11), we have
a9 q /2 'Ii+ ( at ) dz=-
+ G±i-3 - q3 W
Making use of Leibnitz rule, we have
a q dz+
axj(
a
ax(q o-j1
dz = a 2 dz2
(qiu-11 - q1- dz2
(A.17)
qjai
q2 a'
2 at'
1
- q, -dz - qio-i1 - q1 ax
hence (A.17) can be rewritten as
I 77O aqi dzOx a)~
+ q O-i3 - q3  - [ioi1 - qi2qi2 I2 177 at (A.18)
By virtue of the surface kinematic boundary condition (A.7), the following equation
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IZ ox
f 1 ( |2a 2
Z+ ( a
2)
- q, qi dz2
2)
- q, qi dz
2
7 2qi
-dzat Z+ 2
2)
- q, qi dz
2+ Ox gh qo-i1
1977 
+
09X
[qi~i - q 7i [j - qq
+ a + [qii3 - qgC- a7
= [q (O'i3 - D)1a
It then follows that (A.18) can be written as
& [7 q2
i i-h -d
'2
- \ _j dz
+ [qj (j 3 - il " )]
Making use of the surface dynamic boundary conditions (A.8) and (A.9), and the
kinematic boundary condition (A.7), we get
[qz( O6T3 (31Dx Il1-J19X -(-p + Tii)
+ 73 3 ) - 310 I
[,gk 779' q gkq'
Igk?7 2
2 w2 at
(A.21)
Thus (A.20) can be rewritten as
S ( qi gk2 )dz
at 2 2 2 2 =-
+ J
a(7 qi dz
(q ui1 - qi )dz (A.22)
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ax 2 at
(A.19)
a
+ x
-h K
2q
(A.20)
= 1q
=q2] (-q3 +
+ [q3 ((-P
In view of the definition of a-j (A.4), and the continuity equation (A.2), we have
q 2
01j- q dz=
( I dz
Dx,]) = 
21
2 aS Dx + dz.axi) (A.23)
Thus the depth-integrated energy equation (A.22) can be written as
+ I dzW2 2/at z+ 22(qi
_C2 
1 fz+
aS Dq(s D x , + )dz + a : ( (A.24)
where the factor (kh - z+)- has been canceled on both sides of (A.24).
Taking the time average of (A.24), we have
a k( q± ) gk Z2
at z+ 2 w2 2 )d
a
aS __ aq, 2+ I dz
Dxi
(qicori (A.25)
The left-hand side of (A.25) is time rate of the change of the total energy (sum of the
potential energy and the kinetic energy). When the total energy is constant in time
( i.e., waves are not damped in time), we have
62 aS + ) 2 dz
Dx fq ( 2q + aqz 2- (A.26)
where the definition of aj (A.4) and ri (A.5) have been used in the last equation.
After using the continuity equation on the right-hand side of (A.26), we get
2 2 aS
09
( qj
Dx, + 2dz
-
7 pqi + 
2aS IDI+ (-jq qi Dqj2/2N+ a-Dxi ) (A.27)
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2i )- q, _ dz2
- q1 dz
[-p6ii + Tij] Oqi dzJz+ axj
q2)
- qj- dz
2
2z
The unperturbed current is assumed time-independent. The surface displacement
of the mean flow is denoted by i/, and velocity and pressure by qj, P. As a special case
of (A.27), the energy equation for the mean current reads
e2 as + dz
a 2 - 9qlqi 2)|| dz
= - f -J±i caS( + -/ 2 1- L)dz (A.28)jX Z, ( 09i ax1 2
When both waves and current are present, the total velocity and pressure can be
written as qj = 4+ qj, q = i + and p = P, respectively. Now the energy equation
(A.27) can be written as
j2 f++5 + dz IE 2 - + a(S +j + qi) 2 
- ' j" 6 ( + P)(q + j)) dz
+E2a S ((1+1)(qi+ ))+ (qi[++qi) 2 dz
2 ( q1 + qi)(q + q )2 dz (A.29)
Under the assumptions
of
i = 0 (), qi =() (), (, 0 (E2 ), = 0(E), 09 (E2 ) (A.30)
and making use of the following identity
f dz = f dz + f dz, (A.31)
an approximate equation of the wave energy can be derived as follows.
Subtracting (A.28) from (A.27), we have the energy equation of the perturbed
motion. Some of the order of magnitude estimates are listed below
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2
+ aF dz - e212Izas + 02dz
a ( + dz + O(E5) (A.32)
(q, + 1)(q, + q )2 dz - I61 -dz = Q(E)
C2a
-E2a a
(( + 41) ( + 40)) + 2+x1
+ 2/2i dz = O(E6)
' S a:+ (
fj > (aqiq
0 [17+1
Ox Z
4,)2 dz
(A.34)
6i 1(p+ P)(qi + q -))dz 9 J' 6ilpqidz
(A.35)
Thus to the first approximation, the energy equation of the wave motion is
6 - dz
2JZ \0xj'0xi
which in turn verifies the assumption
=(62f)
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0
2j
2 Z
0
2x [+1
0
(A.33)
0
-a fh (iip)dz + O(,E) (A.36)
(A.37)
a$+ aq + 7
0Ih (iip)dz +0(65)
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Appendix B
Strength of Langmuir circualtoin
at nonlinear stage
To estimate the strength of the Langmuir circulation at nonlinear stage, or the scale
of 6, we notice that the nonlinear interaction of Langmuir circulation must be com-
parable to the driving force when Langmuir circulation become strong enough. Let
examine the longitudinal momentum equation of Langmuir circulation. From equa-
tion (12.24), the driving force is
( 36 (B.1)
kh + z)
where the factor EJ which indicates the order of magnitude of equation (12.24) itself
has been incorporated.
From (12.2),(12.3a), and (12.3b), it then follows that the nonlinear interaction of
the Langmuir circulation in the longitudinal momentum equation is
f262 VO + (B.2)
Term (B.1) must be comparable to (B.2) when the Langmuir circulation becomes
large enough, thus we have
6 = O(E) (B.3)
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which means that Langmuir circulation at the nonlinear stage is comparable to the
Stokes drift, just like the case studied by Craik and Leibovich [10] for an O(E2) basic
current whose shear rate is of the same order of the magnitude in the entire depth of
water.
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Appendix C
Mapping of differential operators
Here we map the differential operators Aij and BG, defined by (15.17), from the
coordinate z to the new coordinate defined by (15.18).
By the chain rule, we have
_2 Om a
az kh -Z z f af 8 (C.1)
where
Om = 
2 (C.2)
kht - Zb
Thus, the differential operators Aij and BG in the new coordinate are
BG -CSOm
A 2 1 = ac (-K2c +
A32 ac (-K29C +
113 = Om
2 a2
gCOM2 92 
-
C rna2
A41 = s - ,A 42 = -2aC-az 8 a
Maz a-:5J
+ /3m S 
I
+ az (9f
C A 43 = acCs
, A 23  Cs U
-
8 2az
az
(~2,9 + gc/'2 9
In (C.3), for given , the following functions
9C , Sc
0'9z
a 2 3C
(z2
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(C.3a)
(C.3b)
(C.3c)
(C.3d)
9us
az'
at 00
az
1)
all are evaluated at z computed by equation (15.18)
z = -kh+ Zb + kh - Z ( +1). (C.4)2
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